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DEAN'S ANNUAL REPORT (2007/2008 ACADEMIC YEAR)

FIKREMARKOS MERSO (DR.)

Introduction

The Dean's Report (the Report) was reinstated last year when the publication of the
Journal of Ethiopian Law (JEL) was restored after seven years of interruption. The
Report is an important mechanism through which the Faculty connects itself with its
graduates and the legal community at large. Graduates of the Faculty have an interest
to know what is going on at the Faculty and the Report may give them the opportunity
to understand some of the things the Faculty has been doing. For all this and other
reasons, I am convinced that the Report is an important tradition of the Faculty that
needs to be preserved.

The Report highlights the main activities at the Faculty- teaching and learning,
publication, partnership- and the challenges it has confronted and continues to confront
with.

I. The undergraduate programs

In the 2007\2008 A.Y. (2000 E.C.), the Faculty enrolled a total of 123 students in its
regular undergraduate program of which over 60 percent were female. An important
development at the Faculty has been the dramatic increase in the number of female
students joining the Faculty. In the last five years, on overage 50 percent of the
students joining the Faculty have been female students. This sharply contrasts with the
situation just five years ago where the number of female students at the Faculty had
been extremely low. If this trend continues, it will certainly contribute to the
reconfiguration of the profile of the legal profession in terms of gender.

It has been over three years since all public law schools in the country have started
implementing a new curriculum. While the new curriculum has introduced an
important innovation in the way legal education has to be taught and learned, its
implementation has not been without challenges. Several new courses have been added
to the menu of the course offering. However, the Faculty has been grappling with the
challenges of implementing the curriculum. Implementing some of the new courses has
been particularly a difficult task. Just to cite one example, in a Faculty where access to
computer and the internet has been virtually not available to most of the students,
offering the course on "Introduction to Computer and the Internet" has been a
particular challenge. Implementing some other courses has also been a challenge
simply because the Faculty has been ill prepared to implement the new curriculum.

Problems have also been encountered in finding appropriate professionals to teach the
different courses provided for in the new curriculum. While some of these problems
are partly the natural outcomes of introducing a new curriculum, the continued
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existence of these problems may have a serious negative impact on the quality of legal
education and they need to be addressed as soon as possible. The legal reform
document has introduced a new approach in legal education with a number of
assumptions and without the fulfilment of these assumption, the problems may
continue to linger on.

In the 2007/2008 A.Y., the Faculty enrolled about 134 students in its evening program
of which more than 80 percent were males. The gender imbalance may have its own
explanation into which this report does not seek to venture. The evening program has
continued to attract mature and experienced students with background across the
professional spectrum. Instructors teaching in the program always say that teaching in
the program is more interactive and lively; class discussions have been enriched by real
expenences.

Despite this, however, the number of full time staff willing to teach in the evening
program has declined dramatically over the last five years. Over 90 percent of the
instructors in this program have been lawyers from outside the Faculty teaching on a
part-time basis. This has created mixed feelings on the part of the students. On the one
hand, the students have benefited from the experienced lawyers who are not available
during the day time because of their other engagements. On the other hand, the Faculty
has not been able to ensure the quality of education offered in this program and there
have been some administrative problems in running the program because the
instructors are out of the reach of the Faculty. In particular, getting student grades in
time has been quite challenging. Under current circumstance, it is difficult to say that
this is really the Faculty's program

The major reason for lack of interest on the part of the full time staff has been the small
amount of pay for their services. The issue of pay has been out of the control of the
Faculty and it has been difficult to address the problem. Ordinarily, this should not
have been a problem for this Faculty which certainly is capable of raising the necessary
funds to effectively run the evening program. However, the Faculty has had little role
in the admission of the evening students as well as in the administration of the tuition
fee collected from the students. Decentralizing the program to the Faculty appears to be
the only solution to mitigate the problem.

In addition to the regular and evening programs, the Faculty has continued to run the
Summer In-Service Program which was launched in 2006 for the prosecutors drawn
from the Oromia National Regional State and currently over 200 students are pursuing
their undergraduate study at the Faculty under this program.

IL The Graduate program

In the 2007/2008 A.Y, the Faculty admitted about 64 students in the four streams of the
graduate program. Again less than 20 percent of them were female. The number of
female students in this program has obviously been unsatisfactory. But hopefully, the
number of female students in this program would gradually increase as more and more
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female students graduate from the undergraduate programs of the Faculty and other
law faculties in the country.

The major problem facing this program has been shortage of qualified staff to teach the
specialized courses in the program. The Faculty has attempted to mitigate the problem
by looking for qualified professionals from other higher learning institutions such as
the Institute of Federalism and Legal Studies of the Ethiopian Civil Service College,
intergovernmental and international institutions based in Addis as well as from partner
institutions. The problem will not be resolved until such time that the Faculty is able to
have its own staff with the necessary specialization.

The staff profile at the Faculty has not been that encouraging. However, recently, there
are some developments. One staff has been accepted to pursue a PhD study to be
offered by the University of Alabama and another one by the University of Warwick
based on the agreement concluded between these universities and the .Ministry of
Capacity Building with the view to offering PhD and LL.M studies to Ethiopian legal
professionals. We are also expecting additional two faculty members to get an
opportunity to study in the PhD program of the University of South Africa (UNISA).

I. Research and Publication

The publication of the JEL has continued and Vol. XXII (No.1) was published last
June. This issue of the JEL has been historical for different reasons. First, it has
reconnected former Faculty members and graduates of the Faculty. Notable here is the
very interesting reflection of the first Dean of the Faculty, James C.N. Paul published
in this issue. In his reflection, James C. N. Paul has highlighted how the Faculty was
established, the objectives they were seeking to achieve and the challenges they were
confronted with. James Paul's reflection was indeed inspiring and provides a short but
exciting history of our Faculty particularly for the new graduates of our Faculty.

Second, this issue of the JEL has also heralded the continuity of its regular publication
and mitigated the frustration on the part of the faculty and the legal community at
large. With this came an inspiration to research and publication. The number of
manuscripts being submitted has already exceeded the number to be published in each
of the issues. The publication of this issue, Vol. XXII No 2 of the JEL, is yet another
assurance that there is no backing on this front.

The Faculty has also embarked upon the ambitious project on three additional regular
publications: Series on Ethiopian Human Rights Law, Series on Ethiopian
Constitutional Law and Series on Ethiopian Private/Business Law. The first volumes
of the Series have already been published and the second volumes are expected to
come out at the end of this month (December). These publications are intended to
address thematic issues of significant importance in their respective areas.
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The regular publication of the JEL and the other three publications has been the result
of several measures taken by the Faculty to address the declining trend of research and
publication at the Faculty. The Faculty has established a Research and Publication Unit
'and assigned a Coordinator for the Unit. These publications would not have been
possible without the commitment and full engagement of the Coordinator of the Unit
and the team of editors of the JEL. That said, the continuity of these publications
should not depend on the commitment of a few staff members but on the full
engagement of all staff members. We all have interest in the continuation of these
publications.

The Faculty greatly appreciates the financial support from the French Embassy for the
publications.

IV. Moot Court

The Faculty has participated in national, continental and international moot court
competitions. In the national moot court competitions, the Faculty has continued to be
at the top for the last three years. This is an important achievement and the students
representing the Faculty in these competitions have made it possible with very little
support from the Faculty. The students did not even have a room where they could
practice, and very little access to the internet. The result is simply the outcome of the
commitment of the students and the coordinator of the moots.

Apart from the national moot court competitions, the Faculty has' also participated in
the African Human Rights Moot Court Competition and the Philip C. Jessup
International Law Moot Court Competition. Again the teams have tried their best
without much support from the Faculty and given that reality their performance has not
been bad. However, a lot has to be done in order to improve our performance in the
continental and international moot court competitions and bring back ottr reputation in
these competitions.

V. Partnerships

The Faculty has continued its partnership with the Centre for Human Rights, Pretoria
University. Last year, four students from the Centre (from South Africa, Malawi, Sierra
Leon and the USA) were placed at our Faculty and spent about four months writing
their dissertation and doing internship at the African Union. Currently, discussions are
underway with the Centre to expand the partnership in other areas such as staff
exchange and join research. The Faculty has also established a formal partnership
agreement with the New Perimeter, a pro bono wing of the DLA Piper and with the
Northwestern School of Law to collaborate in different areas. The partnership in
particular is aimed at assisting the Faculty in addressing its problem of shortage of
qualified professionals in its graduate programs as well as in research and publications.
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Teams of professors drawn from these institutions have been teaching different courses
at the graduate program and have tried to fill the gap in the area. The New Perimeter
has also sponsored the international conference on Law and Economic Development in
Ethiopia which was held on 13 November 2008 (See below).

A discussion is going on to establish a partnership agreement with the University of
Martin Luther in Germany targeting different areas of collaboration such as staff
exchange and joint research.

The Faculty has also signed a memorandum of understanding with different
governmental, non-governmental and inter-governmental organizations to work
together in diffegent areas including research and publication, and consultancy. Such
agreements have already been made with the Ministry of Justice, the Institution of the
Ombudsman, the Alumni Association of the Graduates of the Law Faculty of Addis
Ababa University and the UN Office of the High Commission for Human Rights.
Some of the agreements have already led to a concrete agreement. A case in point is
the research work being undertaken by the Faculty for the Institution of the
Ombudsman in three different areas. Discussions are being held to further expand
partnership agreements with other governmental and non-governmental institutions
with a view to collaborate in important areas of mutual interest.

VI. Conferences

Last November, the Faculty organized an international conference on "Law and
Economic Development in Ethiopia." The Conference has taken up some of the key
areas of law with significant impact on economic development: dispute resolution,
WTO accession, microfinance, foreign investor protection, taxation and the legal
infrastructure on capital formation. High government officials, legal experts,
economists and other pertinent professionals as well as members of the business
community took part in the conference. Although the conference was generally
successful, there are always rooms for improvement in organizing similar events and
one important feedback we got from the participants is that the time allotted for
discussion was short. This has to be taken into account in organizing other conferences.
The Faculty is also organizing another conference on the Legal Profession in Ethiopia
on December 20, 2008 together with InterAfrica Group. Three papers would be
presented at the conference on issues relating to legal education, legal ethics and legal
professional associations in Ethiopia which would be followed by discussions.

VII. Challenges

In addition to the specific challenges outlined in each of the section of this Report,
there are other challenges the Faculty has continued to grappling with.
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The first and foremost challenge facing the Faculty remains to be lack of its own
building. Despite its expansion both in terms of programs and number of students it
admits, the Faculty is largely confined to its old building. Inadequate classrooms and
offices have continued to create significant hurdles to effectively undertake the
activities of the Faculty. Lack of options has even forced the Faculty to open
classrooms which have been declared not safe for use. The graduate program has been
moving from one building to another outside the campus, creating inconvenience in
running the program. Apart from classrooms, the Faculty has not been able to establish
a computer lab both for its faculty and students as well as to establish different
programs such as a legal aid clinic. A related problem is the unfriendliness of the
Faculty building to persons with disabilities. The visually impaired students have been
taking exams in the corridors with all the noises and disturbances from people moving
around. Access to faculty offices and classrooms has also been a problem for the
students with physical disability.

These are some of the problems that continue to hinder the teaching learning process
and it is high time. that the Law Faculty has its own building. Without a building of its
own, it has indeed become extremely difficult to deliver what is expected from the
Faculty.

Second, there are also problems in relation to the Law Library. The Law Library has
been renovated and it has already begun providing services. But it has now become
clear that the space for the library does not go with the number of students which
continue to rise. It does not also have sufficient facilities for students of the Faculty
with disabilities.

There appears to be good news in this regard though. The University has already
decided.to build a social science and law library complex in the main campus. We hope
the construction of the building will soon start and one of the most serious and long
outstanding problems confronting the students and faculty would be resolved.
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VWA> hh+stP ?7A +14l MA?74*A- AVA Afl+Q* #9,4A' fVoaThA
u't ndcw W'lvA rhY* otfL-) ?hA- 9C "IA:: OfM Ufh-A

fl.9o1A hW+Y 19/L0A fma ffi+4-+99 CAP ff# 9Ct M.-
Zrg'w II6V7 f'7A tuqgr AA ?tan'cm h0t VitSy ouh& ofIA ¶Wm
AA VWAa flfrA* rhISff Afl hAg> hfh+stP ?7A +lAfr
Alz"%A7g q Ytfmtit flODa A30-f+ #9PtA ?'A t&::

-A'+Kk Scr 0"7A +04qAM Si 1A f4law hCL Am Vafo2RA Aff
Yam- ount- nqAoof +Am hiffV* AZPT TA fMA Wa:> A4tST
?o'7A Ul14 M0Ds- AjAoh NM '4,p1-7 +9C ?+t1A9W- ht7$?4ithor-t
hmi4-At M'A AS7C M±AA V+I - b>>:: h4WZ w qCRt R hAS
?+QAa7 t1'7i h/ViA M7 htoZay79.9 alidf C1 9 W A- Aau"'o A

hVgW/L97f4 A h9C4 O'?-Y# t4-'1-)47 "OThAoAh+ VAmr TCt
gmnvO7A:: Mit ) fia'tnA MtL ¶7K% flhhA V4Tm- ouIYI
hAonsfywI anaCooC hlA2 Alf'A::

na"'tf 07A +nsr Sit 4A ?+aa /?+ / ?A ftAn> U/7i
7C ()a ?oP0 A A+9 M> oa00A 0+hhA L&21T ao0A MoYAl#7
ntooAht:-
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04 g.7 fll+tfkm ¶wfTh. ovaZhlt r&*rkY on0XP4' Mtq4YC9 4tPTC
'lAWf l tuCwCrC ALh MSk onWe t4)aalA U+QAAw (7A
-o4gtr ho% a~us. A+ A9 +4Q + ?-)o Ynam- AkYi hPiA hgt
AZ 9o*qol- +71+ -+wdv "IAW'7 fI5 hSC ftQAa ?OtR al rAhc

VMW O?7 tr f);l*r afle +toav A+41 Afl4) A* (LS'V# aut
49, vfTA- (o?"7'T+ wbA A IA hflhn A ' 3IAf oip 'I-iY

h+4lAw- hAkX r+mAg Sons- otfPl h7At40 - A"74,97 +T+A:
faou'A h1r hAm- ?tQA-r Ahfc rlhs rn;ip on6,4 tA-

hTfu4 h"VA 3a6t? +Wflf ?±nn& w:: hW U a&)I WVhftylw
'LtRi W7C +oaCn C AAAI/h AA AanGA fafm'm- thRIA aovf

+Z,."ajlA::

hm99t V'at , P O'F. 'S 'Am- Ho-) O7A +Arist 4A9 vm-rn-
m.er ?&caw Qf7 tLothA Vot 1f PhbC oh'nY,- owe.+ yh94
h"LAat- (heYR ZCP7 ++ FmAi AMvf- ?19A+ ?mUA n#7
AAA4h MSA Oa-tm +77 ftt7am Uhl fA- f nAafl+ Mn
7QI '1$ TW* oAG'lq ony al4 +4"-37m? ?'%AM ¶m=:: nati
AAtlh MK' + ftQAr) YOP 71 q, ofl7W- O#Aoatg nt (1+
fihlfro aue +A haMtran-q PAt4 (iAV rn9,9M flMg AYw+ h9,,T
1W ?anhb Mr ?" Wt0I W7 thbC fAr:: E2AW- fW7rt haDt+
h7l0- faA rMChP Uah- 7'm "yggLq7 T&+ hA-X
hfa'r:: U-At vonL aw P, "phflflC 971D g?74q Q MAJ sw

aT4{ 9441 o"L+ flAh 2? OMaw hMAAY:: Ah9 ?fln+C
flnm'fl t fathf Whf r h?),' M!- 9 hoA AM7A+ h9VAP::flgh

#H 4,A 94- rOm4 f AS 57C AAAh hAK 0"64-n ant+T1
+7ri h+qAa zahl flAh +X F ?rnAh AM&tWn- MAI 7hbC w9Ar MA

aG7flZ$i *ait 9 9,TCf1*A:: AAAh AS ffl YZh' wXM fltAWof+
MAqn ti arit 41E7aY7 OA tsi9e &+ 4& Vt4-d AA )7C hutu
Uhl ftMA MaV"t,- flS'C2'T hA9Afr:: h'i hA h)£+Aom Y1t7
?4.ow AV1 Q Mo Aqg, fl - hA+SA It- ?anAh4%4 U-At thy,2

rhhw% Vf9t441 rY.4-4177 MAS OhP1 0 SW analo4- kg, AhO
fla"A+ ?AO- (tfl AAAIh MAA0 4- flqnh n +eTA +71 ?±n

ASW 4641A AMh Movfl- (EtC? flt(n hmuq PgCPA::

?,"7F Ov, £9¶imP HuI-7 OhI Pxh e n94'ouqrl 0lA +fqe 64 A ',
P t ~lli M hUAA57C ' n Aeo0- ±AOao+ ?R Amhat MAkh

a hOft +T1- +71 htheA UShl ft-+4q rn79r ?+Wig MangtO
fetfl7 P77 hsY! 07l AMA iAfikcY av9kA5 hh+ACS

*'TTC IA1Aall +TA- h+rIm AM) wh- A71 9AMav Alt anAh
fAw 9j*o7 m"h7 noo aCoaC "AAlAh h(LA' a VIA ?hAam- ah4tr
V7 Jwm- hAAh hA ?Afrm 744 VAmw M±Y1'* ito 944
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fl9Ut/A1- ALCtIA ?0L7q tF NA+71r:: 0A49v Rh-A 07A +n4Yr &&+

Aj9 +YSZ 7'&* AY'C14 iMfAo A'71 7C 7'¶%f V"'u9 Iff

rti-rio fVit* 12 WiATtA 01/6/99 W% Vfmo Vah?"S rAhC w&44
'jf-:: U ?MiAho 9"AhC CDv++ 0'r,4% oWu& 4-+ frAr* AA. to
hsit 7 &4 Agwti ffAa" ai6 VMAr + dqut ?Aa) hohA"
h'a VLfAhL& 'am::

01U. aWhAZ owDI1 g,74 qg, AA +,A A+ 4$t nneSs+ '4t

f$hAA1 mh4- VhA + Mu Ada iP A ounml'r 'a A'A*

gV4A:: muh& MaA* lI A +OAo hLA fhThFA? vou-m
hA n&+ 4, o"a.4tP n+44t, 4j& v+ hR9 fogh+A 'a hA+Ar::

frZnr awll49r AAhlhA raD79A m aurc rOre,'rr ?AKAr::

ft&97mme- $7.70 nA ffmaufl+ mh& ARhL 'I gAG> h'aYiA (V/A
+.q' 1 hqzhiF 4$. hbt ?-4- Fr9aM6 at- 'a:: whhs
"'T/ao Vt7AO W m fh VMkC+ QI PA D Mh%A 0*hbA AAAI/h

hAS "MAonfr- HAA W1814 MAP>I7m h'+mk 4CY fL+ $7ON 09
4$ Al7Xth MImofl- 7C 0+ 4$ CZ49" for7gA M'9" hda>

9A&- *hhA hglAr":: ?l&.U hiM+ h/ViA fln- Th 4$& 0vK4*

w$9" naocai* ?uam Wf rtfor,09n0- 'a AAIA+ hA11OA Tr:: t
'9 +P MA tO$9/t fav'7A 0'14 0G> ?+0 4 } A+oAh--:-

fav1YA W"Ml MD- ftlAa ?aV-AU-. hm4*Atu- NA AI4-0- #y:A
0"LaA 9"hlf* wj=

?hIsr VIA fiq VY%4* ouil& NUf fNPi-+ tAht PO34L At'?
rlhcf kavAhe- zrhGN 1160-1 Ya%4+#) U?-'I MXAS VAftflt*

0Ci -W 'Alf3?i 2½hMAA- hm4hAii htA AS7C mRC YA- 1rr
19" h+x osrAC- uvr 1OW-h4* aou&, OhbA flam 7Y1Th

?an, v>A r fhcT htl7+ fth? avtF- meh*F DM "hhcT AZ.7
VIA 14AW, 0,4r anV, 4A (901% rCan- hSZ. W/O.*

+Cq Afl a- VfhcYC :iA haw tie7 96- nMOO* AmrO*
iaut+ SvA hIMa auffTfwK MAhooii flpim7f anDif-7 +7A*I'

hao-9- Ao' hT9$I f9"hbC)vrw ??dr¶ AU27T 1-mA:

notlh47W flflto> 7YI1+ ?+±*cmw anC- M)- 4 Amfff" hMIA
9aoo 116+ A.f1A -fl4A7::

KrAw fin7 Oh-A h+tf-+ ah4hf rlhbCl avihA KIND f¶onld.*
H0-1 f-oAKa 9"AhC 9"Ao> 06-I7 h'%A+ h60 hr*h& NL

th&-A+-a hf't+ 27 +w) 1996 '1.7 ArC ?Ah 1998 9.." KCD §OAq
,flATh 'oAh hl~a Mo#hg h 4+ tPA Ltt g thfg+ HL-

hfornal 0A h +7 AfrM& W5?1 tomA4 h2XF"+LLX> h AGC
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hAC7' h1Cw S?"7fltlt) M040w- 0f04+ li Ytraws h01 4+
+h'tr h & NUt oohSAA9*f-?Q oC 40,000 Ah.%V? u-f4's

AS%+ * wO s hAi hai *W* srAw- AT±* ha74- +afqm
hVr*,"I+ +C4 oaUZ9 P*al flannR fhao4+ 11At huf39

?9t QAP-f+ Ni)% fA +14 1144 auLPZ+ on4hot4+ A1z Ak+ VI 4A
fioh97C 4tC 40,000 AhL4+ A 1 + AfWP* aouAC.' ZrAios ota4+

Arllw ?)0+ 0i( +DCS fionf$ ?CAR flfi fi4UwIr mC owfood? 1999
'I.Y fKfwa o6t-7 ?o4+ aPt Mac4* Adm?+I ht7 L+

hs+hcr7 4cAi 1 NIAboA.A flthm4-e foth ms's" f im
o*rT4 +htLM h4 XTirP hA+OA-P 114- ±avAP fUM 7-40
oeZt7 flhd4T AWsr MhoodhK mih6& uW ?. 'aNt::

+t7i aft ftfeAl- onh4hg 9miAC7' rgg7Aa 110h79 h"A+ Wi+c
39n+ Awdt A7r0 hw ' Afr a rr wATrurA [fd+ v1,L
"at+ AItifo7ma- ¶OC -14 aohh&AbT::

hrAhCt MA £rPuM l, fVy* a'tc'Prcm rcru4
1YYA+ 96- M+L' O)Aft ?& OM'W *' ?fltfoi G%+76
NlsrW fat?"1 ThW¶ Wn6.0 %+'7i aVg9py Mfl6 wo
?+$l7 MoW1 Aao4+ [fAr homli¶ Nolfk h.fL h?
+ruVI 7A +n9 hJPitr fatA hChC Mr"r:: hSKkn) (Ct

0r G1C7&cG% VKA +n&gJr AauUw5fl fonWI* aotfWlh 11Ct V,
MCC+ VO'Lml AA"Yt4AwM- en- h+f PhVIAe : e4'jft
4-+74dj-9 07fZfPl ?ah4hf PvhhCI 7 htfA ?Wft YI99m::

flXrAMP 6iU-79 MOT+ ont4 omthA fDf&m r77 hW>tm ViUff
o"oAA tf V9A u-At 9h#(L r?'ihC% Naflt 77C oflo'i44

naugflr e'Ar Y'ot44-I AyfAvm+ V'flw- v-W11 n iA+ >U
atI4A- Mv4#AA AA ?)DcA 1SSa W7itTfl IW7A Mtm fah)

+hhU eAP rIhc h AMlPU-TA::

h~rLuViA MOM'W7 9ohhC*~ ZT'(vm- H66w1 tw44.2 ?arAt-T hm-Av-
VA AAo97it NA.+ mfrflne favU* +hm 09,6hCTh (s4

kAmW4 hW ff thd Am- AY'A+ AMh AVfmA ro,974. YmdV7
Af'Zti A77C oW AahoptY* flnY 0) ?O"A aA( A+i lA-rA+T ATf
A11*-7 lt ha.I AA+ M ?& ?rh? 7AIAT-h h¶. YhbC 7hA+

AAh ARsOAA* fl"aYAb-6f wzr n Ma ?fNAThC mA4 ;hfAaAT hf
1f+hhA ZPf¶ +9XM- £rflin IV flAanf - "I-V? flAh

M9A?ifo- l Am4Af VA AW9C NaW"MA (oA Io'aAhdm 141* ouAh-
?T"tm6sTC MW) ++M1ZYU ratAmm WeirW::
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0'+ r rhC hsW"Aw hfl+ 0+ps- fVW'h* ¶7C "IeTC '-f-ar 2.
7A+ ?WfltCO Y t A my.ifo 90(L A+aua " r60 ?- MAU-

hm4-?AU- AYA +"%fM1-4 +?7C WfC W'7A VoAhhMT9" V9f
h)0% no*r- mnZ)t r9 ?"amw h$9A9:: Vftt PthCF hahihC

ZAf"A H&t7 hh+t h"TA+ onUS,) ?a7KA A"it ?)0&i Moun4.
Av7,7c ?O%9AA IiP hA779::

A4r fLn+T4 raU) ftAfm PhitfL ;h? ?"1AhC ?V'YA* onui4. ;Sgg
WRnrP ?40.44V V B up' nefln+ im RrimF all-79 'i'aA+ nq+c
Igni+ h-fl4- hanrTwFa Nf5l"7tma hhOt79- ZfArw nawy

¶+-qAo7 A- M07w*3 7A9 01998 9.I on~aoy MQOn 9r9iw fuyn
fA. hAh LaM" ?AAh MtCi MI 77H 711 tM* 7lt+ {1* AAIL4+
74f Ifl'1+ 4 ONlf" hRT* hi7t-+ flt A447 MYjAOt .

hm4LAm ilffv- Ail 7W0 tfaYY- l+onAh+9" K9"?fl OflAh aAf+ +C-r+
Ahtst 9rAw HU60-1 naoAhr ifl tmA ?+J-a6+ hinw4

AM~fw- Mamo*W- Atf7m fltAAh OAf- htu h , Vr*A Ai-
fl+IhbA hM% 99m0 l-H&) ?aon't 7-4t If"%YmPTC VDm:: AW

AM it AAh LmrAM YA+*) UA +TCI I. fihMA h7V-T- My
tan"tA W7C KIN YCYA fAe ftrW9" hW'tr MatH'w"r h'rYA+
b&r MAa TY7t-- rm# V7C VAr xNEH nougoMg LawrAVA
09'Aa- AAh rtr'4+ AeZ TitA 4OA Nr7hV UW}&U AW+ UJ- 9.C&
wItw-Pci Am- .C V A 4A Aao+fAr Ptf o A7auI hhFt&

ZlfUA:: 9"?hh Zrha7'm thAhS 0TKIC hC/fl AtvU 1W 7CA
?9*Aw7 W- Atm M%&g fAL+ ALaS+ az$U4 Tfl{Q*A fAwK?
an?7C 41+t.4 M0l 2 M& fAwV w A A CkA MAlTf Mp7CAq
hbA?" ?O7hlPt7 nmW#4 +7+7 +)7Y A P"7Ace MO7A

hA)741gjj AMUtt ?o& Ah'%A+ M)AM h4asrf mtr Afg
fmAhe. m',+- YW Man W - An'16 P.KC7flA:: .f.ur -W "ixgv7
flrFwm fltfT Oh-A ht0-4 hauih? P"AbW* aohA 'Aap" MU-79

ho' V7* 0'i+'C IS tI+ ArfltW 0f4O+9 II'ifl 2L IfI'Cn* Al'H*
MPeft-?+ fl+A96 U-At rihc+ r -rfm i' AS ra4+ noPc

±r9)m 0049" ame, dt4e GtN v HW 'L9"C a'w+ rru6.-7 rthK
9"AhC LAa AAh Zar*A ' h fl"LanoAh* 71f 7CSA Sin

+hhtW NMAir, anehJA:: f01%c flt 0n n OgqTho- tmff+
vf#'C %7 ?4.0 hLC*AUw NYA AM (aA ?'%S7CO+ rhW9+
?I9SC:";: rih fmVa r.hof oA ngo9rAh 060-1 aohihf

PAh% hanhhhC PC (um&C' hAT h 9TRP* h?1C Amno flCh0
?r"'LmPT4 0.PP% f'Li M V"% frmo h ?Ar:: 7'(hb
RlaDw l~r hM'LP hA*"1 ?on"LA dCI{I N)SWIem- hLP"K'WE
A070- A4S5PA9"::
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01997 3" OArNP wC ai-hP gW~hm. Ya7+j9 A42 9fA lil& 'VtAAqn. 4¶ci 1 LA4+ rion'fl noth on++ 0ttu tin x% rho%4+ 4-
W0h-= AP"Am atify kou?4 ; AC Tm %e Kh-j vha A"& oofhong¶,ncAa: ?,. 'vM'f 17 Ph9W li04-w 06nY) row 4"4 oudsuu5Z

Mt+4Am fticsi. M (1A MA- C fyg oawjhCfoA Va 0%v Y7C
?AP::

7A +4Rp h%4+ ouu&, 0 1 PCoo' ? K"C& A TYL A% hYYT6ha
1610- PC lg;?Z+ hlVm 94W&-+ flA7KX ?wA tAlah9ArOtk0.+ U9,w 49, hZg ?V syjolChtqfe AAo%7AMAM tan-
9U SC24' haoogo-. hT? "tql+ Ot+ AAh &fA>A YhE rPh,g+taii fomb6lI&Y NrcA/CF? rr??70k IVA no7.A fA&Mbef~b
*A uA9A ?riA i ?X.yago w APzprr ?AtfiA "v79 Momanu
taAhtr hallU1- .9& +9,P ho"77fl ?riohc N409 NSG%*rOwf07A? MaA1W 'U-9UP+i7 hm4hAw {)MA hArAP:: dt bona*
hiT' ,Y9" N+ AAh £cfA'% MhIf Ph19+ ta- faonaei 9&4 N/Cf0+ rr"7m 1/ I AA-HA 4CATh' (, AA h 9&' MIXAAsr NrPC 0- Ao?0-'+ a4Al 1tmqP fl+C MC11 aijgPj

toYt44 0¶Cmt)+ anoW '7y r VaThPTA hRsAAA :: 9,u KCzt*huotlea* 'It+ +9+ O9* IT ?1hY}9* t N/-C L+ fft7- 4W
RAM AC) on974- 0+7'zC &9" hM m hl- ?hA.xn qU& VAm

ot'VA (IAJ± Ag, noCaw4 OMh( A, hAlA 7-A4- !tVhf UiwPt?
0"VyP4 4 l, aimn oTY a " **or atutus iz7?4 WOfl&)oA*
hi?,A*P"::

fkC 9 hAL'9P foY."If' Om'-T VAM)+ MA 0d4 t h'A4 49f,7v.}j. IOKA&A 4A fl"M auflfV tam:: AP"AY H&-V) +hbA VIA
+niw foar)A fllnW co4+ fLsa Tfl c n qT MA 4, R.94.
lmt' VSP A, fq+ ?iAp Af$Ch ATA qAtqA mIh- 9A.i+ Q0tYAw- lt'hA noavfr tt A9, hak44 s- AA4.M ?aoIY&y ig,.

iYIpIA wor flA4 fauIXy an"MY flanmr K I47 AAsKP tfWA
0c:: JAa li-71 flMO"Tp ?Am-+ hWA AA h?4.u h&t+ Mik 7-4+

Af$ZA fA f1& ?hn M u+ V& Yial ILO ThA 07A tM9A, 1A4
4 hatca-+ PAC lr7Sntq M PC ?"c NK+malk 9 m90r h.I4Mf7C PC' 6"rC MkO4G-anU A.YCI tt9ThC fGoPIYA a-ltl' (47o.

M(ltw* AA MAVAA:: 0lO aAW fLSOJr TIT 07&9, ovaCl honmr+r" fthf
AAo rA O5A)V fauxA dAiOql t w LFOtA tr Ag4 A ookith A

£rPh liI ftc q 30 3scW+ hkc*Mn+ )av+ 0A hvOZ+ Vew'
W'YA+ anv&-7 0 & ?"f7l7+ 0g4'C IYftI+ AarnDmA (nhao/? hAhC
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Pt ?nW.4- n71h (W7 *t A*Afe Mb hAtFlT 4t29 fanAk7
cmM+ fl"04if m AtA Aii&$YF+ h3CPAhu- WA* G hWA4 ?w
Vf'MZ SCW+ AAJr'* oniYV o4' OWA:: M+tP footA

AHli fLS&w9 ?aAC.7 UJAP+ "oIM+ 'Cm? W"Il 4A ?ZCA MUO Te
?anMY aw"M9 hHk+M w AA fo*?Thf liA AA hoot 2IM aft

miW G?0 )XY ?1Cfl V"CvfaKlXA+ h?Y- 4r-h440+ 0* oa h-A+ NV#?1
PC WJ DR ox$M9 (Li ous Aan4L - a*1n fl ot?+4t+ ouf7lz 4$&
t+'L ml+ naW'tR rho)u'+ MA A fl/b m$7' (LCoaGC O+'hhA
f?'+ ?A9 hAAh+elA MA qAjm$ afl t & hfMAl*4 'i YAW A4171
ha/hA fom4'r 044 4$ A d ? 1.g+ 1a~iZh ?f+wAi stCz4- nooklr
¶V 1%YI1' hfl5':

$v 74ht 1'AdL+ qvg hAm- VfOAt h/'aYhA 14t4 4A +Ks+&
9WAqM+ 7--4 hoW WY anz-lP wr:fl VtAOaaWm. a aWn-h6 OYA

?ttna ?hhrs rhc mttr 1144+ 4J? V ?&Cum '04* hftK WRtf
tf3A N h? AAP't hf2l Malfl' cAP AVAAf+ UZP4 rfo 4

Mo' ?"oLfYIA hysAr:: fhn4A Dit) 7-'&f ?* tf7o J&I
hfAP £? ftCIS hAIO9I' BhI$WcI Wh 4& f ntvwm- ?aYA Al

hk'?g+ 539/1/u A$ ftohAht-m hOt ma mraA 0u& ?AAaPS 'h7-
f~atmffmWV u4*9F foggir QAavY- ?+tovom- hog'

fl?"? mht mTWA M- MA hlAr-':: htt M flimA a h?7 +
540 W VtonAhw+ +&t Mim 7X' cs? A +f-q A ?OYi M4 7Cr

In ?h'7 ?IPhS*r vtfr::

$u 'Ct (f -&7 h4tZfl4 OVhfl.P4 ?S ha P- oW67ldhI TA+*
(Lat7'e' ?+t~io 'V1t? amh& wA wi)m fi-qAra' rfo'Yf+ ir'
hA7lP:: 5SA479 hYWe Zt1 AF. Aicm l7 (16*'? tfl AW lA
-Ifl&$P hat4+ ouiJ& MA 4$, 7"4 AaWtth Mhp mth&- ?MA4. qu&

,Ae thA 014 4$ flaow u4o(flonCaL*) -0ha0t 4A Allm+C WAl
flo%?+C§ VA 7-,4+ o"YiMW ?W (oA4' 7-AU W (ot$ U4*

anAlj,? 9jifit *ho (IV'7AOT&0 hO?. ?MA ?-4+ uYA nWy'anh*
noW,Ymh- maYA AO hlq'W 555(o) q (A) rC ?at1U FT ANM T

flh3 - Wht 4$ ?fmAh ?C h?+$ 4A/am /o/ r//t. 113/2/ aiit&+
++i [thkt PMA 7-44- o$tlh wMA flolMA 07 h?)+ 555/V94/

ooA+ '4+1 MA f7o0w Wj:

h a)Yl $ q$, gArlma 1140-7 OtM'K-+ hh 4$ n+m70 1i-hII$&
an7tP ?S OrH0,W onU, 4$ (toa"DI$ aIP hstCOA VfOA9) h
VhMA 7-)% OtomAht' MW NA AaooAh+ hRtFAa OfltA



v+zt7mfl+ tf M+71i) ARt 7ttL vftia ff44+ + w*IL viamrn+
rh??g hrA nu U-+ MA tn0ri9 &- AA ft1Aw 74+ +4A

fa"tA OAGoLftU AEA ri7 h?+M 555/o/ omA+ T+4-+' owqA-
++qg+ ?0Lflom. pwp::

Xfa7 #s-, Av fl-z779 + 64 h@AO A17A 7-- vrin dMA
flRA- AW7flt #9f77qa7 4"ay awm? 77 /UA atfl Al-e fPAwm)

r#7+ 'tPt fltovfhr;- 'P44 -t ?tQAfn+ ?aft A At h?+¶ 555
"29.T7. 0kL 2M, 74t hI4-P hhr& hrh+ h4- V"agAAT W't-
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Federal Supreme Court of Ethiopia
Judges: Dagne Melaku

Amare Amogne
Kedir Ali

Appealants: 1. Demissew Zerihun
2. Yakob Haile Kidane

Respondent: The Federal Public Prosecutor
Criminal. Appeal File No. 35768
November 7, 2008

Criminal law- participation in the commission of crime, grave willful injury, an
attempt to commit aggravated homicide, and sentencing: - Arts. 27, 32(1), 64, 88(2),
184, 539, and 555 Criminal Code. Law of evidence- relevancy and weight of evidence.
Criminal Procedure- conviction of an appellant for an offence not charged: Art.113
(2) Criminal Procedure Code.

Held: Judgment of the Federal High Court as relating to the first appellant modified;
judgment of the Federal High Court relating to the second appellant reversed.

Summary of the Judgment

The Public Prosecutor charged both appellants jointly for two offences, namely an
attempt to commit aggravated homicide (arts. 32(l) (a), 27(1), and 539(1) (a) of the Cr.
Code) and grave willful bodily injury (arts.32 (1) (a) and 555(a) of the Cr. Code).
Particulars of the first charge indicate that Demissew Zerihun, who had been
threatening and intimidating W/t Kamilat Mehedi, for not being willing to continue to
be his lover, conspired with Yakob Haile to murder her. According to their agreement,
the latter was to approach the victim, at the agreed time, by pretending to have been
intoxicated with a view to divert her attention at which time the former was to attack
her with sulfuric acid. They executed their plan at 10 p.m. on the 28"' of December
1998 E.C. when the victim was going home with Zubeyda Mehedi and Zeyneba
Mehedi (her sisters). As stated on the charge, Yakob approached them and acted as
agreed when Demissew came from some where threw the sulfuric acid at the victim's
face causing serious injury on her head, left ear, her nose, and chest endangering her
life. Particulars of the second charge indicate that the appellants, in violation of Arts.
32(1) (a) and 555(a) of the Criminal Code, caused serious bodily injuries on Zubeda
Mehedi and Zeyneba Mehedi by the acts referred and at the time and place indicated in
the first charge.

The trial court convicted the -accused persons under both charges and sentenced the
first appellant with death penalty and the second with 20 years rigorous imprisonment.
Both appealed to the Federal Supreme Court (here after to be referred as the court)
seeking for reversal of conviction and sentence passed by the trial court. The court
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ordered their applications, which were filed separately, to be joined for the issues -
raised in both appeals are related and are from the same judgment.

During the appeal hearing Demissew stated that the lower court wrongly convicted and
sentenced him with death penalty for an offence he has not' committed. lHe was
suspected for having committed the offence merely because of the misunderstanding
he has had with the victim's family. Also, he brought to the attention of the court that
his defense of alibi was not considered by the lower court. Furthernore, he stated that
Kamilat did not testify against him and that Zubeda and Zeyneba, after stating that they
do not know who did the criminal act, changed their mind and testified against him
before court of law; that the trial coirt did not allow the statement they made about the
matter on a Tele Vision to be introduced as his evidence; and that he was arrested when
he went to Hayat Hospital where Kamilat was admitted.

The second appellant raised the following points to show how erroneous the judgment
of the lower court is. The confession he gave to the police not being given voluntarily
could not be used in evidence; the testimony made by Kamilat's sisters that he was the
one who acted as being intoxicated and approached them to divert their attention is not
trustworthy as they have never seen him before; even if he were the one who acted as

such, the prosecution did not show the link between his act and the acid attack, which
is allegedly done by the first appellant some time after he went away from them and
they continued their way to their home. Yakob concluded his argument stating that the
trial court convicted him in the absence of adequate evidence showing his involvement
in the commission of the alleged offences.

The prosecution on his part raised the following points. Though Kamilat could not
identify who committed the act, her sisters, who were at the scene of the crime and
who arc themselves victims of the crime testified that they recognize Demissew and
Yakob being the doers of the crime; witnesses testified that Demissew had been
threatening and intimidating Kamilat; Yakob's act is linked to Demissew's for the
former acted as he did to make sure that the act of the latter did not miss its target. The
prosecutor concluded his argument stating that both the findings and sentences as
regards both appellants are correct and no reason for-interference on the judgment of
the lower court.

The court identified the following issues as calling its attention:
1. Whether the prosecution's evidence established the fact that Demissew did the

acid attack on the victims in both charges?
2. Whether the evidence produced by Demissew was capable of casting a doubt

on the prosecutor's case?
3. Were Demissew the one who did the wrongful act on the victims,

3.1. Whether his act on Kamilat would be an attempt for aggravated homicide?
If not so, under which law does his act fall?
3.2. Whether his act on Zubeda and Zeyneba would be an act of grave willful
bodily injury?
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3.3. If found guilty under both charges, what should be the appropriate
punishment?

4. Whether the prosecution's evidence show that Yakob Haile was involved in the
commission of the crimes and whether there is a law under which he is to be
convicted for the wrongful act committed against the victims?

The court entertained the first issue as follows. The prosecutor produced both
documentary and oral evidence to prove that Demisew committed the alleged act.
Whereas several witnesses were produced by the prosecutor, only the victims are eye
witnesses, whose testimdny the court considered. As can be understood from Kamilat's
testimony made during the preliminary inquiry, she could not identify who committed
the act and hence did not testify against Demissew. The other two victims, Zubeyda
and Zeyneba, after taking oaths, testified that Demissew, whom they knew before,
splashed. the chemical over their face. One of them testified that she followed him
raising a cry for help. Both testified uniformly as to what he wore at the time of the
commission of the crime. The medical certificates issued by Yekatit 12 Hospital
indicate that the three victims were seriously damaged at different parts of their body
and Kamilat's face is totally disfigured by a chemical having strong acidic nature,
Based on these items of evidence of the prosecutor the court is convinced that the eye
witnesses and the medical evidence uncontrovertibly established that it is Demissew
who did the acid attack.

Next, the court considered the second issue: whether Demissew had rebutted the case
of the prosecutor established as above. In support of his defense of alibi, Demissew
called his sister, Yelushal Zerihun who testified that he and she, with other persons,
were at Madingo's Night Cib at the time when the crime was allegedly committdd.
She testified that she got Demissew's message that he would like to spend the night
with her and others at the aforementioned Club at 7 p.m. on the day of the commission
of the crime, met him an hour after she got the message went to the Night Club and
stayed there till 1 a.m. in the night. That the appellant called his sister as his witness
but not others who are said to be at the Night Club; and his sister's statement that she
received the message via another person, where he could directly communicate her and
that they met within an hour after she got his message made the court to doubt the
credibility of her testimony. This is more so for the court, where seen in light of the
consistent testimony given by the two eye witnesses of the prosecutor stating that they
recognized the doer of the criminal act being Demissew.

The court considered two facts that seemingly militate against the prosecutor's case if
they could cast doubt on the prosecutor's case. The first one is where the three victims
were walking together at the- time of the commission of the crime how two of them can
saw the doer of the act but not the other one. For the court, in the light of the fact that
the injury on Kamilat was more severe than the injuries on the two, it is possible for the
former not to be able to see and recognize the doer while the other two who suffered
from a lighter injury be able to focus on and identify the doer. There would have been a
contradiction had Kamilat testified that some one else did the act where her sisters
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testify against Demissew. Hence, the court could not found this fact to be helpful to the
appellant. The second fact that appears to support the appellant but rejected by the
court is that he went to the Hospital where Kamilat was admitted to visit her. As
alleged by the appellant, he went there when he heard about the accident that occurred
to her for he was not involved in the commission of the crime. Though it is logica) to
think that he would not have gone there had he been involved in the commission of the
crime, the court does not accept this fact, in and by itself, to be adequate to cast a doubt
on the prosecution's case proved by strong eye witness testimony.

The court treated the third issue, which is whether Demissew's wrongful act can be
treated as an attempt to kill Kamilat, as follows. As can be understood from its
judgment, the lower court convicted the appellant for attempted homicide for he had
been threatening her life at different times before the commission of the crime, which
was considered by the lower court to indicate the intention of the doer; and that experts
testified the chemical thrown at her face has the ability to kill a human person, which
made the court to consider the same as a means being used by the actor to kill the
victim.

Though the prosecutor produced a written document prepared by the Ethiopian Drug
Administration and Control Authority which indicates that the chemical splashed over
the face of Kamilat is capable of causing death, the chemical about the property of
which the Authority wrote is not a sample taken directly from what was thrown at
Kamilat's face. Rather it was taken from a chemical in a container which was found, as
testified by one of the prosecutor's witnesses, near, the place where the crime was
committed on the morrow of the commission of the crime. That the chemical found in
the said container is a sulfuric acid has been proved. What is questionable is whether
the chemical examined by the Authority and found to be sulfuric acid is the same as
what Denissew used to attack Kamilat; how can one know whether the container and
the chemical in it from which the sample was taken was left behind by Demissew?
Prosecutor's evidence shows neither Demissew was in possession of the container nor
he left the container there, The Prosecutor's witness who is said to have got the
container with the chemical in it does not know whose container it is. Nor does he
know who left the container there. Further more,. the two eye witnesses of the
prosecutor testified that Demissew carried the chemical that he splashed over them by
a container different from that said to have been found near the place of the
commission of the crime. In the light of these facts, to say that the chemical examined
by the Authority is the same as that Demissew used to commit the crime, the
prosecutor should establish the fact that the chemical used to attack the victim was
taken from the container said to have been found by the prosecutor's witness. That a
container which contained a sulfuric acid was found near the place where the crime
was committed in and by itself does not conclusively indicate that the chemical
Demissew threw at Kamilat's face was taken from that container. In so far as the fact
that the chemical examined by the Ethiopian Drug Administration and Control
Authority is the same as that Demissew used to attack the victim is not proved, the
document issued by the Authority attesting that the chemical examined is sulfuric acid
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and that it has the ability to cause death could not be used as evidence against
Demissew: The relevant evidence is the certificate issued from Yekatit 12 Hospital
which indicates that the damage on Kamilat's face is caused by a chemical having
strong acidic property. The document, however, does not indicate that the said
chemical is capable of causing death where poured on the outside part of the body.
Hence, the appellate court found the lower court's finding that the chemical used to
attack Kamillat has the ability to cause death, for not being supported by relevant
evidence, as erroneous.

The court considered the issue of intention as follows. The lower court concluded that
Denissew had an intention to kill Kamilat from the fact that he had been threatening
her life repeatedly as testified by some four witnesses of the prosecutor. The first two
witnesses, Kamilat's sisters testified before the trial court that Demissew had been
threatening Kamilat repeatedly for refusing to continue to be his lover. The court
observed that the reality as regards the relation between Kamilat and Demissew is quite
different from what is testified by Kamilat's sisters. Kamilat herself testified during the
preliminary inquiry that they had been lovers for some five years which, she stated,
was terminated one year before. Yenemebrat Zerihun, Demissew's witness, testified
that Demissew and Kamilat rented her house and were living as husband and wife from
February 2004 to 2006; that she, upon their request, handed over Birr forty thousand
(40,000) to Kamilat's family introducing herself as Demissew's mother; that the two
were living peacefully; and that Kamilat's brother knew their relation. Tezerash Wube,
Demissew's witness, testified that she knew the two as lovers and that Kamilat had
been providing care to Demissew when he was admitted to a hospital. Furtler more
several pictures produced by Demissew clearly establish that the two had been living
as lovers peacefully. In the face of this ample of evidence showing the peaceful
relation between Demissew and Kamilat, the court could not find the testimony made
by Kamilat's sisters being trustworthy.

Another reason for the court not to consider their testimony convincing is the way they
acquired the knowledge about the fact they testified. One of the two stated that she
heard Demissew stating intimidatory and threatening words to Kamilat during their
telephone conversation. She heard these words for Kamilat used to put her telephone
into a loud speaker mode so that she could listen what was being said to Kamilat. The
court did not accept this testimony for the witness, apart from having heard the words,
could not certainly know that Demissew was speaking and stating these words to
Kamilat. The second one did not testify that she directly heard Demissew while
threatening Kamilat's life. Rather she stated Kamilat informed her that Demissew was
threatening her which the court rejected being a hearsay.

Bezawit Wasihun, a friend of Kamilat and witness of the prosecutor, after stating that
she does not know Demissew nor does she know that Demissew and Kamilat had been
lovers, told to the lower court that she received a call from some one sometime in 1998
E.C., who identified himself'by the name Demissew and told her that he would kill
Kamilat. The court did not accept her testimony noting that as she had never seen him
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physically or heard his voice before he called her, she could not tell that the one who
called and spoke to her was Demissew Zerihun. Also, she testified before the trial court
that she met Demissew at Hilton hotel upon his request at which time he told her that
he would kill Kamilat. The court found it difficult to believe her testimony for it doubts
the fact that she met him at Hilton hotel in the face of the facts that he is a stranger to
her; that it is not likely for her to be willing to meet one who called and told her that he
would kill Kamilat; and she does not know his relation with Kamilat. She stated before
the trial court that she did not communicate to Kamilat what he, through a telephone
and in person, told her, which makes the court's doubt on her testimony stronger.
Moreover, it is at the time when Kamilat and Demissew were living peacefully as
lovers that the witness said to have received the call from Demissew which shows the
inaccuracy of her testimony. For these reasons, the court concluded that Bezawit's
testimony did not show that Denissew had the intention to kill Kamilat.

The court analyzed the testimony given by Kamilat at the preliminary inquiry stage of
the case. Her testimony shows that she had been with him not voluntarily. Rather, it
was because he forced her and threatened her to take measures on her family if she
refused. She stated that he called a week before the incident and told her that he would
go to prison because of her. To the court, Her testimony does not clearly show that he
threatened her life. It shows only that he was thinking of committing a crime, which
need not necessarily be homicide. Had he intended to kill her, he would have added the
chemical in a drink or food with a view to cause her consume it instead of throwing the
chemical on the outside part of her body (as there is no evidence that shows doing so
has the ability to result in her death) or he would have used another means of killing.
His threatening words and what he actually did--throwing acidic chemical at her face --
would only lead one to conclude that what he had in mind while threatening Kamilat
was to cause a bodily injury with a view to disfigure and damage her beauty. That the
chemical caused a grave injury on her face alone does not suffice to say that Demissew
did the act with an intention to kill. The medical evidence apart from indicating that the
injury on her face is serious does not show that there is a risk of death.

Finally, the court concluded for neither the state of mind nor the circumstances of the
commission of the act does satisfy the requirements under Article 539(1) (a) of the
Criminal Code what Demissew did cannot be treated as an attempt to commit
aggravated homicide. Nor is there a factual or legal element to conclude that ordinary
homicide envisaged under Article 540 of the Criminal Code is attempted. The court
found that Demissew's act falls under Article 555(a) and (b) of the Criminal Code, the,
provision that punishes causing a grave bodily injury, and convicted him under the
same by virtue of Article 113 (2) of the Criminal Procedure Code.

As regards the second charge -- causing grave willful injury on Kamilat's sisters-, the
court confirmed the finding by the lower court as it is persuaded by the prosecution's
evidence.
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The court assessed the sentence against the appellant as follows. Article 555 of the
Criminal Code, the legal provision under which the appellant is found guilty, provides
for punishment ranging from one year simple -imprisonment to fifteen years rigorous
imprisonment based on the circumstances of the case and gravity of the injury. To
determine the appropriate sentence among the several options available, the court
began from the principle under Article 88(2) of the Criminal Code which states the
penalty to be assessed according to the degree of individual guilt taking into account
the dangerous disposition of the -criminal, his antecedents, motive and purpose, his
personal circumstances and standard of education, as well as the gravity of the crime
and the circumstances of its commission. The court noted that aggravating and
mitigating circumstances should be taken into consideration as well.

The concurrent nature of the crime for which the appellant is found guilty is an
aggravating factor as provided under articles 64 and 184 of the Criminal Code. The
court derived the dangerous disposition of the criminal from his selection of such a
dangerous chemical having strong acidic property which resulted in a permanent
disfigurement on Kamilat's face. His attack on her innocent sisters without having any
reason to do so is another aggravating factor. His calculated act to disfigure Kamilat,
who had been his lover, and spoil her attractiveness is considered by the court to show
his cruelty. The court found the aforementioned being aggravating circumstances under
article 84(l) (a) of the Criminal Code. The court could not see any mitigating
circumstance.

Because the appellant is found guilty for two crimes under two charges the court, based
on Article 184(1) (b) of the Criminal Code, decided to first determine the sentences
appropriate to each crimes and then sum up. The court indicated that the ceiling of the
punishment to be imposed for the two crimes is 25 years - the general maximum
provided in the general part of the Criminal Code not confined by the maximum
punishment under article 555 of the Code. Accordingly, the court by considering the
above mentioned aggravating factors sentenced the appellant with 15 years -- the
maximum punishment under article 555 of the Criminal Code -- for the crime he
committed against Kamilat. As regards the punishment for the crime under the second
charge, the court observed that the injury caused on the victims is not as severe as that
on Kamilat and decided five years rigorous imprisonment as appropriate for the crime
committed. Thereafter, the court added up the two sentences and decided Demissew to
be punished with twenty years of rigorous imprisonment. By doing so, the court
reversed, as per article 195(2) (b) (ii) of the Criminal Procedure Code, the finding of
the lower court as relates to the first charge and reduced the sentence passed on
Demissew.

The fourth issue relates to the second appellant: whether the prosecutor's evidence
proved the involvement of Yakob Haile, the second appellant, in the commission of the
crime? As can be seen from the charge, the prosecutor did not allege that Yakob
directly threw the chemical at the victims' face. The allegation is that Yakob,
associating himself with the commission of the crime and the intended result,
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pretended he was intoxicated, approached the victims and diverted their attention so
that they would not protect themselves where Deniissew did the acid attack. The
prosecutor introduced two items of evidence: the confession given under article 27 of
the Criminal Procedure Code and oral evidence (three eye witnesses). The lower court.
did not consider the confession as evidence for it, based on the testimony given,by
defense witnesses, was convinced that the confession was not given voluntarily.
Despite the fact that this piece of evidence was not admitted by the lower court, the
appellate court opted for examining the relevance of this evidence. The record of the
confession shows that it was given in two different days. On the first day, the record
shows, Yakob denied his involvement in the commission of the crime. On the second
day, the record shows, he admitted his involvement in the crime stating exactly what
the prosecutor alleges on the charge. The two confessions are totally contradictory. The
court indicated that once the police officer interrogated a suspect there is no reason to
interrogate him for the second time which leads it to disregard the confession
document for not being obtained in accordance to the law.

The court then examined the testimony given by the three witnesses of the prosecutor
based on which Yakob is convicted by the lower court. Though none of the three has
ever seen Yakob before the time when the crime was committed, they testified that it
was the person who stands before the court -- Yakob Haile -- who approached them
appearing intoxicated and created a state of confusion among them few minutes before
Demissew arrived and attacked them with acid on their faces. They stated that after the
person, who they said is Yakob, went away from them, a white vehicle/car with a high
speed passed close to them by which they were frightened. It was then, as testified by
two of the three witnesses, that Demissew came out of a dark place and threw the
chemical on their face. They did not testify that Yakob was at the scene of the crime
when it was committed. They did not testify that there was a cause and effect relation
between Yakob's act and that of Demissew. They did not even testify that Yakob and
Demissew know each other. Though the prosecutor's charge alleges that Demissew
and Yakob had a pre-arranged agreement to commit the crime, none of the witnesses
testified in support of this allegation. What Yakob did before the commission of the
crime would have been considered as related with Demissew's act, had the fact that the
two were discussing about how to commit the crime or/and the two were seen together
after the commission of the crime was established. However, the prosecutor did not
produce any evidence to show that the two were together before or after the
commission of the crime. As what is testified by the witnesses to have been done by
Yakob before the commission of the crime in and by itself is not adequate to prove that
he did the act to facilitate for the commission of the crime by Demissew, the finding of
the lower court that Yakob Haile is involved in the commission of the two crimes in
the two charges is found to be wrong. Accordingly, the appellate court reversed the
lower court's finding and sentence and acquitted the appellant under article 195 (2) (b)
(1) of the Criminal Procedure Code.
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Federal Cassation Bench: File No.20938
April 19, 2006

Justices:

1. Menberetsehai Tadese
2. Fiseha Workineh
3. Abdulqadir Mohammed
4. Asegid Gashaw
5. Hirut Melese

Petitioner: Shewaye Tessema

Respondent: Sara Lengane

Judgment

The petitioner asked the Cassation Bench to reverse the decision of the Federal First
Instance Court which, on May 23, 2003, held that the present respondent was the wife
[and widow] of the late Yilma W/Hanna. The Petitioner [first] filed an opposition with
the Federal First Instance Court [pursuant to Article 358 of the Civil Procedure Code]
challenging the Court's decision. The Court, however, rejected her opposition on the
ground. that that the respondent had a marital relationship with the deceased Yilma
W/Hanna had been established; although the petitioner had adduced evidence, which
proves that she was the wife of the deceased she, nevertheless, failed to produce
evidence, which shows that the marital relationship between the respondent and the
deceased Yilma W/Hanna was dissolved. The Court thus confirmed its prior decision.

The Federal High Court dismissed the petitioner's appeal pursuant to Article 337 of the
Civil Procedure Code as unfounded. This petition, therefore, was lodged to have that
decision reversed.

The major grounds of objection invoked by the petitioner are that the respondent who,
by her own free will, abandoned her earlier marriage with the deceased and remarried
another person long before 1985 should not be considered the widow of the deceased;
that the deceased concluded marriage with the petitioner as he then was not engaged to
anyone; the fact that the refusal on the part of the lower court to hear the testimony of
witnesses who know the dissolution of the marriage between the respondent and the
deceased shows a deliberate act to conceal truth; Ato Yilma died in 1997, but the
respondent, in her pleading, told the court that he died in 1989 was a calculated
misrepresentation and shows that her application to obtain a declaration that she is the
widow of the deceased was lodged fourteen years after he died.

The respondent in her reply contended that that the respondent and the deceased were
wedded to one another is proved; but as the existence of any one of the legally
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recognized grounds for the dissolution of marriage is not established, it cannot be said
that the marriage between the respondent and the deceased bad been dissolved; the
[later] marriage between the petitioner and the deceased would not have the effect of
invalidating the former marriage [already existing between the respondent and the
deceased]. Respondent's bearing of two children with another person [from a second
marriage] and her mentioning, in her pleading, of the date of Ato Yilma's death as
1989 would not also bar her status as the wife of the deceased; even, since the court in
its judgment confirmed the year 1997 as the appropriate time of death of the deceased
petitioner's contention in this regard is groundless. Thus, the decision of lower courts
is free from any basic error of law and should be confirmed.

This Bench has analyzed the arguments of the respective parties in light of the relevant
legal provisions. As we have gathered from the records the fact that both the petitioner
and the respondent concluded marriage with the deceased Yilma W/Hannah is
established. To prove that the respondent was the wife of the deceased a contract of
marriage signed in 1974, deceased's personnel record filled out on 13/2/80 and kept
with Coffee Marketing Enterprise, former employer of the deceased, and a pension
form filled out on January 27, 1982 in which the present respondent's name was
entered as the spouse of the deceased were adduced. The petitioner on her part has
introduced items of evidences that show that she and the deceased were wedded in
1995.

On the other hand, on the basis of the opposition filed by the petitioner the Federal
First Instance Court examined the respondent in which she told the Court that the
deceased and the respondent lived together [as couple] until 1993; that in 1993 they
broke up and she came to Addis Ababa; then she also heard that the deceased Ato
Yilma W/Hanna married the present petitioner W/ro Shewaye Tessema, and left for
Agaro. In addition to this, she told the court that her marriage with the deceased was
not dissolved by divorce. Asked whether she knew of a divorce [between the
respondent and the deceased], the petitioner on her part orally explained to the Court
that she knew nothing about the divorce as she did not know that the deceased had
marital relationship with the respondent.

What we have discerned [from these facts] is that even though the present respondent
had a preexisting marriage relationship with the deceased, owing to a- disagreement
ensued between them they were unable to continue living as married couple and both
went their own way and started to live own life. Although the present respondent
contends that the marriage was not dissolved by divorce, what she actually confirmed
to the court, however, establishes that the marriage was dissolved. The argument that
marriage dissolves on limited grounds prescribed by the law is [equally] acceptable to
this court. On the other hand, the issue of how to ascertain whether or not there exist
the grounds for the dissolution of a marriage can also be inferred from the conduct or
behavior of the respective couple [towards one another]. It is also necessary to
distinguish between the ground for the dissolution of marriage and the means of
proving the dissolution itself.
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In the case at hand, the respondent's contention is that the petitioner has failed to prove
the existence of the fact of divorce. However, it is sufficiently proved and, proved to
the extent it can be said that no other evidence would have proved it better, that the
marital relationship between the respondent and the deceased was dissolved; that both
started their own independent life and, the deceased got married to the present
petitioner and the respondent herself was well aware of this development. Where these
facts are clearly established, to hold that the present respondent is the widow of the
deceased nierely based on the marriage she formerly concluded with deceased is not
the appropriate way of interpreting the law.

Decree
The decision of the Federal First Instance Court delivered in File No. 4796 on April 26,
2005 is hereby reversed.

We hold that W/ro Sara Lingane was not the wife of the late Yilma W/Hannah. Let
both parties bear their own respective costs.
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CASE COMMENT

DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE BY DISUSE: A LEGAL MYTH

MEHARI REDAE'

The Case

The deceased, a certaifi Yilma W/Hanna', had marital relationship which remainedintact from 1973-1992 with W/ro Sara. They separated for good, in 1992, though theydid not comply with the requiremerits of the divorce procedures. Following theirseparation, the ex-spouses led their own ways of life independently of each other.Accordingly, each of them concluded other marriages with other partners.

The deceased, concluded marriage with W/ro Shewaye4  in 1993 and remained
engaged until his death in 1997. Following his death, his former spouse, therespondent, petitioned the Federal First Instance Court with a view to obtaining adeclaratory judgment that she was the wife of the deceased. In fact, she obtained ajudgment which conferred her status of a widow.

As soon as the applicant knew the respondent had obtained a judgment in her favor,she filed an opposition' in view of reversing the judgment rendered in the respondent's
favor contending that the latter's marriage with the deceased was dissolved long beforehis death. Nevertheless, the Federal First Instance Court rejected the opposition bystating that "since the respondent has shown, to the satisfaction of the court, that shehad marital relation with the deceased and since the applicant failed to showrespondent was divorced, there is no convincing reason why the previous judgment
could be reversed".

Currently Assistant Professor, formerly Assistant Dean and Coordinator of the LL.M Program of the
Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University; he also served as the Head of Legal Service at AAU.; the author
served as a member of the Committee in charge of drafting'the Revised Federal Family Code; he holds
LL.B (Addis Ababa University) and LL.M (Michigan University Law School); E-mail: me2hal@
yahoo.com

1 Federal Supreme Court Cassation Bench; File No.20938. An extensive and well researched article,(written in Ambaric) by Philipos Aynalem, in support of the Bench's position, appeared in Mizan LawReview, Vol.2 No.l(Jan,2008)(pp.1 10-136)

Hereinafter referred in this document as "the deceased"

Hereinafter referred in this document as "the respondent"

4 Hereinafter referred in this document as 'the applicant"

s Art.358 of The Ethiopian Civil Procedure Code provides for such an opportunity.
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Although the applicant lodged an appeal against this decision, the appellate court

confirmed the decision of the lower court. As a final resort, the applicant brought her

case to the Cassation Bench of the Federal Supreme Court contending that the lower

courts committed fundamental error of law in disposing the case before them.

The Cassation Bench examined the application. Being convinced that the case warrants

revision at the level of cassation, it summoned the respondent to submit a written reply

as to why the decision of the lower courts' should be sustained.

The respondent in her statement of reply stressed that "it was shown a marriage was

concluded between herself and the deceased; there was no evidence that this marriage

was lawfully dissolved; a subsequent marriage entered into between the present

applicant and the deceased could not have the effect of dissolving the previous

marriage. She further argued that, though she concluded another marriage and gave

birth to two children from the new marriage, such an act would not have the result of

dissolving the former marriage." Thus, she contended, the lower courts' decision

should stand.

It should be noted that once she is granted the status of a widow, her next move will be

to claim the pecuniary effects of the marriage. Hence, her first step is only a tactical

move; the strategic move being to benefit from the pecuniary effect of the marriage.

. The Holding of the Cassation Bench

"The Respondent presented a contract of marriage issued in 1973 while the applicant

produced a certificate of marriage prepared in 1994. Both documents stated that each

of them had concluded marriage with the deceased. Consequently, the Bench realized

that both the applicant and the respondent had valid marriage with him". However, the

Bench further learnt that the marital relation of the respondent and the deceased lasted

until 1992 after which they had disagreement and as a result of which they separated

for good. The lower court's record spelt out that respondent affirmed before the court

that she had knowledge as to the conclusion of marriage between the deceased and the

applicant and their cohabitation in Agaro; but she did not raise any objection against

this fact.

The Bench, thus, held that:

Although the deceased and the respondent had marital relationship, they

separated and moved towards leading their respective independent mode

6 When a decision of a lower court is confirmed by an appellate court, the decision shall be held final.

Nevertheless, Ethiopian legal system has framed out a procedure for hearing before a Cassation Bench

where the aggrieved party manages to show the commission of fundamental error of law in arriving at the

final decision which is the subject of the attack. (See, Arts. 10(1) & 22(1) of Proc. No.25/1996.)

' The author understood it to mean Certificate of Marriage '
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of livelihood. Although respondent contended that her marriage Was not
dissolved in accordance with the law, her testimony before the court
unequivocally showed the breakdown ofher marriage."(emphasis added).

The Bench further stated that, "undeniably there are specifically spelt out grounds on
the basis of which marriage could be dissolved and this bench accepts these.
Nevertheless, there is a need to make distinction between grounds of dissolution and
manner ofproving them (emphasis added). The grounds of dissolution may be inferred
from the externally expressed acts of the ex-spouses. The main contention of the
respondent remained to be that the applicant did not prove the dissolution of the
marriage between the respondent and the deceased. However, the facts of the present
case clearly show that the marital relation of the respondent and the deceased has
been irreparably broken down beyond any shadow of doubt and the ex-spouses
established their own marital ife elsewhere (emphasis added). Thus, the Bench
concluded that, holding the marriage of the deceased and the respondent as still valid
for non-compliance with divorce proceedings would be inappropriate interpretation of
the law". Hence, it reversed the decision of the lower courts and held that the
respondent is not a widow.

II. Comment

It must be clear from the outset that under our family law, conclusion of marriage has
three modalities: civil, religious and customary. Hence, the entry corridor for marriage
has three gates. When it comes to the exit corridor, however, there is only a single gate.
This single exit gate is pronouncement of court judgment to this effect.' The approach
of the law tends to reflect the governmental policy towards marriage in the sense that it
encourages marital relations by establishing multi-door entry and discourages
dissolution by drawing up a single exit door.

Actually, under the Civil Code of 1960, there exited express provisions which read as
follows: "Any unilateral repudiation of the wife by the husband or the husband by the
wife shall be of no effect." 0 "Divorce by mutual consent is not permitted by law"."
Examination of the provisions of the Revised Family Code also reveals, even though
divorce by mutual consent is allowed, it, nevertheless, requires court approval for its

a Revised Family Code(Ethiopia), Art. I

9 ibid, Art.75. Admittedly, death of either of the spouses is one ground for dissolution of marriage. It must
be noted that the single exit gate of judicial pronouncement does not include this. In deed, absence
requires judicial determination. The writer of this piece is fully aware that some people tend to argue that
the exit gate from marital relation should also be multi-door. To entertain such liberal position, it requires
policy reconsideration and amendment of the law. As the law stands now, however, the exit gate is
singular and narrow.

10 Civil Code of 1960, Art.664.

"Ibid, Art.665(1)
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validity." The reason for such rigorous exit procedures in the two instruments seems to
arise from the need to protect and preserve, to the extent possible, the institution of
marriage. In addition to this, such streamlined divorce procedure might be helpful in
avoiding any doubt as to the dissolution of the marriage if and when dissolution occurs.

Protection and preservation of marriage seem to have been motivated by firstly,
marriage is the basis of society and hence society and its continuity may be preserved
as well. Secondly, marital relation and its dissolution affect innocent third parties such
as, children of the marriage and relatives of the spouses and hence in the interests of
these parties, conclusion and dissolution of marriage should be clearly identifiable and
regulated. Thirdly, more often than not, marriage creates community of property
between the spouses and protection of property rights and protection of creditors of the
marital household demand strict rules and procedures.

Against this background, however, the Cassation Bench held "since the deceased and
the respondent were separated with no intention for reunion, this tantamounts to
divorce". Through this approach, the Bench introduced the concept of "de facto
divorce" (i.e. divorce in fact) into the Ethiopian legal fabric. Nevertheless, such
introduction seems logically unsound because as Ethiopian legal system does not
recognize de facto marriage;13 it would be legally and logically inconsistent to
introduce defacto divorce.

Undeniably, partners in an irregular union are entitled to put an end to their
relationship unilaterally or bilaterally whenever they wish to.' 4 Theirs was a factual
union and it naturally flows that they may terminate it factually. This has been held to
be one of the basic differences between marriage and irregular union.

That being said, it must be borne in mind that marriage is the creation of the law while
irregular union is a union merely recognized by law. However, the holding. of the
Bench, if maintained, would have the effect of making the line of demarcation between
marriage and irregular union very blurred. We submit, this is a dangerous move
militated against sanctity of marriage."

Furthermore, winding up marital relation through separation, if allowed, would be
deriving benefit from taking the law into one's hand (i.e. self-help measure). Most

12 Supra at note 7 Art.77(1)

13 The above mentioned three modes of conclusion of marriage are the only recognized ones. No matter
how long standing and permanent an irregular union has been, it cannot be upgraded or transformed into
marriage under the existing legal framework in Ethiopia.

'4 Supra at note 7, Art.105(1)

's In File No.23021 the Bench held that "re-union of ex-spouses with out any formality amounts to
marriage". The author has submitted his comment (in Amharic) on that case to Mizan Law Review to be
published soon.
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legal systems, more often than not, prohibit self-help measures on the policy
consideration that such measures could result in social anarchy and thereby create risks
to social order. If and when legal systems grant self-help, it is only exceptionally and
expressly'. Consequently, self-help, as a remedy, cannot be implied.

Unfortunately, in the present case, the Bench is validating a self-help measure through
interpretation as there is no express provision anywhere in our law that states
separation, no matter long and final it may be, amounts to divorce. Thus, it seems to us
that, this is a major deviation from the well established approach of not only our legal
system but also most legal systems as well.

In arriving at its decision, the Bench has taken into account the acts of the deceased
and the respondent subsequent to their separation. The most important ones in this
respect were the following:

- the deceased concluded marriage with another woman (the applicant);- the respondent had knowledge about the marriage with the applicant but she did
not object it in whatever way;

- the respondent, on her part, concluded marriage with another man and gave birth
to two children from her new engagement; and

- the deceased did not object to the same.
From these externally manifested acts of the ex-spouses, the Bench inferred that the
intention of the spouses was permanent separation. We admit this is a valid inference.
The problem, however, is, though the intention of the parties to terminate commitment
may be relevant to contractual relations, it is less relevant; and at times irrelevant,
when it comes to marital relation.

It must be underlined that marriage is not a mere contract. It is rather a legally
established institution. Institution making and unmaking is not a purely private act
and hence it should not be left to the mercy of private actions. Since the state, through
its law making power, was involved in the making of the institution of marriage, it is
logical to assume that it remains involved at its unmaking, presumably through its
adjudicative power.

The Bench is of the opinion that there is a need to distinguish between grounds for
dissolution of marriage and the manner of proving the same. Actually, since this was

16 Some of them are the following: Art.78 of the criminal Code on legitimate defence; Art.78 (1) of the
Criminal Procedure Code; Art. 2076of the Civil Code on victim's guarantee; Art. 157 of the Labour
Proclamation on strike and lock out.

17 Although there are unsettled controversies as to whether marriage is a contract or something different
from that, it suffices for the present purpose to highlight the fact that there are some peculiar features of
marriage. These are: its permanency its personal effect other than pecuniary effect on the spouses; itseffect on third parties (i.e. relatives of the spouses); no dissolution at will; etc. In fact, the present authorbelongs to the camp which holds that marriage is an institution far beyond a mere contract.
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spelt out, by the Bench, in the form of a passing remark, it failed to enlighten us as to
what it means and how this distinction is relevant to the case before it. Nevertheless,
even if the grounds of dissolution of marriage and the manner of proving them are to
be treated independently of each other, it does not bring any change to the case at hand.
The reason for this is, permanent physical separation of the spouses was no where
mentioned in the Revised Family Code as a ground of dissolution of marriage and
hence the ground in the present case does not appear among the grounds for
dissolution. Furthermore, from the angle of proof, as the court is the sole organ to
pronounce divorce,'8 production of the court decision is necessary and sufficient proof
thereof. This proof was not available either in the present case. Thus, the separate
treatment of grounds of dissolution of marriage and proof of dissolution of the same, if
at all the separation is necessary and meaningful, is unhelpful as neither the ground of
dissolution nor the proof thereof does exist in the present case.

It seems to us that the reason why the Bench held the abovementioned position is
holding otherwise, it assumed, would entitle the ex-spouse to community of property
as marriage brings with it community of property of the spouses. The Bench felt that it
would be unfair and unjust to grant the respondent a right of community of property
with the deceased in his household to which she contributed nothing. This appears to
be a valid concern.

In fact, it is safe to conclude that the reason why the respondent wanted the declaratory
judgment, as indicated above, is purely property interest because once Ato Yilma is
dead; there is no room to revitalizing the marriage.

However, it is our strong belief that the Bench could have maintained the validity of
the marriage and at the same time denies community of property to the respondent. In
our view, marriage per se is not a license for community of property. The reason why
the legislature presumed community of property, in the absence of valid contract of
marriage with otherwise effect, is the presumption of contribution of the spouses to the
household in the form of goods and/ or services.

It seems to us that there is a need to make distinction between the existence of marriage
and the existence of the effects thereof. Whether marriage exists or not is a legal issue;
while whether the effects of marriage, particularly pecuniary effects of marriage exist
is an issue of fact.

It is an established fact that marriage brings with it, among other things, the
following:'9

- Cohabitation of the spouses;
- Mutual respect, support and assistance between spouses;

18 Art 117 of the Revised Family Code.

" Ibid, Arts. 49, 53, 54 &72
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- Co-decision on common residence and common property administration; and
- Cost sharing and contribution to the household expenses in proportion to the

their means

The legal bases for presumption in favor of community of property are mostly the
above mentioned realities of marital relationship. However, it must also be noted that
the presumption is not an irrebuttable one. Admittedly it may be contended that the
legislature no where mentioned whether this presumption is rebuttable or not and hence
it cannot be confidently said that it is a rebuttable one.

However, the way the Ethiopian legal system operates in this regard deserves due
consideration. Our legal system has spelt out different kinds of presumptions in the
different branches of the law. At times, it includes phrases such as "No proof shall be
admitted against this presumption"20, or "not withstanding any proof to the contrary"2 1

or other phrases of equivalent effect. In such situations, it is fair to regard such
presumptions as irrebuttable as the legislature, through its words, conveyed its clear
position in this regard.

At other times, the legislature lays down the presumption and keeps silent as to
whether it is rebuttable and the manner of rebutting it. In such cases, the proper
assumption should be that it is rebuttal because had the legislature intended to make it
irrebuttable it would have expressly stated as such. Thus the proper holding should be
silence amounts to allowing rebuttal.

At this juncture, it is worth noting that the community of marital property profision in
the Code is silent as to its rebuttability or otherwise.2 2 Consequently, the said principle
which is enshrined under the Revised Family Code is rebuttable in the sense that when
and if contribution to common property has been shown not to exist, community of
property shall be held non-existent. The presumption will only have the effect of
shifting the burden of proof The beneficiary of the presumption (i.e. the respondent in
the present case) will be relieved from proving her contribution to the household, It
will be the applicant who will be required to show that the respondent had contributed
nothing to the household. Moreover, the fact that this principle can be legally
derogated (it can be contracted out) through contract of marriage is an indication of its
rebuttability.

Art.3 (2) of Civil Code; Art, 128 (2) of the Revised Family Code.

Art.672(2) of the Civil Code of 1960

22 See, Art.63(1) of Revised Family Code

2Ibid, Art.48
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Even from logic point of view, rebutting evidence brought against one's position is an
expression of a right to defend one's position. The right to defend oneself, on its part,
is an aspect of the right to be heard which is recognized as a basic feature of due
process of law in modem world. Therefore, any working procedure which restricts this
right, being an exception, should be expressly spelt out. This means irrebuttability of
presumption must be expressly stated. It can never be implied. Hence, when and where
the legislature is silent as to whether a certain presumption is rebuttable or irrebuttable,
the logical interference would be treating it as rebuttable. As indicated above, the
relevant provision on the presumption of community of .property is silent as to its
rebutability. To sum up, therefore, the presumption of community of property which is
enshrined under our family code is susceptible to rebuttal. Thus, the Bench would have
lawfully rejected the respondent's claim for community of property, at her subsequent
claim for that, as, from the facts of the case, she contributed nothing to the household
of her first marriage.

It is also important to note, at this point, that our legal system denies recognition to
"unlawful enrichment" 4 Besides, the Federal Constitution defines private property "as
any tangible or intangible product which has value and is produced by the labour,
creativity, enterprise or capital of the person concerned" (emphasis added). Based on
this definition, one has to contribute something26 in either of the forms mentioned
above to the realization of the property at issue, in order to possess a lawful claim to
private or community property right. This, we think, squarely fits to the case of the
respondent and all of these basic facts would have assisted the Bench in its effort to
attain just and legal outcome to the case before it..

I. Conclusion

It seems to us that the Cassation Bench's holding which states "long non usage of
personal effects of marriage by the spouses amounts to divorce" is logically unsound
and legally invalid.

It is logically unsound because what has been legally constituted should be legally
dissolved. Marriage, as indicated earlier, is something which is legally constituted. It,
thus, logically begs for legal (not factual) dissolution. Moreover, given the non
existence of de facto marriage, one cannot logically think of de facto divorce in
Ethiopia.

It is legally invalid because the law has expressly and exhaustively laid down grounds
of dissolution of marriage; and separation, how deliberate and permanent it may be,

24 Arts. 2162-2178 of the Civil Code.

25FDRE Constitution, Art.40(2)

26 Actually, when there is a legal presumption, as in the case at hand, in one's favour, she will not be
required to prove that.
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does not exist among the listed grounds. Thus an addition of a judge made ground to
the list of the legislature will be unlawful. An utmost good faith and a sense of justice
from the Bench would not in any way justify such an act.

It would have been more plausible and legal to hold both marriages lawful and grant
the community of property entitlement to the later marriage., As it is well known,
though bigamy is prohibited, Ethiopian family law recognizes bigamous marriages
until and unless they are challenged by the stakeholders who are entitled to." Thus
holding these two marriages lawful is not something illegal. Such an approach would
have dissuasive effect on those who would like to unduly benefit from the existence of
marriage, for its sake, without complying with its personal effects because they will
realize that though they may succeed in obtaining confirmation as to the existence of
the marriage, they will not, anyways, be successful in obtaining common marital
property which is their strategic goal.

In situations where appreciable number of the Ethiopian legal community is not
sufficiently clear with the distinction between marriage and irregular union, the
Bench's holding in the case at hand will have the effect of aggravating the confusion in
this regard. It is well recognized that there are lots of factual similarities between
marriage and irregular union, given such similarities, if separation were to have an
effect of putting an end to both marriage and irregular union, there will be little or no
difference left in them. Nevertheless, the law wanted them to be separate institutions
with distinct legal status and effect. This is the reason why they are treated separately
under the Code.

Furthermore, it is not the end result of a legal controversy that matters. The way the
result was achieved is also equally material. Both the result and the manner of arriving
at the end result should be lawful. We believe, the Bench, in the present case failed, to
deliver the latter.

Finally, the principle of separation of state powers reminds us that courts, no matter
how high they are situated in the judicial hierarchy, cannot amend laws. They are there
to apply and interpret the laws with a view to resolving disputes before them. Law
amendment is within the competence of the legislature. But the act of the Bench in the
present case, in our view, is something beyond interpretation and an action which
transcends into the territory of lawmaking and hence ultra vires.

27The right to challenge bigamous marriage has been accorded only to either of the spouses of thebigamous spouse or the public prosecutor. (See, Art33(1) of the Revised Family Code)
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CASE COMMENT

THE LAW OF ATTEMPT

TSEHAI WADA'

Salient Facts

Case No. Onet

Respondents were charged for an attempt to hijack an airplane in domestic flight at the
Dire Dawa Airport. Both respondents [as members or sympathizers of an armed
opposition group] travelled from Addis Ababa to Dire Dawa with the intention to
hijack a plane in domestic flight and demand the release of other comrades in arms
who were in detention. Though it is not known where they acquired the arms,
Respondent No. One had a bomb, a fuse, and a knife concealed in his shoe/s' sole
while being apprehended at the security check point, which is quite a few meters away
from where the plane was parking to take its next flight. Respondent No. Two, who is
charged for unauthorized possession of arms, was sitting in the airplane while his
friend was apprehended and the reason for his arrest was that his photograph was found
in one of the bags beloiging to Respondent No. One and it was presumed that they had
conspired to commit the crime together.

The First Instance Court acquitted both respondents on the ground that the acts done by
Respondent No. One do not amount to attempt [put differently, they amount to
preparatory acts which are not in principle punishable] and that Respondent No. Two
did not carry any weapon at the relevant time.

The Prosecutor lodged this appeal contending that all acts done by the respondents
amount to attempt, while the defence counsel argued in defence that ir order that the
acts be considered as attempt, there needs to be a direct movement in the air plane.
Thus, whatever is done before this, amount to preparation but not attempt.

The Supreme Court reversed the lower court's decision on the following grounds:

Assistant Professor, Faculty of Law, AAU.

Note - an abridged form of part of this comment relating to Case No. Two was published in Duke House
Newsletter No 1 , 1V Year and this was a one time in-house students' journal. This comment is, however
much different from the previous one.

2 Criminal Appeal File No.18/87, decided by The Federal Supreme Court, Criminal Bench. In the case, the
Appellant was the Central Prosecutor and Respondents were: Ato Lemma Hunde and Lieutenant Benti
Dinegde. Justices of the Supreme Court were: Abate Yimer, Menbere Tsehai Tadesse and Mekuria
Endeshaw.
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- Though unlawful possession of arms is a crime by itself, an attempt to pass
such items through the checkpoint and then into the plane is not an easy task.
From the reasonable person's point of view, a person who attempts to pass
these items through such a narrow and dangerous pass has a firm intention
which cannot be reversed.

- Respondents were apprehended after having meticulously done all these acts
so as to enter into the airplane and these certainly confirm their firm decision
to realize their plan which they had admitted to do against the plane. This
certainty is manifested when seen in light of the proximity of the acts in terms
of time and place.

- As far as space proximity is concerned, Respondent No. Two had managed to
enter into the plane that was intended to be hijacked and Respondent No. One
was near the plane. The time was when the plane was readying to take off and
the pilot and passengers who could have been taken as hostages were on board.

- These indicate that had the respondents not been apprehended at the
checkpoint, a condition had been created whereby they were very close to
realize their plan.

- Concluding that the acts done against a civil air craft amount to preparation,
defeats the purpose of the law which is to prevent the commission of crimes
beforehand, i.e. nipping such designs in the bud. There is a possibility that if
respondents get the plane with its pilot, they could have done what they want
in a short span of time.

- Regarding the case of Respondent No. Two, as he had admitted that he had
conspired with the other appellant to hijack the plane, it cannot be concluded
that he had not assisted in the collection of the items - to be used in the crime.

Thus the lower court's decision is reversed.

Case No Two3

The appellant was charged for attempted homicide -in the first degree - in that he, with
other three accomplices: had organized a killer squad, transported arms such as pistols
with silencers, flammable bomb materials from Ethiopia to East Germany and then to
West Germany, with a view to kill a number of opposition parties' members residing
there. The appellant appears to be a facilitator of the crime for his involvement was that
of communicating with the Minister of the then Ministry of Security rather than doing
any other overt act to accomplish the criminal design. The other participants though not
parties in this case, took all the necessary materials to their hotel and started to check
whether they are functioning well but found that one of the timers was malfunctioning.

Criminal Appeal File No:1324, decided by the Federal Supreme Court. In the case, the Appellant was,
Captain Melaku Rufael and the Respondent was the Special Prosecutor, The Justices were, Tegene
Getanch, Desta Gebru and Asegid Gashaw.
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They attempted to buy a replacement but this cannot be achieved, for shops were
closed, In their attempt to repair the timer, the explosive went off without killing
anyone except for property damage sustained by the hotel in which they were lodging
at the time.

The intention of the group was to plant these explosives wrapped in books, at a library
and an office wherein the intended victims were supposed to be at the time. Some other
explosives intended to be. planted under the vehicles belonging to some of the victims
were not made use of for the failure in the first attempt.

The lower court convicted and then sentenced the appellant with life sentence and this
appeal was lodged to reverse this decision.

Major contents of the appeal are that: the appellant and his accomplices did not start
their journey to the library in which the intended victims were supposed to be present,
it is not proved that the victims were in the library at the relevant time, the explosive
went off at the. hotel while the accomplices were adjusting a malfunctioning timer,
thus, since they had not adjusted the timer and started their journey to the library, all
what they did amount to preparation but not attempt.

The Prosecution responded that the appellant and his accomplices had designed. a
perfect criminal design, identified the victims as well as their whereabouts, transported
the necessary arms and adjusted them for action and all these show that they had done
all what they can under the circumstances .and all these amount to attempt but not
preparation.

The appellate court, in reversing the decision reasoned out that: the explosives went off
at the hotel wherein the accused Were staying while adjusting the timer but not at the
library as alleged by the prosecution. Moreover it was not proved that the victims were
in the library at the relevant time. Though it is proved that arms and mnembers of the
squad had been transported from Ethiopia to Germany and that the location where the
explosives should be placed was chosen and the book to put the explosive was readied,
all these are acts done before doing the last decisive act. Per Art.27 of the Penal Code,
an act passes the stage of preparation or put differently, execution begins, when the last
preparatory act is done. This means, that all things necessary for the commission of the
crime should be ready and that the actor should be in a position to say that I have done
everything on my part to commit the crime.

In the case at bar, it is proved that the accused had the intention to commit a crime.
This mental element alone, however, is not sufficient to convict him of a crime as
provided under Art.23 of the code. Moreover, preparation alone is not punishable
unless provided expressly. Accordingly, the explosive went off at the hotel where they
were lodging before they started their journey to the library. It is not proved that the
malfunctioning explosive was repaired or replaced by another. What is known is that
the timer was not functioning and that the attempt to replace it could not succeed for
shops were closed. Thus since it is not proved that the timer was rtaired or replaced, it
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is not possible to conclude that acts done before the explosion, have passed beyond the
preparatory stage.

Per Art.27/1 of the code, the offence is deemed to be begun when the act performed
clearly aims, by way of direct consequence, at its commission. Though it may be said
that acts done before the explosion, are acts done to commit the crime, the act that
would have brought about criminal liability would have been that act which clearly
aims at the homicide that was intended to be done at the library and at the office of one
of the intended victims. This thus shows that there were other major acts to be done
[before the realization of the design]. What is more, [in order to conclude that the acts
amount to attempt], the works to be done on the explosive should have been
completed, the malfunctioning timer should have been repaired or replaced, and the
arms should have been transported to the library. In order to commit the crime, it
should also have been checked that the timer and the explosive function properly and
that the explosive was put ready to explode. Thus, we cannot conclude that all acts
done before these decisive acts clearly aim by way of direct consequence at the
commission of the homicide.

In order to convict the appellant for attempted homicide, the act should have been
materially proximate and unequivocal. The acts done till the explosion, when seen in
contrast with other decisive acts that remain to be done, however, do not reveal
material proximity nor certainty and they did not pass the stage of preparation. This
does not, however, mean that in order to conclude that a crime is attempted, one should
wait till the last act is done but that it should have been proved with certainty that the
crime was to be committed and that [the acts have reached] at a decisive stage.,

Accordingly, the appellant is not found liable for the crime charged but found liable for
unauthorized possession of arms under Art. 41/1 of Proclamation 214/1974 [E.C.] and
thus sentenced to twelve years of rigorous imprisonment.

Major standards4

To begin with, it may be said that under Ethiopian law, in the strict sense, the legal
standards for preparation are: procuring the means and creating conditions for the

4 The standards are generously taken from Graven, Philippe, An Ihiroduction to Ethionian Penal Law,
Haile Selassie University,. 67-80 and Wayne R.LaFave Substantive Criminal Law. Current through the
2007 Update, Section 11.4. The 2007 edition is written by David C. Baum Professor of Law Emeritus and
Professor Emeritus in the Center for Advanced Study, The University of Illinois.

* Relevant articles of the then Penal Code are:

Art. 26. Preparatory acts
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commission of an offence [Art.26]. As far as attempt is concerned, the legal
requirement is doing an intentional act which clearly aims by way of direct
consequences at its commission [Art.27]. This single standard is also known as the
standard of "unequivocality or certainty."

With regard to preparation, the act of "procuring means" of commission of a crime is
clear enough so as not to demand any explanation. On the other hand, the standard of
"creating conditions" though vague, may simply be understood as facilitating the
commission of the crime but not necessarily going any further.

In addition to t he above standards, authoritative texts on the subject, i.e., -law of
criminal attempt, acknowledge the presence of other standards. All these standards are
discussed here bellow albeit, briefly.

1. Equivocality/certainty -

It is often said that preparatory acts are equivocal while acts of attempt are certain. the
major point in this regard is determining the intention behind doing ai' act. This again
calls for other standards known as "the res ipsa loquitur [facts speak for themselves]
and the only reasonable inference". Accordingly, under the first test the act done
should show by itself the intent behind arid under the latter, reasonable minds should
agree unanimously that the actor did the act with a simple purpose of achieving the
criminal design but nothing else.

Acts which are merely designed to prepare or make possible an offence, by procuring the means or
creating the conditions for its commission are not punishable unless:

(a) in themselves they constitute an offence defined by law; or
(b) they are expressly constituted a special offence by law by reason of their gravity or the general

danger they entail. And
Article27. Attempt

I Whoever intentionally begins to commit an offence and does not pursue or is unable to pursue his
criminal activity to its end, or who pursues his criminal activity to its end without achieving the
result necessary for the completion of the offence shall be guilty of an attempt.
The offence is deemed to be begun when the act performed clearly aims, by way of direct

consequence, at its comnission.

[Subs 2 and 3 are omitted]
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2. Proximity

The common understanding in the law of attempt is that, acts of attempt are proximate,
while acts of preparation are remote. It may, however, be easily understood that this
standard is subjective for no law sets the exact limit of proximity. As one of the
controversial standards, so many other tests are employed to narrow down the disparity
that may arise in employing it. These are discussed hereunder:

2.1 - The last proximate act - this test demands that the actor should do everything that
he believes necessary to'bring about the intended result.

2.2 - Obtaining the indispensable element - this test demands the acquisition of means
of commission such as ballot in the case of illegal voting or deadly weapon in the case
of assault.

2.3- Physical proximity - under this test, the emphasis is not so much upon what is
done as upon what remains to be done and the time and place at which the intended
crime is supposed to occur take on a considerable importance. In this regard, it is
suggested that account must be taken of "the gravity of the crime, the uncertainty of the
result, and the seriousness of the apprehension, coupled with the great harm likely to
result.

3. The probabilit of desistance

Under this test, the act must be one in which in the ordinary course of events would
result in the commission of the targeted crime except for the intervention of some
extraneous factor and that the defendant's conduct must pass that point where most
men, holding the same intention would think better of their conduct and desist7.

4. Substantial Step

This standard is also known as the Model Penal Code's standard and its main
contents are that: conduct cannot constitute a substantial step unless it is strongly
corroborative of the actor's criminal purpose; the emphasis is upon what the actor has
already done rather than what remains to be done; liability will be imposed only if
some firmness of criminal purpose is shown; and the conduct may be assessed in light
of the defendant's statements.

This test is abandoned at least in the Common Law jurisdiction. See LaFave.

7 This test is criticized as a highly artificial device and that it lacks an empirical basis. See LaFave.

8 This is an American model code and it has served as an authority for judicial interpretations and basis for
re codification.
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Though not discussed in the above style, other standards of attempt are also provided
in the seminal work of Philippe Graven and the major standards are the following:

I- Objective and subjective standards -

The attempter's liability to punishment is based on objective reasons (creation of
abstract, and not concrete, danger) as well as subjective ones (intent to do wrong).The
manner of estimating the beginning of execution and, consequently, the field of
attempts, vary considerably depending on whether the danger is said to lie in what the
attempter does or in what he is..... [pronounce judgment on the act... [objective
conception] or on the person who did it [subjective conception].

2. Irrevocable intent -

There is a punishable attempt when the acts done show that the doer has an irrevocable
criminal intent, when the moral distance between what he did and what he desired to
do is so small that, had he been left to himself, he would almost certainly have crossed
it.

3. The point of no return -

The doer should ... be beyond what might be called the point of no return; he should
have taken a decisive step towards the commission of the offence, i.e., a step such that
only circumstances beyond his control, and not a change of purpose, would
subsequently prevent or have prevented the desired result from being achieved."

4. Probability of abandonment -

[Execution begins]... with any act which, in the doer's estimation amounts to a
decisive step towards the attainment of his goal. ...admittedly, even at this stage, the
doer may still of his own motion abandon the execution of his design...but, this
abandonment is not in the ordinary course of things.

5. Mental and material proximity

Given the fact that the criminal law in general and the law of attempt are highly
influenced by the concept of subjectivity, the mental rather than the material proximity
is the decisive factor in judging whether or not an act amounts to attempt or
preparation and that if a person has formed an irrevocable intent to commit a crime,
how close he would be to causing harm if everything went according to his plan, is

' Note that some of the following standards are very similar to the above. They are discussed here for the
sake of comprehensiveness only.
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immaterial. He may be found guilty of an attempt even though many movements
remain to be made, by himself or another person.

On the .... other hand if one were to require in addition that this act should tend
directly or immediately towards the commission of an offence or should speak for
itself..., one would undermine the very foundation of the subjective conception. Based
on this subjective conception, what matters is the dangerous disposition of the person,
but not necessarily material proximity. Accordingly, if objective proximity were a
condition for the existence of an attempt, it should logically follow that the execution
of an offence is begun only when an act is done which creates a concrete danger.

Testing the cases against the different legal standards

1. Under the standard of Equivocality - equivocal acts do not speak for
themselves. Thus, such acts may or may not indicate a criminal design. Such is the
case when one buys a box of matches or a knife which may be used for innocent as
well as criminal ends. Moreover, this standard compels one to infer into the
purpose behind doing the act and if the only reasonable inference is that the act
was done to commit a criminal act, then this should amount to attempt.

Under normal circumstances a civil passenger does not carry the types of items
mentioned in Case No. One. The items mentioned in Case No. Two are also deadly and
there is no reason why anyone should transport and store them at such plabes like
hotels, except to commit a crime. No reasonable mind will conclude that the possession
of these items can be for an innocent purpose. Thus, in the absence of any other
[innocent] motive to possess such dangerous items at these places, the lower court in
Case No. One and the appellate court in Case No. Two, should have decided that acts
done by the defendants [in the first instance court]'0 amount to attempt and convict
them accordingly .

2. Under the standard of proximity - This standard as shown above makes use of
three tests namely, the last proximate act, acquiring the indispensable instrument and
physical proximity. It appears that in Case No. Two the appellate court has based its

10 Note - respondents in case No. One and appellant in case No. Two are mentioned as defendants
hereunder.

1 t is interesting to note here that, in a similar case to Case No. One, in the US, in the case, United States
V Brown, 305 (W.D.Tex. 1969), a person with a gun in his pocket, who checked in at the airline ticket
counter and took a seat in the departure lounge, had been found guilty of an attempted offence of
boarding an aircraft while carrying a concealed weapon. See LaFave at Foot Note 16.
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decision mainly based on the standard of the last proximate act, though it seems to
contradict this by stating that "This does not, however, mean that in order to conclude
that a crime is attempted, one should wait till the last act is done but that it should have
been proved with certainty that the crime was to be committed and that [the acts have
reached] at a decisive stage." However, as indicated above this is an outdated test. It is
also very dangerous to argue that a criminal should be allowed to do the last act before
the law takes its own course.

In both cases, defendants had acquired the indispensable instruments, which were the
items they intended to use and they did not need other instruments under the
circumstances. Thus, their acts till they were apprehended meet this criterion and they
should have been convicted under this test alone.

Though physical proximity is a subjective standard, it may be argued that acts done by
defendants are by far significant compared with what remains to be done by them.
Travelling all the way from Addis Ababa to Dire Dawa - more than 500 Kms. then to
the airport and the checkpoint is not comparable with the distance between the
checkpoint and run way where the plane was taxing - probably 300 or so meters. In
Case No. Two too, the distance covered - AA to W. Germany - is quite substantial
compared to the distance between the hotel and the library. It should also be noted that
taking the seriousness of the crimes intended and the seriousness of apprehension, this
standard should be applied restrictively. Thus since both the intended crimes were
serious crimes the defendants should have been found guilty of attempt. Mention
should also be made here regarding the difference between mental and material
proximity. Accordingly, when intention is known, material proximity is immaterial. In
both cases it was admitted that appellants had the intention to commit the intended
crimes. Thus, let alone the last acts done by them till arrest, any other move beyond
acquisition of the items should have made them criminally liable.

3. Under the probability of desistance standard - This standard focuses on the
internal determination of each actor. In both cases the defendants were not ordinary
criminals but political activists and hardened security personnel. Moreover, they could
not achieve their intended results due to external factors beyond their control [i.e. arrest
at the check point and explosion at the hotel] but .not change of mind and it was
unlikely that they would have abandoned their design out of any other cause. Thus,
they should have been found liable for attempt. The objective and subjective standard
can also supplement this argument, for given their personal backgrounds [i.e., political
activists and security personnel], the defendants were more likely to persist in their
criminal path unlike in the case of other individuals who commit crimes for other
personal purposes.

4. Under the standards of irrevocable intent and point of no return - under both
standards, what is important is the high degree of determination beyond which a
criminal could not desist from going further except from external circumstances but not
change of purpose. The physical as well as mental proximity and,the personal profiles
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of the defendants discussed above amply prove that they have all reached the point of
no return and had irrevocable intents to achieve what they were set for. The facts that
the hijacking failed due to arrest and the homicide due to the explosion amply prove
that the causes for failure were extraneous to defendants but not change of purpose
which is not expected of such actors. Thus, they should have been convicted for
attempted crimes on these standards too.

5. Under the substantial step standard - this standard, as mentioned above focuses
on the quality of the conduct to corroborate the actor's criminal purpose and that the
emphasis should be upon what is done than what remains to be done. It is shown above
that the only reasonable inference that can be made out of the possession of such
deadly weapons at such places is that they are intended to be used for criminal ends but
not any imaginable innocent purpose/s. The conducts of the defendants were
undoubtedly corroborative of such purposes. Moreover, if more attention is given to
what is done than what remains to be done, all acts done before failure were so
alarming so as not to give defendants any benefit of doubt. It should be noted here that
the whole reasoning of the court in Case No. Two focused on what remains to be
done than on what is done. Based on this line of argument, defendants should have
been convicted for their attempt to commit those crimes for which they were charged.

6. The articles under which appellants were charged and convicted - Apart from
the issues of attempt and preparation, these cases also call for a brief discussion on the
relevance of the articles under which the defendants were charged and convicted.

6.1- In Case No. One respondents were charged and convicted for attempted plane
hijacking. A closer look at the statements of the decision also shows that they were
charged and convicted for robbery. It should, however, be noted that Ethiopian had
no any anti - hijacking law at the time when this crime was committed, i.e. in 1986
[E.C] 1994 [G.C.]. The first anti - hijacking law was enacted on February 22,
199612. Under the Penal Code, robbery is a crime against property and has no
relevance to the acts done by the respondents. Thus, though it is not clear why this
was not raised as an issue, the case should have been rejected for being against the
principle of legality provided under Art.2 of the code.

6.2 - In Case No. Two, the appellant was set free on the charge of homicide but
found liable for unauthorized possession. Art. 41/1 of the Revised Penal Code
No.1981 [under which the appellant was charged] had provided the following:

2 Offences against the Safety of Aviation Proclamation No.31/96. Note also that the former criminal codedid not have any provision that covers this situation and that the current criminal code makes this actpunishable under Art. 507. It may further be argued that had it been possible to charge and convict such
persons under the robbery provision there was no any need to enact an anti-hijacking law soon after thiscase.
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4. Prohibited traffic in Arms.

Whosoever

(1) apart from offences against the security of the state (Art.4), makes, imports,
exports or transports, acquires, receives, stores or hides, offers for sale, puts
into circulation or distributes, without special authorization or contrary to law,
weapons or ammunitions of any kind is punishable with rigorous imprisonment

13from five years to twenty five years

It is noted from the facts of the case that the defendant and his accomplices were
personnel of the then Ministry of Security and sent abroad for this specific purpose
that was ordered and directed by the minister himself. Thus, their acquisition of
those weapons employed in the attempt cannot be said to be unauthorized.
Moreover, the intention behind was not trafficking but, to commit homicide. Thus,
if not found liable for the attempt, they should have been set free on this count.

By way of conclusion and in retrospect, given what happened on 9/11, 2001 in the
US, one can easily appreciate the seriousness of the danger created and the damage
suffered by the acts of passengers armed with non-deadly weapons. Thus for
stronger reasons, those deadly items recovered from respondents in Case No One
should have given sufficient ground to convict them as charged. The appellant and
his accomplices in Case No. Two, had shown their exceptional dangerousness by
daring to commit series of crimes in another country and had they had their own
way, they would have killed a number of individuals. Given the seriousness of the
crimes intended to be committed and the apprehension felt in this regard,
defendants should have been convicted of the crimes for which they were charged.

For all the above reasons, the decision of the lower court and the Supreme Court in
cases No. one and Two, respectively do not pass muster.

a Note that Art. 481 of the Revised Criminal Code defines this act in an almost identical manner though
with different ranges of punishment.
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ETHIOPIAN BANKRUPTCY LAW: A COMMENTARY (PART I)

TADDESE LENCHO'

The bdnkruptcies came to us from Italy, _bancorotto, bancarotta,
gambarotta e la giustizia non impicar . Every merchant had his bench
( banco) in the place of exchange; and when he had conducted his business
badly, declared himself Jallito_, and abandoned his property to his
creditors with the proviso that he retain a good part of itfor himself be free
and reputed a very upright man. There was nothing to be said to him, his
bench was broken, _banco rotto, banca rotta_; he could even, in certain
towns, keep all his property and baulk his creditors, provided he seated
himself bare-bottomed on a stone in the presence of all the merchants. This
was a mild derivation of the old Roman proverb--_ solvere aut in aere aut in
cute_, to pay either with one's money or one's skin. But this custom no longer
exists; creditors have preferred their money to a bankrupt's hinder parts.

Voltaire, Philosophical Dictionary, 'Bankruptcy'

Introduction

It is no exaggeration to state that Ethiopian Bankruptcy Law (tucked away in the last
Book of the Commercial Code) is the least known and hence the least practiced in
Ethiopia. Since the coming into force of the Commercial Code in 1960, cases having
to do with bankruptcy have been few and far in between.' Why might this be? Is the
defect in the law or in the economic environment? Is Ethiopian business environment
immune from the natural laws of bankruptcy or has it always gone bankrupt without
ever being noticed by the public or mediated by the law?2 The Economist magazine
recently quipped that imagining capitalism (business enterprises) without bankruptcy

Currently a Lecturer, formerly the Associate Dean and Acting Dean of the Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa
University; he holds LL.B (AAU), LL.M (University of Michigan Law School)
E-mail:tadboda@yahoo.com. I am grateful to all the assessors who kindly went through the draft versionof this article and pointed to errors of one sort or another, Responsibility for all the errors that remain is allmine.

1 The incidence of bankruptcy cases is reportedly picking up in recent times. For example, a regional highcourt recently declared a flour factory bankrupt in accordance with the bankruptcy provisions of theCommercial Code; in re. Shafi Kemal and Family Private Limited Company, Eastern Shoa Zonal HighCourt (Oromia), File No. 08477/98 E.C.
2 Bankruptcy is a natural law of business. It is not that businesses in Ethiopia do not go bankrupt. Butwhen they go bankrupt, the old law of the superior creditor seems to rule supreme in practice. Banks,for example, have developed a practice of private receiverships through private loan contracts. In thisarrangement, borrower-businesses agree to submit their business to an employee or a consultant

installed by the bank. The employee or consultant of the creditor bank manages the financial operations
of the debtor and attempts to restore the latter to solvency. This practice is seen by some as a snub tothe formal bankruptcy proceedings; see USAID: Ethiopia Commercial Law & Institutional Reform andTrade Diagnostic, January 2007, p. 53;
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is like imagining Christianity without hell. 3 Perhaps, that is what happened in
Ethiopia.

The questions of why bankruptcy laws have become dormant are troubling questions.
However, as troubling they are, they cannot be answered in.categorical terms. An
answer to these questions would require an extensive empirical study of the busiAess
environment and the historical factors that might have kept the bankruptcy laws of
Ethiopia from having to see the light of the courts.

There is no shortage of theories as to why bankruptcy cases are not as common as the
failure of businesses would suggest. One theory puts the blame on the freezing of
commerce in the aftermath of the 1974 Ethiopian Revolution, tying the (mis)fortunes
of the bankruptcy provisions to the Commercial Code in general. The problem with
this theory is that it only explains why bankruptcy fell into disuse between 1974 and
1991. It does not explain the situation after 1991 when the economy of Ethiopia was
more or less liberalized (seventeen years and counting!).

Another theory is lack of familiarity (of the legal community) with the provisions of
bankruptcy in the Commercial Code. Lawyers are a critical piece in the application of
the law. If lawyers do not know or understand the law, it is unlikely that the law will
ever come to courts even if it were included in the Code. It is what Emperor Haile
Sellassie I was emphasizing in his speech on the inauguration of the Journal of
Ethiopian Law:

... We have observed that Ethiopia's rapid progress demands the services of a
large number of legal experts.. capable of insuring the effective application
of the law.5

In a recent report commissioned by the USAID, this matter has been aptly emphasized:

There is little demand for change from the debtor side because so little is
known about bankruptcy protection. The possibility of reorganization or

3 See, The Economist, Business Bankruptcies, Waiting for Armageddon, March 27, 2008.
4 Ato Tamiru Wondimagegnehu, who was a judge during the Imperial times, believes that the

history of the Commercial Code in general and that of the bankruptcy law would have been
completely different had the Revolution not taken the country along a completely different
ideology of socialism. He remembers some cases of bankruptcy that started coming before
courts; although the judges were not familiar with the bankruptcy provisions, they referred to
the bankruptcy provisions to adjudge businesses bankrupt; conversation with Ato Tamiru
Wondimagegnehu, November 28, 2008.

s Journal of Ethiopian Law, Vol. 1, No. 1, Summer 1964, p. V
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protection arises not only from law, but from knowledge ofthe law, and that is
quite limited.6

The third theory points to the foreclosure laws and practices of Ethiopia as probable
reasons for the eclipse of bankruptcy. According to the USAID Commissioned report:

... lenders are using foreclosure law and practice instead of bankruptcy.
Secured lenders can institute accelerated proceedings to repossess and
liquidate security and do not need to start a bankruptcy action. Frequently,
borrowers are' captive to a single lender, with few other commercial
obligations than their bank loan, so that foreclosure effectively deals with
most of the debtor's liabilities, although it does not permit rehabilitation or
reorganization and often results in liquidation.

Foreclosure powers were granted to banks and selected other creditors only in the last
decade and could not entirely explain why bankruptcy practices are not so common.' It
is perhaps nearer to the truth to conclude that multiple factors were conspiring to keep
bankruptcy out of the limelight of the practice.

Although cases of bankruptcy have rarely been taken to courts, there are several
reasons why one should write about Ethiopian bankruptcy law. First, it is barely
known even among the otherwise savvy and seasoned lawyers of Ethiopia. Second, it
has now been offered as an independent course for the last five or so years without any
reference material. And lack of reference material is always a legitimate inspiration
for writing (even if it were just an article). Third, since 1991, Ethiopia has taken on an
economic policy whose driving engine is the participation of the private sector, and the
private sector needs laws not just for its formation but also for its orderly winding up
and possibly for its rehabilitation after bankruptcy? It is not that Ethiopia lacks these
laws but they are unknown even among those who earn a living from their knowledge
of the law.

This commentary is divided into two parts. In the first part, I intend to treat subjects
like the background of Ethiopian bankruptcy law, its organization and structure, scope
and meaning, and the tests for commencement of bankruptcy under Ethiopian
bankruptcy law. In the second part, I intend to throw light on some of the other basic

6 See United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Ethiopia Commercial Law and
Institutional Reform and Trade Diagnostic, January 2007, p. 56

7 Ibid, P. 53
8 See Property Mortgaged or Pledged with Banks Proclamation No. 97/1998 and a

Proclamation to Provide for Business Mortgage Proclamation No. 98/1998
9 It is difficult to see how an economy can thrive without an effective bankruptcy law; for objectives and

goals of bankruptcy law, See United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL),
Legislative Guide on Insolvency Law (2005), p. 14; See also Elizabeth Warren, the Untenable Case for
Repeal of Chapter 11, Yale L. J., Vol. 102, No. 2, pp 467, 478
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features of Ethiopian bankruptcy law and related subjects of composition and schemes
of arrangement.

At the end of each part, I will provide some concluding remarks on what I think would
be striking features of Ethiopian bankruptcy law. For these commentaries, I have relied
upon as wide a range of literature on the subject of bankruptcy as I could get my haids
on. But as repeated quotes and references in the footnotes show, I am indebted
primarily to the 2005 UNCITRAL Legislative Guide on Insolvency Law of 2005
(hereinafter simply 'UNCITRAL' Guide').0 As far as I am concerned, 'UNCITRAL
Guide' offers the latest and most comprehensive reference on the subject of
bankruptcy. The 'UNCITRAL Guide' also provides alternative approaches on
controversial points of bankruptcy, something one can rarely find in many other
sources..

. Background

The history of bankruptcy law in Ethiopia (at least in its modem sense) dates back to
1933. That was the year when Emperor Haile Sellassie I passed a bankruptcy law
containing 96 articles." It is not clear as to how much of a resource material this law
was for the drafter of Book V of the Commercial Code, but there was no doubt the
drafter was aware of its existence, as the background documents show.12 Along with
the Business Organization Law of 1933 and Registration Decree of 1928, the
Bankruptcy Law of 1933 represents the Emperor's first attempt to modernize
Ethiopian law relating to business or commerce.

Under the 1933 law, 'every person registered in the commercial register' and who
suspends payment might be declared bankrupt." Suspension of payment triggers a
proceeding of bankruptcy only when the obligation of payment arises out of what the

' United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), Legislative Guide on
Insolvency Law (2005).

1 The Commercial Code of 1960 had three 'domestic' legislative predecessors: Registration Decree of
1928, Law of Business Organizations of 1933 and Law of Bankruptcy of 1933; see Peter Winship (ed.
and trans.), Background Documents to the Commercial Code of Ethiopia of 1960, Faculty of Law,
HSIU, 1974 Appendix III (Manuscript), Pp. 185-220

12 In the Background Documents compiled and translated by Peter Winship, the drafter acknowledges
borrowing from the French, Italian and other bankruptcy laws. He also referred to the 1928 Registration
Decree and the 1933 Business Organization Law; See Peter Winship (ed. And trans.), Background
Documents to the Commercial Code of Ethiopia of 1960, Faculty of Law, HSIU (1974); pp. 45 and 54

1 It is striking to note that this first attempt, what one might call the first phase of legislative
modernization, was rather piecemeal and uncommitted. It was on the second phase that the Emperor
took more drastic and systematic approaches to modernizing Ethiopian law and Ethiopian legal system,
with the promulgation of Penal Code in 1957, the Civil Code, the Commercial Code and the Maritime
Code in 1960, the Criminal Procedure Code in 1961 and the Civil Procedure Code in 1965.

14 Art. I of the 1933 Bankruptcy Code
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law calls an 'executory document' ('titre executoire').5 An executory document is
narrowly defined in the 1933 law. It refers to three documents only:

a) a judgment against the debtor in a court of last appeal;
b) a minute of a conciliation proceeding in which the debt is recognized

without reservation;
c) a commercial instrument signed or accepted by the debtor accompanied by

a protest for non-payment regularly drawn up.

The 1933 Bankruptcy law allowed initiation of bankruptcy only against debtors who
suspended a payment which was a sum certain, liquid and in all respects evidenced by
a written document. Incidentally, with the exception of a court judgment, these
documents would have permitted creditors to seek order through the special route of
summary proceedings, and the notion of 'titre executoire' is more often used today in
connection with summary or accelerated proceedings.

Apart from the commencement standard (which was very stringent), two other features
distinguish the 1933 bankruptcy law from the Commercial Code of 1960. One is that
the 1933 law did not have provisions for 'schemes of arrangement'.1 7 The other is that
the 1933 law contained penal provisions."

It is not certain if the 1933 Bankruptcy law was ever applied in practice. Even the
otherwise reliable account of the period, Mahteme Sellassie's Zikra Neger, says
nothing about the 1933 Bankruptcy Law. This is rather surprising because it mentions
other similar laws passed at the time, sqich as the Law of Business Organizations of 12
July 1933, and the Registration Decree of 25 August 1928.9

1s lbid; Compare with OHADA Uniform Act on Simplified Recovery Procedures and Enforcement
Measures (1998): Article 33. According to the Uniform Act, only the following are defined as
enforceable rights (titre executoire): a court decision which has been declared enforceable, a foreign
deed or court decision or an arbitral award that cannot be suspended by any type of appeal and that has
been declared enforceable by a court decision in the State where the enforcement is sought; official
minutes of conciliation, signed by a judge and the parties; a notarized deed that has been declared
enforceable; or a decision which, under the national law of the Member State concerned, has the same
effect as a court decision; See Boris Martor et al, Business Law in Africa, OHADA and the
Harmonization process, 2002, P. 232.

16 Compare with Article 284 of the Ethiopian Civil Procedure Code; summary procedure is designed to
prevent full trial when there is no material issue of fact to be tried; See Notes, Factors Affecting the
Grant or Denial of Summary Judgment Columbia Law Review, Vol. 48 (1948), p. 780.

1 The 1933 law has provisions regarding 'composition', see Chapter 12, Articles 68-84
18 See Chapter 13, Articles 85-93 of the 1933 Bankruptcy law; the Commercial Code has no provisions

regarding offenses related to bankruptcy, leaving these matters to the Penal Code of 1957, Articles 625-
633

19 Incidentally, the Law of Business Organizations and the Bankruptcy Law were passed on the same date;
See Mahteme Sellassie W/Meskel, Zikre Neger (1962 E.C, in Amharic). About the 1928 Decree, the
first drafter of the Commercial Code writes: "The Decree was not applied effectively outside Addis
Ababa and several towns." See Escarra, Book I Expose des Motifs (2 September 1954), in Winship,
Supra Note 12, P. 45; See also the preamble of the Commercial Code of 1960.
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The first drafter of Book V of the Commercial Code, Professor Escarra, used the
French Bankruptcy Legislation (as revised in 1955) as the primary source for drafting
Book V of the Commercial Code, with one important difference.20 The French law of
the time provided for two procedures, namely bankruptcy and judicial
administration21, but Professor Escarra removed judicial adrministration2 2 from this
Ethiopian draft and supplanted it with the 'scheme of arrangement systems' accepted
in many jurisdictions, such as in Italy.Y The schemes of arrangement sections (Book
V, Title V, Articles 1119-1166) were primarily borrowed from the Italian law of 1942,
which the drafter at the time considered the most technically complete.4  The
composition sections (Articles 1081-1100) were also inspired in part by the Italian law
of 1942.

Professor Escarra was not able to complete the drafting of the Commercial Code due
to his untimely death in 1954. The task of completing the. drafting of the Code fell
upon Professor Jauffret. At the time of his death, Professor Escarra had completed the
drafting of Book V of the Commercial Code, and Professor Jauffret accepted this draft,
in his words, 'with minor revisions and innovations of his own.' 26 These 'revisions
and innovations' of Professor Jauffret included:

i) clarifications (redrafiing) of provisions on the scope of bankruptcy,
conditions of bankruptcy, bankruptcy in fact, court jurisdiction and
harmonization of the rules of bankruptcy with those on commercial
register;

20 Winship, Supra Note 12, P. 109; Professor Escarra drafted the texts of Book 11 (Business
Organizations), IV (Negotiable Instruments and Banking Transactions) and V (Bankruptcy and
Schemes of Arrangement). Professor Jauffret took over the drafting of the Commercial Code (upon
Professor's Escarra's death) and produced Books I and IV, See Winship, Supra Note 12, p. 33

2 Judicial administration or judicial arrangement under the French system is in many ways similar to the
schemes of arrangement under Ethiopian law. In a French system, a debtor and creditors may enter into
agreement and submit the same to court. If the agreement is confirmed by the court, it enables the
debtor to continue the operation of its enterprise; see Jacques M. Raffin, Commercial Laws of France,
in the Digest of the Commercial Laws of the World, 1972.

22 One interesting note about this is that Professor Escarra himself was a member of the French
Commission on the revision of the French Commercial Code and recommended the adoption of the
schemc of arrangement for France, but his proposal was rejected. Well he was not disappointed for
ever, as he put that in the Ethiopian Commercial Code, with little opposition; See Winship, Supra Note
12, p. 109.

23 Winship, Supra Note 12, P. 109
24 Ibid.

The drafter thought he took a huge risk in this regard, because at the time the Italian war and occupation
was fresh on the minds of the Imperial Government; He writes "The valid resentment which the Italian
occupation has left in Ethiopia should not blind one tot he technical value of some of the Italian laws,
which should be studied correctly." See Winship, Supra Note 12, p. 105. There was no evidence that the
Government officials of the time held anything against him for borrowing from the laws of Italy. No
body took action against the roads constructed by Fascist Italy, and if any thing, people were grateful.
The drafter, through his statements, sought to preempt any possible backlashes against his recourse to
Italian law. After all, what had Italian fascism to do with 'composition' and 'schemes of arrangement'?
Nothing!

'6 Winship, Supra Note 12, PP. 109-110
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ii) incorporation of the principle of 'suspension of individual suits' upon
declaration of bankruptcy (Article 1026);

iii) provision of a definition for the phrase 'universality of creditors'
(Article 1025);

iv) addition of rules relating to business, in particular the rule regarding
the right of universality of creditors to have a mortgage upon business
in Article 1007 cum 1089 (legal mortgage), and rules regarding the
rights of creditors secured by mortgage on the business in the
distribution of the residue (Articles 1069-1072) and a rule that
extinguishes the right of business mortgagees to seize the business
after the opening of compulsory winding-up (Article 1]05);

v) incorporation of rules regarding the rights of sellers with ownership
reserved (Articles 1063 cum 1076)

Apart from these, Professor Jauffret considered the draft prepared by Professor Escarra'satisfactory' and submitted the final draft with his report on 1 March 1958, four years
after Professor Escarra passed away. Two years later, i.e. in 1960, the Commercial
Code was promulgated as a law, containing, among others, Law of Bankruptcy, as one
of the five books of the Code. The final version of Book V, as officially promulgated,
contains 202 articles arranged in five titles:

Title I: General Provisions
Title II: Bankruptcy
Title Il: Schemes of Arrangement
Title IV: Special Provisions Concerning Bankruptcy and Schemes of
Arrangement with Respect to Business Organizations
Title V: Summary Procedure

I. The Structure (Organization) of Ethiopian Bankruptcy Law

On the structure of Ethiopian bankruptcy law, three general statements can be made)8
First is its distinct preference for bankruptcy, in the sense of its preference for
liquidation to rehabilitation of the debtor's business. This is an inference from the
arrangement of the provisions, rather than an explicit statement of policy expressed in
any of the provisions of Book V of the Commercial Code. The provisions regarding
bankruptcy precede the provisions on composition and schemes of arrangement. In
addition, the largest number of provisions is devoted to the liquidation of the business
of the debtor for the collective interest of creditors. Only on occasions is the law
interested in saving the business of the debtor from dismemberment by creditors.

27 Professor Jauffret claims to have invented these rules, as he found no parallel elsewhere, but justified in
Ethiopian law; See Winship, Supra Note 12, P. 110

2 Having been drafted by two drafters at different times, Book V of the Commercial Code strikes one as
lacking in unity. This lack of unity makes it difficult to make categorical statements about the Code.
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Once a bankruptcy proceeding is set in motion, the law- presumes that the debtor is
culpable, not just unlucky, to have been declared bankrupt.29 In all cases, the law strips
the debtor of his power and right to manage his business.0 The law requires the
appointment of third parties, like trustees and commissioners, for the purposes of
temporarily managing the debtor's business, collecting debts and distributing the
proceeds among creditors.3' All these point strongly towards the Code's preference
and partiality for bankruptcy. The USAID Diagnostic made a similar observation in
the following words: 'The [Ethiopian] bankruptcy law provides for liquidation and
reorganization (sic), but in tone and practice clearly favours liquidation.'

Secondly, the Commercial Code appears to chart two separate (at points related)
procedures for debtors in financial difficulties." A debtor and other parties may either
pursue the route of bankruptcy or schemes of arrangement, and although there are
possibilities for conversion in the course of proceedings, each route has its own
separate rules and proceedings.4 Each proceeding sets forth its own access -and
commencement requirements, with different possibilities for conversion between the
proceedings at some stage.5

This approach of the Commercial Code contrasts with what the 'UNCITRAL Guide'
calls the 'unitary' approach. In a unitary approach, a single commencement
requirement leads the business through reorganization and liquidation." Ordinarily,
the business in financial difficulties goes through reorganization attempts, and only
when that fails will one proceed to liquidation.

Recent bankruptcy reforms in some countries have moved in the direction of the
unitary approach. And more and more countries are opting for a wait and see period,
known as the 'observation -period', to determine the direction of the proceeding for a
business in financial difficulties.38 During the 'observation period' no presumption is
made as to whether the business will be eventually reorganized or liquidated." This

29 See, for example, Articles 1019 - 1023 of the Commercial Code
3o See Article 1023 of the Commercial Code

1 See Articles 991-993 and 994-1001 of the Commercial Code32 USAID, Supra Note 6, p. 53
3 I use 'financial difficulties' deliberately because the debtor's current inability to pay debts may lead to

bankruptcy and imminent inability to pay debts may trigger a scheme of arrangement; see Articles 968
and 1119 of the Commercial Code.

3 For example, a debtor as well as creditors, court or the public prosecutor may apply for bankruptcy
while it is only the debtor that can apply for a scheme of arrangement; compare Article 975 with 1119
of the Commercial Code.

3 UNCITAL, Supra Note 4, p. 17
3 Ibid; See also the French Commercial Code where a single proceeding takes a business in financial

difficulties through safeguard proceedings, reorganization, and liquidation; Vogel, Louis, and
Perochon, Francoise, trans. French Commercial Code.

3 UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, pp 17-19
" Ibid, p. 19

9 Ibid
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approach is quite reasonable, because, in practice, it is often impossible to provide an
accurate diagnostic as to the viability of the business.40 A separate proceeding may
lead more often than not to a misdiagnosis of the financial situation of the business,
leading courts to misconstrue temporary financial shortfalls for a permanent problem
and vice versa. Misdiagnosis can become costly, as it would mean the court might
have to go back on its initial judgments. And this error in judgment can be irreversible.
In its adoption of separate proceedings, the Commercial Code seems to open a way for
this kind of error.

A third prominent feature of the Commercial Code is that, by the explicit preference of
the drafters, the Code follows a 'dual' system of bankruptcy and schemes of
arrangement, setting down separate rules in a separate title for business
organizations.41 'this does not, however, mean that the general rules of bankruptcy,
such as those in Articles 974 to 1118 do not apply to business organizations. Many of
these rules apply to business organizations, but in addition to these rules and at times
as exceptions to these rules, there are special rules that apply to business organizations
only. It is for these 'special rules' that a separate title has been included in the
Commercial Code. It will be seen that this approach is more about where these rules
should be put than anything else. If these rules were inserted in the general prdvisions,
we would not be talking about dual approach in this instance.

There are other distinct features which strike us when we read Book V, but these, to
my mind, are minor. These features include, for example, the heavy accent on the
punitive element in the bankruptcy regime and the rules on discharge. These features
of the Commercial Code will be emphasized in their appropriate places.

As alluded to before, Book V of the Commercial Code is arranged into five titles. Title
I, with the smallest number of articles (just six Articles), is appropriately entitled
"General Provisions." This title lays down general rules for the whole Book. It defines
the scope of Book V and sets down the conditions for bankruptcy and schemes of
arrangement. Title II, with the largest number of articles (154 Articles in all), is
devoted to 'bankruptcy' and 'composition.' This is the 'most important title in the
whole corpus of Book V. Title III deals with schemes of arrangement, and its aim is,
in contradistinction to Title fI, the saving of the business of the debtor. Title IV
contains special rules of bankruptcy and schemes of arrangement for business
organizations. The last title in Book V (Title V) deals with small and simplified (as
well as accelerated) bankruptcy proceedings.

m. On the Meaning of Bankruptcy

As Voltaire's quote at the beginning of this article notes, the word bankruptcy is
etymologically derived from an old Italian word "banca rotta" which signified the

"I Ibid, p. 18
41 See Title IV of Book V of the Commercial Code, Articles 1154-1165
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medieval practice of breaking tables/benches on a trader who absconded with the
money or goods of creditors. The etymological meaning of the term today survives as
a relic of a brutal past, and nothing more.

There is some confusion and inconsistency in bankruptcy literature in the use of the
term 'bankruptcy' and cognate concepts like 'insolvency' and 'reorganization.' Part of
the confusion is that the term bankruptcy is sometimes used interchangeably with
insolvency, and sometimes the two terms are technically distinguished. Some use
insolvency to refer to the fact of inability to pay debts and restrict bankruptcy to the
judicially recognized proceeding following one's inability to pay debts. Black's Law
Dictionary, for instance, defines insolvency as "the condition of being unable to pay
debts as they fall due or in the usual course of business" and limits bankruptcy to 'the
statutory procedure, usually triggered by insolvency, by which a person is relieved of
most debts and undergoes judicially supervised reorganization or liquidation for the
benefit of that person's creditors.'42 Similarly, Encyclopedia Britannica defines
insolvency as 'the inability to meet debts' and bankruptcy as 'the status of the person
who has been declared by judicial process to be unable to pay his debts.

Some writers use insolvency for a similar proceeding for debtors other than traders; in
the sense of civil bankruptcy. For these, bankruptcy refers to a proceeding respecting
traders and commercial business organizations. In P Ramanatha Aiyar's Concise Law
Dictionary, for example, we have this:

The leading distinction between a bankruptcy law and an insolvency law,
in the proper technical sense of the words, consists in the character of the
persons upon whom it is designed to operate, the former contemplating as
its objects traders of a certain description, the latter insolvents in general,
or persons unable to pay their debts.44

For some, the distinction between bankruptcy and insolvency does not even seem
relevant. The 'UNCITRAL Guide', for example, uses the term 'insolvency' to mean
both the fact of inability to pay debts and more importantly the formal proceedings for
either liquidation of the debtor's assets or rehabilitation of the debtor's business45

There is also some confusion over the scope of bankruptcy. Sometimes, bankruptcy
is used broadly as to include both proceedings of liquidation and reorganization of

42 See Black Law Dictionary, Bryan A. Garner (ed. 1993), s.v. "Bankruptcy"
4 See Encyclopedia Britannica, 2005 Edition, s.v., "Bankruptcy"; Arthur Leff defined bankruptcy as 'a

legal proceeding...in which an insolvent debtor by surrendering his non-exempt assets for distribution
to his creditors may be granted a discharge from substantially all his obligations'; See Arthur Leff, the
Leff Dictionary of Law: A Fragment, Yale Law Journal, Vol. 94, No. 8, p 2132

44 P. Rananatha Aiyar, Concise Law Dictionary, With Legal Maxims, Latin Terms and words and
Phrases, 2006

4 See UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, p 5
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a business. When bankruptcy is used in this sense, the various proceedings
available for bankrupt business are distinguished by the use of terms like
'liquidation', 'composition', 'reorganization,' all as constituent elements of
bankruptcy as an overarching procedure. If the aim of a proceeding in a particular
instance is to liquidate the bankrupt business (and distribute the proceeds among
creditors), terms like 'liquidation' or 'straight bankruptcy' are used.47

Sometimes bankruptcy is used in a narrow sense of only referring to liquidation
proceedings. In this sense, bankruptcy is synonymous and interchangeable with
liquidation, and reorgapization proceedings are treated as if they were a separate
proceeding from bankruptcy.4 This association of the term bankruptcy with
liquidation of the debtor's business is now less common.

The Ethiopian Commercial Code (of 1960) uses the term 'bankruptcy' almost
exclusively. There is only one article in the entire Commercial Code where insolvency
is mentioned alongside bankruptcy, not as an interchangeable word but possibly as the
fact of inability to pay debts.49 That article is Article 542(3) where insolvency is stated
as not a ground for dissolution of a company 'unless otherwise expressly provided in
the articles of association.'50

The Commercial Code uses 'bankruptcy' in a narrow sense of 'straight bankruptcy'
referring to proceedings that involve the liquidation and winding-up of the business of
the bankrupt debtor. Book V itself is entitled 'Bankruptcy and Schemes of

4 Black's Law Dictionary, for example, defines bankruptcy as having two forms: liquidation and
reorganization. The Dictionary also concedes that the terms 'straight bankruptcy' and 'bankruptcy'
often are used to describe liquidation because the vast majority of bankruptcy cases are liquidation
cases; See Black's Law Dictionary, ... Edition, s.v. "Bankruptcy" ... ; similarly the late Professor
Arthur Leff seems to subscribe to this broad construction of bankruptcy. He writes "the [US]
Bankruptcy Act also provides for reorganization of debtors, i.e., a procedure for the rehabilitation rather
than liquidation of the debtor's estate or business'; Arthur Leff, the Leff Dictionary of Law: A
Fragment, Yale L. J., Vol. 94, No. 8, p 2132.

4 The UNCITRAL Legislative Guide defines liquidation as 'proceedings to sell and dispose of assets for
distribution to creditors in accordance with the insolvency law.' See, UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, p 5

4 See Black's Law Dictionary, Supra Note 46
4 The Commercial Code avoids 'insolvency' even for a fact of inability to pay debts. Instead, the Code

uses 'suspension of payment' or 'bankruptcy in fact' to refer to the fact of inability to pay debts; See
Articles 969, 970 and 971 of the Code.

so The Civil Code of Ethiopia, on the other hand, uses the term 'insolvency' in some provisions
(see, for example, Articles 1019 and 1757) and 'bankruptcy' in others (see Articles 1932 and
1947 of the Civil Code); the Civil Code is not helpful in distinguishing bankruptcy from
related concepts. But, Article 1019 (2) of the Civil Code unearths the intention of some of the
drafters of Ethiopian Codes to develop parallel procedures (of insolvency) for civil debtors in
the Ethiopian Civil Procedure Code. For some unknown reasons, the 1965 Ethiopian Civil
Procedure Code failed to incorporate detailed rules for insolvency of civil debtors. If this
intention (of the drafters) were realized, we would have provisions for insolvency of civil
debtors (non-traders, consumers) in the Code of Civil Procedure and bankruptcy proceedings
for traders in the Commercial Code. Now we only have the latter.
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Arrangement" to separate the 'scheme of arrangement' part from the 'bankruptcy'
part. Title II of Book V, entitled 'bankruptcy', includes provisions that eventually lead
to the liquidation and winding-up of the bankrupt's business, tempered only by the
provisions of 'composition.'5' 'Tempered', because once bankruptcy is set in motion,
composition and payment in full are the only ways out from the liquidation of the
debtor's business.52 With the exception of the possibility for opting out of bankruptcy
through composition, all the rules of Title H regarding bankruptcy are aimed at
liquidating and winding-up of the business of the bankrupt debtor. The following
definition of bankruptcy offered by the first drafter by and large confirms this narrow
sense of bankruptcy:

Bankruptcy can be defined as both a collective and universal mode of
execution: collective in the sense that it puts secured and unsecured
creditors more or less on an equal footing, universal in the sense that it
applies to the total estate of the bankrupt person. The goal of this
procedure is either to save the enterprise by a composition with creditors
or to liquidate it, which may bring into play different losses of rights or
penalties for the debtor in bad faith in particular.5 3 (Emphasis mine)

It is not difficult to see that the first drafter did not see 'schemes of arrangement' as
part of a bankruptcy proceeding. As to why the drafter preferred the term 'bankruptcy'
to be used in this narrow sense, instead of a more common expression such as
'liquidation' or 'straight bankruptcy,' it is for anyone to speculate.5t It is not as if the
term 'liquidation' was not on offer at the time. Other Books of the Commercial Code
use the term 'liquidation' to refer to procedures aimed at dissolving and winding-up a
business."

Although bankruptcy may be more appropriately used in the broader sense, as shown
above, we ought to conform to the narrow construction of the drafter in this article,
and unless the context otherwise shows, bankruptcy is used in this article to denote
straight bankruptcy or liquidation, distinguished from cognate procedures of
'composition' and 'schemes of arrangement.'

5 See Articles 1081-1100 of the Commercial Code
52 See Article 988 of the Commercial Code; for composition, later
5 Winship, Supra Note 12, p. 105
" It may have something to do with the fact that the drafters of the Commercial Code were two. The first

drafter, Professor Escarra, completed the drafting of Books II, IV and V before his untimely death in
1954 and the second drafter, Professor Jauffret, completed the other Books (I and III), See Winship,
Supra Note 12, P. 33

5 See, for example, Articles 496, 499-509 of the Commercial Code
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IV. Scope of Ethiopian Bankruptcy Law

4.1 In General

Modern bankruptcy law grew out of the practices of the mercantile cities of Northern
Italy and for a long time bankruptcy was seen as a status that applied only to
merchants.6 Bankruptcy law has come a long way since then. Many countries have
now abandoned this restriction of bankruptcy to traders. Their bankruptcy regimes are
often extended to all classes of persons, whether these are engaged in trade or not?.
There are, however, some countries (which inherited their laws from the French
tradition) which still restrict bankruptcy to traders." Ethiopia, by the conscious choice
of the drafters, belongs to the group of countries which apply bankruptcy only to
traders.9

Article 968 delimits the scope of Ethiopian Bankruptcy law:
The provisions of this Book (i.e. Book P) apply to any trader within the
meaning of Article 5 of this Code and to any commercial business
organization within the meaning of Article 10 of this Code with the
exception ofjoint ventures."

A cursory reading of Article 968(1) would show that Book V of the Commercial Code
is narrower in scope of application than other provisions of the Code. As far as
individual traders are concerned, Book V is co-extensive with the scope of the
Commercial Code itself. All traders as defined by Article 5 of the Commercial Code

6 In this connection, the first drafter writes "The different laws of bankruptcy have many points in
common. ... Moreover, they can trace their history to common historical sources, among which the
practices of the mercantile cities of Northern Italy..." See, Escarra, Book V: Expose des Motifs (2
September 1954), in Winship, Supra Note 12, p. 105

" These countries include Germany, Austria, Japan, the USA and Canada, see Encyclopedia Britannica,
supra note 43; although these countries extend the status of bankruptcy to all persons, it does not mean
that the specific rules of bankruptcy are the same across the board for all classes of persons; see also
UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, P. 38
It is interesting to note that France, responsible in the past for trader-only regimes of bankruptcy, now
extends its bankruptcy regimes to all persons even if they are not traders; Article L620-1 of the French
bankruptcy law states: "The safeguard procedure shall apply to traders, persons registered with the
craftsman's register, farmers, other persons running an independent professional activity, including an
independent professional person with a statutory or regulated status or whose designation is protected,
as well as private-law entities." See also Aiticle L631-2 and Article L640-2 of the French Commercial
Code, which provide for similar rules. See also, Encyclopedia Britannica, Supra Note 43

" The drafter was fully aware of this distinction on the scope of bankruptcy laws. For instance, he writes
-... the Germanic and Anglo-Saxon countries (Germany, England, USA) extend the rules of bankruptcy

to all debtors, while the Latin countries (Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, France, Italy, Spain) apply
bankruptcy only to traders." Nonetheless, he chose a trader-only regime of bankruptcy for Ethiopia; see
Winship, Supra Note 12, P 100

m Article 1155 (1) repeats Article 968 for business organizations. The drafter repeated this probably for
emphasis. A separate title is reserved to provide for special provisions applicable to business
organizations, and that is how the repetition came about. If a separate title were necessary, a repetition
would be necessary; see Title V of Book V, Articles 1154-1165 of the Commercial Code.
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are subject to the provisions of bankruptcy, i.e., may be declared bankrupt. When it
comes to business organizations, however, there are limitations. Article 968(2) has
explicitly excluded 'joint ventures' from its applications. In addition, Article 968(1)
uses the phrase 'commercial business organization,' which would obviously mean that
non-commercial business organizations" are excluded, however, viewed they may be.
Business organizations assume the mantle of 'commercial' organization for eithet of
two reasons,62

i) if they carry on activities specified in Article 5 of the same Code or if
their memorandums of association indicate that as their objective

ii) if they are organized as private limited companies or share companies;

Businesses organized as private limited companies and share companies are always
subject to bankruptcy, regardless of the objectives for-which they are established. It
does not matter that their objectives do not fall under the list under Article 5 of the
Code. If a business is organized as one of the three other forms of business
organizations (ordinary partnership, general partnership, and limited partnership), the
question of whether the business organization in question is subject to the provisions
of bankruptcy will turn on whether the business organization is engaged in activities
listed under Article 5 of the Commercial Code or its 'memorandum states this as the
objective of the firm. Non-commercial business organizations (sometimes called civil
business organizations) may be covered by the other provisions of Commercial Code,
but not Book V of the Code.

The Commercial Code is surprisingly (and perhaps unwittingly) vague about the status
of civil business organizations. Article 10 of the Code talks about commercial business
organizations, suggesting that there are "non-commercial" business organizations. It
even prescribes that private limited companies and share companies are always
commercial business organizations, whatever their objectives. Article 213 of the Code
provides that any of the business organizations recognized by the Cqde may be a
commercial business organization except for an ordinary partnership. For some reason,
the upshot of Article 213 is that ordinary partnerships are prohibited from carrying on
activities under Article 5 of the Code3 or they are no longer named ordinary
partnerships when they do so. By a process of exclusion, other business organizations
(i.e., general partnerships and limited partnerships) niay carry on activities other than
those listed in Article 5 in which case they acquire the status of 'non-commercial'
business organizations. The Commercial Code says very little about how non-
commercial business organizations are regulated and which rules of the Commercial
Code (if any) apply to them,

The distinction between civil and commercial business organizations is not unique to the Ethiopian
Commercial Code; See Seyed M. Hosni, Commercial and Civil Companies in UAE law, Arab Law
Quarterly, Vol. 7, No. 3 (1992), pp 159-174
See Article 10 of the Commercial Code

63 See Everett Goldberg, J. Eth. L., Vol.8, No.2 (1972), pp 500-501
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Incidentally, the 1933 Law of Business Organizations is much clearer in this regard
than the Commercial Code. First of all, it is explicit in its reference to civil business
organizations.4 It devotes a separate title to this form of business organizations.6
Secondly, it regulates the rights and obligations of partners, and fixes their liabilities."
In view of this, it is a little surprising that the Commercial Code leaves much to be
desired in its distinction of commercial business organizations from non-commercial
ones.

4.2 Bankruptcy and Banking Business

Once the general scope of a bankruptcy law is settled, the next issue is whether the
rules of bankruptcy should apply uniformly to all traders or whether there is a need for
special treatment of certain classes of traders. Neither Article 968 nor Article 1155 of
the Commercial Code addresses this issue.

One of the sectors which have often required special treatment in some countries is
banking. There is no uniformity in the approach, of bankmptcy regimes towards
banks. Some countries (e.g. the USA) have developed a special law of bankruptcy for
banks, removing banks from general regime of bankruptcy completely.9Many
countries (notably those in Europe), however, have not gone so far as developing
special rules of bankruptcy for banks.70 Instead, these countries have developed special
rules of banks which apply as supplements or exceptions to the general rules of their
bankruptcy law. In other words, in these countries, the general rules of bankruptcy
apply to banks so long as the general rules are compatible with the special rules of

"See Title II of the 1933 Law of Business Organizations, Articles 20-31.
65 Ibid
6 See, for example, Article 20 of the 1933 Law which states "Members of a civil business organization

are jointly and severally liable for the debts regularly contracted by the business organization."
67 There is no evidence that the drafters were concerned about traders requiring special treatment during

bankruptcy. In all likelihood, the drafters intended Book V to apply to all classes of traders, without any
privileges or dispensations.

68 A variety of arguments have been put forward in support of special regimes of bankruptcy for the
banking sector. Banks deserve special treatment because they 'typically hold highly liquid liabilities in
the form of deposits repayable on demand' and 'long term loans' which, unlike the deposits, are not
easily and immediately convertible into cash, resulting in a mismatch of maturity. A crisis of
confidence, which may be set off by a rumor, can result in massive withdrawal of deposits, causing
liquidity shortfalls. In addition, banks 'perform financial services that are fundamental to the
functioning of an economy' by extending credit, taking deposits and processing payments. In many
countries, banks are the primary source of liquidity for most financial and non-financial institutions.
Lastly, banks are the 'transmission belt' for the implementation of monetary policy. For arguments for
or against special dispensations for the bankruptcy of banks, see Eva Hupkes, Insolvency - why special
regime for banks? in Current Developments in Monetary and Financial Law, Vol, 3, Pp. 2-4; See also
UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, pp 40-41

9 See Eva Hupkes, Insolvency - why special regime for banks?, in Current Developments in Monetary
and Financial Law, Vol. 3, p. 8

* See Ibid, p. 7; Under Italian Law, for example, the Italian banking law sets forth several special rules
for bank insolvency while the provisions of the Italian bankruptcy law continue to apply 'in so far as
they are compatible' with the banking law. The same obtains in Norway, see ibid.
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bankruptcy set forth in their banking laws. There are also countries, for example the.
UK, where no special dispensation is available to the banking sector. The UK treats
banks like any other business for bankruptcy purposes,"

While this article was being readied for publication, the Banking Business
Proclamation which was in force since 199472 was repealed and replaced by a new
Banldng Business Proclamation (No. 592/2008), with far reaching implications for
bankruptcy. The Banking Business Proclamation that was just repealed contained few
provisions addressing the bankruptcy of banks, leaving several issues of bankruptcy to
the general law of bankruptcy in Book V of the Commercial Code.73 If the comments
of this article were to draw upon or stick to the trajectory of the repealed Proclamation,
they would (as they should) be relegated to a mere historical relic, such is the extent of
the change in the area of bankruptcy of banks as a result of the new Proclamation. The
repealed Proclamation's approach would have placed Ethiopia among a group of
countries which subject banks to the general rules of bankruptcy save for a few special
rules contained in banking business laws.

All that is history now. By virtue of the new Banking Business Proclamation, Ethiopia
can nov stake a claim to having a special bankruptcy law for banking business,
superseding and overriding the general rules of bankruptcy in the Commercial Code.
The New Proclamation devotes a whole part to what it calls 'Revocation of License,
Receivership and Liquidation.'74

The new Banking Business Proclamation breaks with the Commercial Code not just in
substance but even in the very terms it uses. Instead of the terms 'bankruptcy', or
'schemes of arrangement', 'liquidation' and 'receivership' are used. In stead of the
term 'trustee' for a person who manages a bankrupt business, we have a 'receiver' to
manage a bank in bankruptcy.5 The institution of 'commissioner,' which incidentally
is an important office in general bankruptcy proceedings, does not even get a nod in
the new Banking Business Proclamation (in all likelihood, it is abrogated). The
National Bank of Ethiopia appears to have taken the place of the 'Commissioner.7 6

7 Eva Hupkes, Supra Note 69, p. 7
72 Licensing and Supervision of Banking Business Proclamation No. 84/1994 (repealed)
" The repealed Proclamation required prior notice to be given to the National Bank of Ethiopia

before bankruptcy proceedings were initiated against a bank. In addition, the National Bank
is authorized to appear before the court hearing the case and petition for bankruptcy to
safeguard the interests of creditors. The National Bank also recommends a liquidator
(trustee) for the bank in times of bankruptcy; see Article 26 of the now repealed
Proclamation No. 84/1994.

74 Proclamation No. 592/2008 has nine parts, and 61 Articles. Of this, Part Eight (the part
dealing in part with bankruptcy of banks), contains sixteen articles (Articles 32-48).

* See Article 33 of the Banking Business Proclamation No. 592/2008
76 See Article 34(1) of Banking Business Proclamation No. 59212008
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The new law appears to have broken a new ground in the details with which it deals
with bankruptcy of banks. The Proclamation lays down rules for commencement ofreceivership' proceedings, thus replacing a cartload of Commercial Code provisions
pertaining to commencement of bankruptcy, composition and schemes of arrangement
(Articles 1071, 1072, 1081, and 1119, among others). The Proclamation provides for
rules regarding 'parties responsible for receivership proceedings' involving banks, thus
replacing Articles 989-1003 of the Commercial Code. The Proclamation lays down
special rules for the 'suspect period' and fixes the fate of transactions concluded
during this period, thereby replacing the Commercial Code provisions in this regard
(for example, Articles 1029-1034). The Banking Business Proclamation also lays
down rules for submission and settlement of claims, priority of claims, and conclusion
of receivership proceedings involving a bank, essentially superseding Articles 1041 to
1118 of the Commercial Code.

The new Banking Business Proclamation has even changed the trajectory of
bankruptcy proceedings under the Commercial Code. Continuation of banking
business, as opposed to its liquidation for distribution of proceeds among creditors, is
of utmost importance under the new Banking Business Proclamation. The 'receiver' is
directed by the Proclamation to 'continue the operation of the bank' when the 'bank is
viable' and 'return [the bank] to the previous owners or to previous owners and other
partners'. Liquidation is clearly a measure of last resort, something which appears to
reverse the overall tone of the general bankruptcy law under the Commercial Code.
After all the special rules of bankruptcy involving tanks, it is a little surprising that
there is still an allowance made for the application of the Commercial Code. In Article
48 of the Proclamation, it is stated that the 'Commercial Code and other laws will
remain applicable in so far as they are not inconsistent with the- provisions of Part'
Eight of the Proclamation. Frankly, this is a 'just-in-case' provision. It is difficult to
conceive what rules of Book V of the Commercial Code remain unscathed after the
extensive regulation of bankruptcy involving banks in the new Banking Business
Proclamation. It would be fair to conclude now that Ethiopia has a special bankruptcy
regime for banks. Recourse to Book V of the Commercial Code is still open (courtesy

n Insolvency is one among the seventeen grounds for commencement of receivership
proceedings against a bank. Some of the other grounds include revocation of banking license,substantial dissipation of assets, involvement (of a bank) in a pattern of unsafe and unsoundpractices, refusal to submit books of accounts to inspection, failure to meet minimumn capitalrequirement of the National Bank, and undercapitalization; see Article 33(1) of Proclamation
No. 592/2008.

78 The parties responsible in cases involving receivership of banks being the 'receiver', theNational Bank of Ethiopia, an advisor or expert appointed by the receiver, certain creditors,
shareholders and of courts; See Articles 39-46 of the Proclamation No. 592/2008; the partiesresponsible in ordinary bankruptcy proceedings are the trustee, the commissioner, the court,

7 creditors, and sometimes the dpbtor; see Articles 989-1003, for exahple.
See Article 40(1) of Proclamation No. 592/2008
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of Article 48 of the new Proclamation), but recourse would in most instances be
unnecessary.

4.3 Bankruptcy and Pubic Enterprises

The final question regarding the scope of Book V of the Commercial Code is its
applicability to public enterprises.80 Public enterprises are primarily regulated by a
special law81 and secondarily by the Commercial Code. The special law regulating
public enterprises provides that they are subject to the rules of the Commercial Code."
But by virtue of the special law, public enterprises exhibit certain special features that
their private counterparts do not have. Unlike their private counterparts, for instance,
public enterprises are invariably established not by a memorandum of association but
by regulations," They are wholly owned by the state and the composition of their
board is determined not according to the rules of the Commercial Code but by the
special law.84

After all these special rules, it may come as a surprise that bankruptcy is one of the
subjects in which the special law defers to the Commercial Code. It seems that public
enterprises are spared nothing in this regard. The Public Enterprises law says the
provisions of Book V of the Commercial Code shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the
winding up of public enterprises." In the same law, bankruptcy is stated as one of the
grounds for dissolution of public enterprises." The only notable exception made is that
the court may pursue 'summary procedure' (sometimes also known as 'simplified
bankruptcy procedure' or 'petty bankruptcy') regardless of the value limitation stated
in Article 1166 (1) and (2) of the Commercial Code.

' The applicability of bankruptcy proceedings to state enterprises should be restricted to state enterprises
which compete in the market as distinct economic or business operations and otherwise have the same
commercial and business interests as privately owned enterprises. This would exclude administrative
agencies of governments, sub-national governments, and municipalities. See, UNCITRAL, Supra Note
10, P. 40

' See Public Enterprises Proclamation No. 25/1992
82 See Art. 4 of Public Enterprise Proclamation No. 25/1992
83 See Article 6 of Public Enterprises Proclamation No. 25/1992
8 See Article 12 of Public Enterprises Proclamation No. 25/1992; The general assembly of workers have

the right to elect up to one-third of the directors of the Board. The rest of the Board is appointed by the
supervising authority; Article 12(20 of Public Enterprises Proclamation No. 25/1992. This is contrasted
with the rule in the Commercial Code which permits only members of the company (shareholders) to
be directors of the Board; See Article 347(1) of the Commercial Code.

5 Article 40 of Proclamation No. 25/1992
86 See Article 29(6) of Proclamation No. 25/1992
87 Article 40(2) of Proclamation No. 25/1992; It will be seen that the Commercial Code permits summary

bankruptcy proceedings only when the value of assets of the debtor do not exceed one thousand Birr: It
is unlikely that any bankruptcy of a public enterprise will ever proceed in a summary proceeding
without this exception. This exception is therefore significant although it is not clear when the court
will decide a summary proceeding instead of a regular bankruptcy proceeding.
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This is as far as the law goes. As any one following the recent history of public
enterprises in Ethiopia can observe, the practice has gone a different way. Since 1992,after the country officially adopted an economic policy based on private sector
participation, over two hundred public enterprises, big as well as small, have been
privatized by the Government." These enterprises have been privatized through the
modalities of asset sale, employee and management buy out (MEBO), joint venture
with a strategic investor, management contract, comp etitive sale of shares, restricted
tender and negotiated sale." Bankruptcy and schemes of arrangement are
conspicuously absent in the list of modalities of privatization. Why did the Ethiopian
government not choose the path of bankruptcy in spite of this wave of privatizations inthe 1990s and 2000s? The answer to this question should obviously await empirical
research, but one thing is certain. The Ethiopian Government has not chosen to
abandon even the -most troubled public enterprises to the rigors of bankruptcy
regime. It cannot be because bankruptcy and schemes of arrangement are devoid of
merits. The 'UNCITRAL Guide' clearly favours subjecting public enterprises to
bankruptcy regime:

... insolvency regime has ... the advantages of subjecting them to the
discipline of the [Bankruptcy] regime, sending a clear signal that
government financial support for such enterprises will not be unlimited
and providing a procedure that has a potential to minimize conflicts of
interest91

Whatever may be the merits of the application of bankruptcy regime to public
enterprises, we have yet to see Ethiopian Government pursuing bankruptcy options for
some of its troubled public enterprises. This is neither for lack of law authorizing such
a path, because the public enterprise law explicitly provides for bankruptcy. Nor can it
be because the Government tenaciously holds onto public enterprises, for better or for
ill, because there is plenty of privatization going on.

Ethiopia: An Investment Guide to Ethiopia, Opportunities and Conditions, March 2004, P. 10Ibid.
9 The privatization drive did not proceed as vigorously as expected, largely because of the (in)capacity ofthe private sector to absorb large public enterprises offered for sale; for others reasons, see, Ethiopia: anInvestment Guide to Ethiopia, Opportunities and Conditions, March 2004, P. 10U1 JNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, P. 40; It is not all state enterprises that should be subject to bankruptcyproceedings. Exceptions are made for some state enterprises for which the government has 'adoptedexplicit guarantee in respect of liabilities as part of its shift in the overall macroeconomic policy, such asduring large scale privatization' or where the state enterprises are involved in such sensitive sectors of theeconomy as utilities (electricity and water); ibid.
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V. Commencement Standards

5.1 In General

The standard to be met for commencement of bankruptcy proceedings is central to the
design of any bankruptcy law. Commencement standard is what sets the process in
motion, what charts the path forward for a business in financial difficulties, and what
determines, initially at least, the balance of power among the parties involved in
bankruptcy proceedings, particularly the creditors vis-A-vis the debtor. The pendulum
of bankruptcy may tilt in favor of debtors or creditors depending on the liberality or
stringency of a commencement standard.93

While it is ultimately upto the law of each country to fix its commencement standards
in what ever way it sees fit, commencement standards should be crafted in
consideration of the virtues of 'accessibility', 'flexibility' and their capacity to prevent
'improper' use of proceedings.94 Accessibility is measured by the ease with which all
'stakeholders' can apply for and set bankruptcy proceedings in motion.95 Flexibility is
measured by the types of bankruptcy proceedings available: liquidation of the
business, composition, reorganization, and a combination of these?6 The need to make
the proceedings 'accessible' should be balanced against the possibilities of abuse by
those bent on using the proceedings for 'improper' motives, for example, to twist the
hand of the debtor or quite simply cause the debtor embarrassment. Commencement
standards may be used by debtors, who are not really in financial straits, in order to
take advantage of 'automatic stay' in a bankruptcy law.97 They may also be used by
creditors to 'disrupt the debtor's business' and 'gain competitive advantage'." The
standards should therefore be crafted so as to prevent both debtors and creditors from
using the bankruptcy regime for motives other than collection of debts.

The 'UNCITRAL Guide' identifies two types of formulations in establishing
conditions for commencement of bankruptcy proceedings against debtors:99 the
'liquidity, cash flow or cessation of payments' test, and the 'balance sheet' test.

92 UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, p 45
1 It should, however, be noted that a commencement standard, while important is not

the only factor for characterizing a bankruptcy regime as either 'debtor-friendly' or
'creditor-friendly,' or something in between.

94 UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, P. 45
9 Ibid
96 Ibid
7 Ibid

9 Ibid
" Ibid, Pp 45-47
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5.2 'The Liquidity, Cash Flow, or Cessation of Payments' Test

The first, and most extensively used commencement standard is variously called
'liquidity' or 'cash flow' or 'cessation of payments' test. This test allows parties to
apply for bankruptcy proceedings based on evidence of inability of a debtor to pay
debts as they fall due. In other words, bankruptcy proceedings may be set in motion
when a debtor 'has generally ceased making payments and will not have sufficient
cash flow to service existing obligations as they fall due in the ordinary course of
business.Y' The cessation of payments may relate to outstanding 'rents, taxes, salaries,
employee benefits, trade accounts payable or other essential business costs.'01

The 'cessation of payments' test is obviously a liberal standard, particularly when it is
viewed from the vantage point of creditors. Bankruptcy proceedings are triggered upon
simple evidence of suspension of payments by the debtor. It is maintained that the
liquidity test has two principal advantages:'2

1. It puts the factors that trigger bankruptcy within the reach of creditors as the
facts constituting grounds for initiation of bankruptcy are fairly accessible and
within the reach of creditors; and

2. It activates proceedings early thereby minimizing the risks of dissipation of
assets by the debtor in collusion with creditors;'03

The 'liquidity' or 'cash flow' or 'cessation of payments' test has been appropriately
called a creditor-friendly test, and included in some laws with the interest of creditors
in mind. It is not, however, without criticism. Those who disapprove of the test argue
that the test, so easily established, might instigate bankruptcy proceedings against
otherwise healthy businesses upon what they call a 'false signal' of mere suspension of
payments."* Critics of the test point out that the test makes it easier for creditors to
initiate bankruptcy proceedings against debtors solely on grounds of 'temporary cash
flow or liquidity problem.'0s As a creditor-friendly test, there is a fear that the test
might lend ammunition to creditors bent on using bankruptcy proceedings as 'debt
enforcement' scheme'o' or twisting the arm of debtors using the threat of bankruptcy
proceedings.

1oo Ibid, P 4546
10! Ibid, P 46
102 Ibid
103 There is a natural propensity by the debtor or other creditors to act irresponsibly after suspension of

payments; the debtor may engage in risky activities or creditors may want to arrogate special privilege
to themselves to the detriment of other creditors, hence dissipation of assets. For a detailed analysis of
the objectives of bankruptcy, see UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, p 46

W4 UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, p 46
05 Ibid
' Ibid, p 45
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5.3 the 'Balance Sheet' Test

The second type of commencement standard, adopted by some countries, requires a
more rigorous test for commencement of bankruptcy. It is called the 'balance sheet'
test.07 The 'balance sheet' test requires whoever wishes to commence bankruptcy
proceedings to 'show an excess of liabilities over assets."o' Mere suspension of
payments by the debtor is not enough. The burden is upon the person applying for
bankruptcy to show that the debtor has not only ceased payments but also that the
debtor's balance sheets show an excess of liabilities over its assets. This often forces
an applicant to hire 'an expert who reviews books, records and financial data to reach a
determination of the fair market value of the business' of the debtor.109 The merit of
this test, which is debtor-friendly, is that bankruptcy proceedings are not initiated
against a debtor solely on grounds of cessation of payments. The test is also an
accurate reflection of the debtor's financial status and prevents commencement of
bankruptcy proceedings upon false signals of temporary cash shortfalls."

The 'balance sheet' test has however been criticized for putting the- commencement
standards beyond the reach of most creditors."' It 'relies on information under the
control of the debtor' and it 'is rarely possible for other parties to ascertain the true
state of the debtor's financial affairs until the difficulties have become
irreversible.' 112Ascertainment of an excess of liabilities over assets of the debtor takes
time. Delays are inevitable from the involvement of an expert to establish an excess of
liabilities over assets."'1 In addition, critics of the 'balance sheet' test charge that the
test is unfair to small businesses and other businesses already mired in cash shortfalls.
It imposes an onerous burden upon these businesses to hire experts, who may be both
hard to find and afford."

To many people, the balance sheet test might seem more accurate than the cessation of
payments test, but it too can give a misleading indication of the debtor's financial
situation."5  The valuation method used in a particular case may yield different
numbers depending on whether the liquidation value or going concern value of the
business is taken into account."'6 The accounting standards and valuation techniques

107 Ibid, P 46; German bankruptcy law is often cited as an example of the balance sheet test. In Germany,
a debtor is over-indebted when the value of his liabilities exceeds the value of its assets. The value of
assets is ascertained by a reference to a prevailing market value; See Julian R. Franks, Kjell 0. Nyborg
and Walter N. Torous, A Comparison of US, UK and German Insolvency Codes, Financial
Management, Vol. 25, No. 3, 1996, p. 92

1o1 UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, P 46
109 Ibid
110 Ibid
" Ibid
112 Ibid

I1' Ibid, P 47
I14 Ibid, P 46
"s Ibid
116 Ibid
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may produce results that do not reflect the fair market value of a debtor's assets.
Besides, the market for some assets may not be sufficiently developed or stable toenable the fair market value of a business to be established."7

Classification is often a ploy employed for illuminating certain standards. The purity
of tests that classifications project is not to be found in the actual laws on the ground.
Cognizant of the strengths and weaknesses of the two tests above, some countries haveopted to use both tests in different combinations."' In those countries which mix bothtests to establish conditions for commencement of bankruptcy, a party applying forbankruptcy must show, that 'the cessation of payments by a debtor reflect difficultfinancial situations that are not temporary."'9 These systems, called 'intermediate'
approaches, have not avoided criticisms either. The intermediate approaches have beencriticized because they too cause 'delay, uncertainty and expense' in the
commencement of bankruptcy proceedings.120

As all the tests in existence have been criticized for one defect or another, it seems thatthere is no perfect test of commencement of bankruptcy out there. Each country should
adopt a test that best mirrors its business environment, in particular based on the
availability of expertise for establishing some facts and the information that isaccessible to a community of creditors.

5.4 Commencement Standard under Ethiopian Law

Where does Ethiopian law fit in all this? Article 969 states the basic rule. It provides:
"Any trader who has suspended payments and has been declared bankrupt shall be
deemed to be bankrupt." Article 969 lays down two conditions for commencement ofbankruptcy. First, a trader should suspend payments. And secondly, the trader should
be declared bankrupt. Let's deal with the second condition first. The second condition
is inserted to prevent labelling debtors as 'bankrupt' solely on grounds of 'suspension
of payments.' Only a court that has jurisdiction to adjudicate bankruptcy'z has the
authority to first establish 'suspension of payments' and then declare the debtor
'bankrupt.' Ethiopian law calls mere suspension of payments without declaration by
court of bankruptcy 'bankruptcy in fact., 122

The law emphasizes importance of the declaration by court in Article 970(1) which
provides: "Where no judgment in bankruptcy is given, bankruptcy 'shall not result
from mere suspension of payments' (Emphasis mine)

7 Ibid
See Ibid, Pp 47-48

" Ibid, P 47
120 Ibid, P 47
121 See Art. 974 of the Commercial Code
'2 See Art. 970 of the Commercial Code
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Bankruptcy has far-reaching legal and factual consequences upon the business of the
debtor, and the cumulative requirement of suspension of payments and declaration by
court of the bankruptcy of the debtor should be seen as a protection of the rights and
interests of debtors who have suspended payments.'123 Only a court having jurisdiction
can give its imprimatur to the bankruptcy of debtors and all the consequences that
ensue from declaration of bankruptcy.24

Bankruptcy in fact or factual bankruptcy or mere suspension of payments does not
have any legal consequences except in one case.125 The exception is provided in
Article 970(2). A criminal court may pass conviction and impose sentence upon the
debtor or others involved in bankruptcy 'in respect of bankruptcy or any offense
connected with bankruptcy notwithstanding that the suspension of payments has not
been established by a judgment in bankruptcy."26 A debtor may, for instance, be
convicted and fined or face simple imprisonment, where he/she has 'intentionally
concealed the fact that he is insolvent and contracts an obligation knowing that he is
unable or unwilling to execute it. 27 A criminal division court, before which a case is
pending, does not have to wait for a bankruptcy court before it passes a criminal
conviction and sentence.

5.5 When is there 'Suspension of Payments'?

A court which passes a judgment of bankruptcy should establish that there is a
'suspension of payment' by the debtor. What is, and more precisely, when is there a
'suspension of payments'? Article 971 describes the facts constituting 'suspension of
payments' in the widest construction possible. It reads: "Suspension of payments shall
result from 'any fact, act or document showing that the debtor is no longer able to
meet the commitments related to his commercial activities" (Emphasis mine).128

123 Depending on the gravity of the particular bankruptcy, the dire consequences of bankruptcy may
include the loss and liquidation of the debtor's assets, criminal penalties and loss of civil rights.

12 On court jurisdiction in bankruptcy, later
12s 'Bankruptcy in fact', 'factual bankruptcy', 'mere suspension of payments' or 'insolvency' are

interchangeably used to refer to inability to meet liabilities without or before the declaration by
bankruptcy by court

226 For offenses connected with bankruptcy or suspension of payments, see Arts 725-731 of the New
Criminal Code of 2004

27 See Article 725 of the New Criminal Code of 2004
128 It is interesting to contrast the generality of the terms used in Article 971 to describe 'suspension of

payment' with the Anglo-American tradition of enumerating what are known as 'acts of bankruptcy.' In
the Anglo-American tradition, it has been customary to list acts of debtor which might, as it were, raise
presumption of suspension of payment. They are conditions precedent for any party to initiate
bankruptcy proceedings against a debtor. These acts include 'a transfer with actual intent to hinder,
delay, or defraud, or one which leaves the debtor with an unrealistic small amount of capital,' 'failure
to discharge a lien by legal proceedings within a reasonable time,' 'equity receivership,' 'a general
assignment for the benefit of creditors,' 'an admission by the debtor of an inability to pay his debts,'
'failure to discharge judgment within a reasonable time.' In continental syptems, the standard is to
allow creditors to initiate bankruptcy proceedings so long as the debtor is unable to pay his debts as
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Standing alone, Article 971 would seem to permit the commencement of bankruptcy
proceedings upon submission (to the judgment of the Court) of 'any facts, acts, or
documents' that show the debtor is no longer able to meet the commitments related to
his commercial activities. Just what might these 'facts, acts, or documents' be? Are the
facts in the following hypothetical examples sufficient to have a debtor declared
bankrupt? Are they even relevant in an application for bankruptcy?

Example 1:
ABC S.C., an import/export company, has failed to pay outstanding tax due to
the Federal Inland Revenue Authority. It has been in arrears for one year of
tax due (including penalties and fines).

Example 2:
XYZ S.C., a manufacturing company, has been involved in some reckless
actively lately. Not only has the company entered into a multimillion supply
contract with a foreign company of dubious background, its management has
also been suspiciously raising the salary of senior management and the fees of
the board members, and generously donating money to so many causes in just
one year.

Example 3:
The general manager and deputy manager of NOP Company, engaged in
construction business, have absconded to a foreign country and sought asylum
in that country, after questions have been raised about their style of
management and their extravagant personal lifestyle. After they have
absconded, the Federal Ethics and Anti-corruption Commission filed a
criminal charge against the general and deputy manager of NOP Company.

Example 4:
Mr. X, the sole proprietor and executive manager of a well-known
supermarket in Addis, has lately taken steps to disassociate himself from the
active management of the supermarket, by allowing his two sons and wife to
take over, citing illnesses.

The acts of the debtors in the above hypothetical examples may raise the suspicion of
creditors. But are they the 'facts, acts or documents' Article 971 talks about?

Members of the Drafting Commission anticipated that the construction of Article 971
might give rise to problems of interpretation, but the first drafter was not troubled by
it, as the following statements of his attest. In the Background Documents of the
Commercial Code edited and translated by Peter Winship, we read:

Mr. Roberts (then president of the High Court) asked Wf..the acts of
bankruptcy were enumerated as is done in the English Law. Mr. Escarra

they mature. For critical analysis of the 'acts of bankruptcy', see Notes, "Acts of Bankruptcy" in
Perspective, Harvard Law Review, Vol. 67 (1954), pp. 500-508.
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replied that the enumeration of specific acts was not of any practical
significance, because the phrase "suspension of payment" ... is broad
enough to include all specific acts.'29

Further down we read:

When asked by Mr. Roberts if ajudgment of execution would be considered
as a case of suspension ofpayments, Mr. Escarra (the drafter) stated that
the adjudication of bankruptcy is left to the court to decide because each
case presents different facts... it is for court to rule whether one act or
series of acts is necessary for adjudication of bankruptcy.""

In order to put the responses of the drafter in context, one needs to review the two
approaches he refused to adopt for the Commercial Code of 1960: the commencement
standard under the 1933 bankruptcy law and the Anglo-American approach. As quoted
previously, the 1933 law set a rather restrictive commencement standard for initiation
of bankruptcy proceeding. Article 2 of that law states: "A suspension of payments
exists when the debtor does not pay an obligation which he has by virtue of anexecutory document (titre executoire).'

Under the 1933 Bankruptcy Law, only obligations evidenced and supported byexecutory documents entitle the creditor to apply for bankruptcy. And these documents
are exhaustively listed under Article 2 of that law. The drafter was probably aware ofthis law (which he thought constricting) but he was reluctant to adopt a similar
approach for the Commercial Code of 1960.

In addition, the drafter was reluctant to adopt the Anglo-American tradition of listing
what are known as 'acts of bankruptcy.' An adoption of the Anglo-American tradition
of enumerating 'acts of bankruptcy' would have produced a provision similar to the1966 Bankruptcy Act of Australia where a debtor is said to have committed an 'act of
bankruptcy' when he:'3 1

1. makes a conveyance or assignment to trustees for the benefit of his
creditors generally;

2. makes afraudulent conveyance, gift, delivery or transfer of his property;

3. makes a conveyance which would be void as a fraudulent preference if
he became bankrupt;

2 Winship, Supra Note 12, P. 107130 Ibid.
131 See J. Adrian Redmond, the Commercial Laws of the Commonwealth of Australia, in the Digest ofCommercial Laws of the World (1967) D
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4. departs from or remains from out of Australia or departs from his
dwelling place of business with intent to delay or defeat his creditors;

5. if execution has been issued against the debtor under process of a court
and any of his property has in consequence either been sold by a Sheriff
or held by the Sheriff for 21 days or execution has been issued against
the debtor under process ofa court and has been returned unsatisfied;

6. is adjudged bankrupt in any court of the Queens Dominion within the
British Commonwealth having Jurisdiction in bankruptcy;

7. consents to present a petition at a meeting of creditors and does not do
so within 7 days;

8. admits at a meeting of creditors that he is insolvent and refuses to
surrender his estate or admits at a meeting of creditors that he is
insolvent and having been requested by a resolution of a majority of the
creditors to bring his affairs under the Act does not within;

9. days present a debtor's petition or make an arrangement with his
creditors without sequestration;

10. files a declaration ofhis inability to pay his debts;

11. fails to comply with a bankruptcy notice served on him by a credito/ who
has obtained afinal judgment;

12. gives a notice to any of his creditors that he has suspended or is about to
suspend payment of his debts.

The approaches of the 1933 Ethiopian law of Bankruptcy and the Anglo-American
tradition of listing 'acts of bankruptcy' are similar in form, if not in substance. Both
enumerated objectively acts or documents which led to initiation of bankruptcy. The
first drafter of the 1960 Commercial Code was reluctant to go down this path, no
matter how predictable these approaches felt to the rest of us. In what appears to us
nonchalant, the first drafter expressed his reluctance in the following words:

The circumstances in which bankruptcy can be declared are defined in
general terms by the laws of Latin and Germanic countries. In Anglo-
Saxon countries, the definition is replaced by a limiting enumeration of
acts of bankruptcy. In fact, however, the difference between these two
approaches is negligible and refers more to the method than to the
substance, because the enumeration in Anglo-Saxon laws covers in
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practice the same area as that covered by the general definition found in
the other countries, 3 2

The first drafter decided to settle with the general phrases of Article 971 (inclining
towards the Latin and Germanic systems of the time) because he was convinced that in
practice the two systems led to the same conclusions: in both cases debtors were
declared bankrupt for similar set of facts.

This approach of the drafter left the issue of 'suspension of payments' wholly to the
discretion of the courts. The drafter's reluctance to adopt a limitative language was
understandable, to an extent. But it is legitimate to ask whether he was right in
reposing so much faith in our courts. And in ceding too much discretion to courts by
the construction of such a wide language as Article 971, didn't he perhaps place an
unwarranted trust in the wisdom of our courts to make judgments based on the 'facts
of each case?'

At the time of writing, more than half a century after the drafter submitted Book V to
the Drafting Commission, there is certainly no basis for relying upon the wisdom of
courts to determine, based on the facts of each case, whether there is a suspension of
payments, as that expression is 'defined in Article 971. The fear is that courts may
adjudge a debtor bankrupt solely on grounds of 'facts, acts, or documents' which may
cast suspicion on the ability of the debtor to meet commercial commitments. That may
turn out to be too hasty a judgment on the part of the court and too costly for the
debtor. Whether founded or not, the association of the debtor with bankruptcy can
impinge negatively upon the ability of that debtor to freely draw resources from the
market in order to continue as a viable business. Bankruptcy has dire consequences for
the debtor, such as liquidation of his assets, possible criminal penalties and possible
loss of civil rights'33

Who is to say that creditors will not apply for improper motives such as to disrupt
debtors' business and gain competitive advantage? Although it is less likely, who is to
say that debtors themselves may not apply for bankruptcy for improper motives, like to
take advantage of 'stay of execution'?l3 4 It is in view of these dangers that one hoped
the drafter would have thought twice before giving that much discretion to the courts
to establish 'facts, acts, or documents' constituting suspension of payments.

In fairness to the drafter, however, it must be said that the adoption of such a general
phraseology in Article 971 is not entirely without merits. Such a general language
would permit courts to calibrate the commencement of bankruptcy proceedings to as

32 Escarra, Book V: Expose des Motifs (September 2, 1954), in Winship, Supra Note 12, p. 101
133 Encyclopedia Britannica, Supra Note 43
134 Given the punitive attitude of Ethiopian bankruptcy law, it will be foolhardy for any debtor to apply for

anything other than for proper motives of equitable treatment of creditors and, possible reliefs through
composition and schemes of arrangement.



widely divergent situations as one can expect from the cases that might come before
the courts. It would allow parties, especially creditors, to petition for institution of
bankruptcy proceedings based on 'facts, acts or documents' that establish that the
debtor is 'no longer able to meet his commercial commitments', in the process
forestalling possible dissipation of assets. It is a language wide enough to embrace all
sorts of factual situations that indicate the inability of the debtor to pay its commercial
liabilities.

What is provided for in Article 976 might help to temper the fears expressed in
connection with the language of Article 971. Article 976 authorizes (but does not
require) the court to conduct what it calls 'preliminary investigation.' The court may
appoint a 'judge for the purpose of investigating into the affairs and activities of the
debtor.135 The judge may also be assisted by a trustee for purposes of establishing
whether there is a suspension of payment by the debtor.' 6 Although the professional
competence ofjudges, as we know them, in ascertainment of 'suspension of payments'
is doubtful, there is no question here that these additional rules in the bankruptcy law
are intended to ensure that courts rely on actual facts to adjudge a person bankrupt.

The courts should not be deceived by the generality of Article 971, and should rely on
the language of Article 976 in all but too obvious cases of suspension of payments."'
The judgment of bankruptcy should be the result of careful investigation of the real
situation facing the debtor and full appreciation of the implications and consequences
of an adjudication of bankruptcy. Any erroneous adjudication of an otherwise viable
business should be avoided by the liberal use of the investigative power under Article
976. Courts which use their discretion under 976 in all situations but the few obvious
cases would certainly fulfil the trust laid upon them by the drafter.

Based on the generality of the phrase used in Article 971 of the Code, there can be
little doubt about where Ethiopian commencement standard should be classified.
Article 971 puts Ethiopia among those countries which pin commencement of
bankruptcy upon 'shortage of cash' or 'liquidity problem.' This position of Ethiopian
law is strengthened by Article 972, which requires debtors to notify court of
'suspension of payments' within fifteen days of the suspension.

"' Article 976(1) of the Commercial Code
.3. Article 976(2) of the Commercial Code; the practicality of assistance by trustee is doubtful, for at this
stage, the Court has not yet appointed a trustee; unless the drafter had in mind what is elsewhere known as
'interim trustee.'
137 Ascertainment of suspension of payments may require financial expertise to examine balance sheets of
the debtor. Judges are professionally qualified to read and interpret balance sheets and other financial
statements.
138 Ato Tamiru Wondimagegnehu (who served as a judge during Imperial times) told me that
the court required the balance sheet of four preceding years before it adjudged a business
bankrupt; conversation with Ato Tamiru Wondimagegnehu, November 28, 2008



An easy access to bankruptcy proceeding based on cessation of payments is justified
by the reality of Ethiopian business environment. The recent surge of business
activities notwithstanding, Ethiopia's business environment is still undeveloped. We
do not as yet have general disclosure requirements in our laws. The activities of many,
businesses (even the big companies) are still shrouded in. secrecy. Information
regarding the financial situations of most businesses is not available in the public
domain. Ethiopia does not have a stock exchange market, which would have allowed
the general public to access some financial information about companies that operate
in the stock market. Even if these types of information were available, the country has
neither the know-how nor the resources to process and analyze financial information.
All these realities about the country militate against the adoption of the so-called
'balance-sheet' test, however accurate that test might appear.

The statement that Ethiopian bankruptcy law adopts 'cessation of payments' as a
commencement standard needs some qualification. Sub-article (1) of Article 973
requires the debtor giving notice under Article 972 to annex some documents to his
notice. These documents, when they are available at the time of notice, include the
'balance sheet,' 'the profit and loss account' and the 'lists of commercial credits and
debts with the names of the creditors and debtors.' Why would the law require the
submission of these documents by the debtor were it not for helping the court base its
judgment not just upon mere suspension of payments but upon what the balance sheet
and the profit and loss accounts of the debtor show?...

There is no escape from the conclusion that these documents are required as additional
commencement standards, although Ethiopian reality would not permit adoption of the
balance-sheet test in its rigorous form. And the mild requirement of 'preliminary
investigation' by a judge' aided by the trustee would strengthen the view that
Ethiopian law inclines towards the 'intermediate test' of combining the 'liquidity test'
with the 'balance sheet' test. However, Ethiopian law takes no firm position on
commencement of bankruptcy. It all depends on the disposition of the court in a
particular case. The court may declare a person bankrupt based on simple evidence of
suspension of payments. The court is also- at liberty to require additional evidence, like
the balance sheet of the debtor. It would therefore be safe to conclude that the
Commercial Code permits both liquidity test and the intermediate test in equal
measure.

5.6 Why Notify Court of 'Suspension of Payments'?

In thinking about commencement standards under Ethiopian bankruptcy law, we
should distinguish two situations. One is the requirement of 'notification' under
Article 972 of the Commercial Code and the other is the 'institution' of bankruptcy

13 These documents have a utility beyond establishing the seriousness of suspension of payments; they
might help the court fix the date of suspension of payments, which, as shall be seen later, is important
for determining the retrospective effect of bankruptcy; see Winship, Supra Note 12, p 108
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proceedings under Article 975 of the same code. The notice provision of Article 972
imposes a duty upon the debtor to 'notify' or 'inform' the court of the fact of
'suspension of payments.' Article 975, on the other hand, talks about a serious
application, with parties listed therein having a categorical intent to commence
proceedings of bankruptcy. The notification under Article 972 may or may not lead to
commencement of bankruptcy proceedings. The debtor simply states the fact of
'suspension of payments' and submits the notice to the court.

What the court will do with that notice is something we will have to explore.
Unfortunately, the language of Article 972 is not much of a help:

Any trader who suspends payment of his commercial debts shall within
fifteen days file a notice to this effect with the registrar of the Court... with
a view to the institution of bankruptcy proceedings or the approval of a
scheme of arrangement.

Reading the first part of this provision, one may conclude that the provision is
intended merely for the purpose of informing the court of suspension of 'commercial
debts.' But reading it up to the end, as one should, one is thrown into a dilemma as to
why this provision is inserted in the Code.o

There are two possible ways of dealing with Article 972. One way to read it is to
understand it as a 'commencement' provision, as surely as Article 975 is. The other
way to read it is to understand it as a 'notice' provision, merely intended to 'inform'
the court and possibly 'commence' bankruptcy proceedings if and when other facts,
showing the seriousness of the problem, are established.

There are words and clauses in Article 972 which support both of the above positions.
As the debtor is required to notify the court within 'fifteen days' of suspension of
payments, which is clearly too early to say whether the suspension is ripe for initiation
of bankruptcy proceedings, one would be taken to task if one were to conclude that
Article 972 is a commencement provision. The most liberal of approaches to
commencements could not have allowed the commencement of bankruptcy
proceedings upon the fact of suspension of payments for just 'fifteen days.' It would
clearly be too premature to base the commencement of bankruptcy proceedings upon
mere showing of suspension of payments for a period of fifteen days. In a business
cycle, fifteen days is too short a period to gauge whether the suspension of payments
warrants the commencement of bankruptcy proceedings. In addition, assuming debtors

140 By the way, this kind of provision is fairly common in bankruptcy laws of other countries; for
example, Article L640-4 of the French Code provides "The Commencement of these [liquidation]
proceedings must be requested by the debtor at the latest within forty-five days following cessation of
payments...", Louis Vogel and Francoise Perochon, trans., French Commercial Code; similarly Article
25 of OHADA law states "The declaration shall be made within a period of thirty days following the
cessation of payments..."; See OHADA, UNIFORM ACT ORGANIZING COLLECTIVE
PROCEEDINGS FOR WIPING OFF DEBTS, 1998.
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are conscientious about their duties under Article 972, the flood of notifications
coming from debtors about suspension of payments would be too overwhelming for
the registrar of the court to handle.141 Every time the registrar receives notice of
suspension of payments, it will have to refer the matter to the court for commencement
of bankruptcy proceedings.

As the law says little on what the registrar will do with the 'notice of suspension of
payments,' we are left to struggle with the real meaning and purpose of Article 972 of
the Commercial Code. A suggestion that such 'notice' automatically triggers the
commencement of bankruptcy proceedings would be too destabilizing to businesses
and too overwhelming for our work-ridden courts. For that reason, the suggestion
should be resisted.

The language of Article 972, particularly the last phrase that reads 'with a view to the
institution of bankruptcy proceedings or the approval of a scheme of arrangement'
complicates our task of properly situating the meaning of the Article. After readfig
this phrase, one would be tempted to conclude that Article 972 'is as much a
commencement provision as Article 975. The explanations provided by the drafter in
connection with the notice requirement under Article 972 are unfortunately vague. He
wrote:

. the debtor must inform the court as soon as possible about his situation
by annexing the documents set out in Article 2 (973) so that the court will
be in a position to open proceedings either for bankruptcy or for a scheme
of arrangement - latter procedure requiring in addition an express
application from the trader in accordance with Article 139(1119). 142

The drafter seems to regard the notice requirement as a possible prelude to the
institution of bankruptcy or schemes of arrangement. But he says nothing about what
the court should do with the.notice, and in particular, whether the court should commit
the case to either bankruptcy or schemes of arrangement. Nonetheless, there are
reasons which urge us not to regard the notice provision as the automatic initiation of
bankruptcy. First of all, the Article itself is entitled 'notice of suspension of payments,'
which indicates that the purpose of the Article is to serve as a vehicle for 'notification'
without attaching the requirement of commencement of bankruptcy proceedings.
Secondly, Article 975 lists the debtor as the first party with the vested interest to
petition bankruptcy proceedings. If Article 972 were a commencement provision, it
would not be necessary to repeat the debtor in Article 975. Thirdly, the short notice
period of fifteen days could not have been intended to be a reliable standard for
commencement of bankruptcy proceedings. At this stage of the suspension of
payments, no one can foresee if the suspension of payments is a temporary shortage of
cash or a more serious and permanent problem warranting the commencement of

141 The flood of notifications may not materialize as feared, for it depends on the default rate on debts in
the market. In times of economic crisis, it may be overwhelming.

142 See Winship, Supra Note 12, p. 107
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bankruptcy proceedings. All these reasons and more force us to relegate Article 972 to
just a 'notice' provision, not a commencement standard. Having notified the court of
suspension of payments 'within fifteen days,' the debtor or other parties indicated in
Article 975, will have to decide whether to petition for institution of bankruptcy
proceedings. Until then, the notice under Article 972 will just remain what it is: a
notice. That does not mean it is unimportant. The notice can be an important source of
information for parties listed in Article 975 in order for them to decide whether to
institute bankruptcy proceedings.

Instead of asking what the court will do with the notice of suspension of payments, we
should perhaps more appropriately be asking what the consequence would be to the
debtor of not giving the notice within fifteen days as required by Article 971. As far as
Ethiopian bankruptcy law is concerned, it does not make much of a difference whether
a debtor has notified the court within fifteen days or not. The rules on discharge in
Book V'43 are equally harsh on debtors who notify the court of suspension of
payments. There is nothing in these files to encourage debtors to be conscientious
about their obligations to give notice to court. It makes no difference how the
bankruptcy came about: discharge is not available because of good behaviour on the
part of the debtor.144 We should therefore not search for clues in Book V itself, for
there we will find nothing.

Not giving notice may have consequences under criminal law, though. Article 725 of
the New Criminal Code of Ethiopia provides that a debtor who 'intentionally conceals
the fact that he is insolvent and contracts an obligation knowing that he is unable or
unwilling to execute it' is guilty of 'fraudulent bankruptcy' and punishable witt a fine.
Concealment of insolvency alone is not sufficient, but it is a material fact in the
conviction and punishment of a debtor in criminal proceedings. A criminal division
court may view failure by the debtor to notify the court within 15 days under Article
971 as evidence of concealment of insolvency.

5.7 What are 'Commercial Commitments'?

Finally, one special requirement for commencement of bankruptcy proceedings under
Ethiopian law merits some treatment. Article 971 in part provides 'the debtor is.no
longer able to meet the commitments related to his commercial activities.' One would
have dismissed the use of 'commitments related to his commercial activities' as an
accidental slip had the expression not been repeated in Article 972. Article 972 in part
reads 'any trader who suspends payment of his commercial debts shall...' Reading the
two articles, one is in no doubt about the seriousness of the requirement that the
inability should relate to 'commercial debts,' or 'commercial commitments'.

143 See Articles 1113-1118 of the Commercial Code144 On discharge, later
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Why is the law particular about this requirement? The additional requirement of the
debts having to do with commercial commitments seem to issue from the scope of
application of Book V of the Commercial Code, as defined in Article 968. Article 968
uses language that restricts the application of bankruptcy to traders and commercial
business organizations (except joint ventures). A consistent application of such 'trader-
only' regime of Ethiopian law would logically restrict Book V to cases where 'the
'suspension of payments' was the result of 'commercial commitments.' The drafters
were careful not to allow the intrusion of 'non-commercial' debts into their rigidly
defined scope for bankruptcy application. They wanted to design a tightly fenced
bankruptcy regime that applied to traders in respect of their trade commitments only.
This take on the scope of Book V is consistent with the original intent of the two
drafters of the Commercial Code. It is difficult to write about the intent of the drafters
with any degree of certainty but there is some evidence that they were serious about
circumscribing the Commercial Code to the status of traders and their activities arising
from their status as traders. It might even be contended that the trader-only drift is not
a sudden detour in Book V. Their preference for the 'subjective' approach,. in
contradistinction to the 'objective' approach of some other systems, may have led to
the requirement that only 'commercial' debts should result in initiation of bankruptcy.

The following passage taken from the Background Documents, written by Professor
Jauffret, might be taken as one such evidence. Professor Jauffret writes:

Professor Jean Escarra did not hide his preference for the subjective
system........ I believe it very desirable to follow the intention of Professor
Escarra on this point. Thus, Book , which I drafted, is devoted to this
subjective concept": the point of departure is found in the definition of
trader in Article 5 and the definition of Commercial Business
Organizations in Article 10. Book I, in sum, is devoted for the most part to
the status of traders, a status suplemented by the bankruptcy provisions of
Book V (Emphasis mine).1 6

The two drafters saw the Commercial Code as a body of rules regulating the status of
traders and opted for the subjective standard with that aim in mind. It is quite possible
that the additional requirement of commercial commitments stemmed from their
conviction to restrict bankruptcy to the status of traders. The additional requirement
would prevent a commencement of bankruptcy against a trader for suspension of debts
not having to do with the trader's commercial commitments. If we accept the drafters'
circumscription of bankruptcy to traders, it is easy to accept their other limitation, i.e.,
that the debt should be commercial, whatever that may mean.

14 The subjective vs. objective dichotomy is based the applicability of the Commercial Code to traders
and only traders (subjective) or certain acts, called acts of commerce (objective), see Winship, Supra
Note 12, pp. 35-36

146 Jauffret, Report on the Completion of the Draft of the Avant-Project of the Commercial Code of the
Empire of Ethiopia (1 March, 1958), in Winship, Supra Note 12, p. 36.
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The additional requirement niay also be rooted in the drafters' conviction to restrict the
possible liquidation of a trader's business for commitments directly related to
commerce. The schema makes sense if we see bankruptcy through the lens of the
drafters. That lens is decidedly a narrow one. It endows bankruptcy as a status (not an
enviable one, to boot) for traders only and it is only reasonable that traders should fall
by the 'sword of bankruptcy' only for their acts having to do with their status as
traders. What happens after the business falls is quite another matter.

The additional commencement requirement of 'commercial commitments' would give
rise to two sets of problems. One is the definition of 'commercial commitments.' The
second problem is whether the exclusion of 'non-commercial commitments' from
Articles 971 and 972 would affect these commitments.

It would be vain to search for a definition or even clues to 'commercial commitments'
in the Commercial Code. In the absence of a definition, how would one fix the
meaning of 'commercial commitments' or 'commercial debts'? The following
hypothetical cases illustrate the problem:

a. XYZ is a general partnership, with X, Y and Z as its general partners. X
entered into a private contract with N unrelated with the activities of the
general partnership. X was unable to perform his obligations towards N, and N
obtained a judgment against X. Can N apply for the bankruptcy of XYZ, of
which X is a partner?

b. Mr. D has a boutique in Piazza area. Mr. D, unrelated to his boutique, was
fined 500 Bin for violating traffic rules while driving in Addis Ababa.
Supposing D failed to pay the fine as ordered, is that sufficient td trigger
bankruptcy proceedings against Mr. D?

c. Mr. E was recently divorced from his estranged wife, and the court ordered
him to pay maintenance allowance for their children, amounting to 1000 Birr
every month. Mr. E has a bookstore in Arat Kilo. If Mr. E fails to pay the
allowance, can his former wife (as a guardian of the children) bring suits
against Mr. E to have him declared bankrupt?

d. Suppose in C above, his wife brought action against Mr. E for a division of
their common property, of which the book store in Arat Kilo formed one. Can
she institute bankruptcy proceedings against Mr. E?

e. X, an employee of XYZ Company, caused injury to Mrs. N for whom the
Company is vicariously liable under Ethiopian extra-contractual liability law.
Should the court declare XYZ bankrupt upon the application of Mrs. N?

When does a commitment or liability acquire the label 'commercial'? How directly
should it be connected with the business? Nothing in the language of the Code gives
us a hint on how to draw the line between commercial and non-commercial
commitments. As the hypothetical cases above illustrate, it is not always easy to
classify a debt or a commitment as commercial or non-commercial, and in practice, as
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long as the requirement of 'commercial debt or commitment' remains in the Code,
courts are bound to struggle to find an appropriate means of distinguishing
'commercial debts' from 'non-commercial' ones. Perhaps, the drafters refrained from
a definition of these terms in order to give courts the discretion to decide cases based
on the circumstances surrounding each case.

In some cases, a debt, defined broadly, would be so unrelated with the commercial
activities of the debtor that the court should reject any attempt to institute bankruptcy
proceedings on grounds of 'suspension of payment.' Such is the case in 'b' and 'c' of
the hypothetical examples given above. The use of the expression 'commercial
commitment' or 'commercial debt' would be rendered meaningless if a person were
declared bankrupt because of suspension of payment of fine or maintenance payments.
In other cases, as in the hypothetical example 'd' above, the distinction is not so easy.
To be sure, marriage and its breakdown 'divorce' are as personal and non-commercial
as they can get. Mr. F's marriage to C has no relationship with the commercial
activities of Mr. E. But, divorce has the effect of division of property, which may
include the commercial establishments of the divorcees. Mr. E's bookstore may have
formed part of the common property of the spouses while their marriage lasted. Should
that lead to the bankruptcy of the divorcee?

In the hypothetical cases given above, the creditors in each case may seek execution
(enforcement) according to the Ethiopian Civil Procedure Code.47 In that case, the
court will simply order execution of judgment in accordance with the Civil Procedure
Code, without, it may be added, declaring the judgment debtor bankrupt. The effect of
the order may be liquidation of the debtor's business along with other assets, if there
are any. If that is the path chosen by the creditor, we won't be having any problem, at
least as far as the Commercial Code is concerned.

But what happens when the creditor or groups.of creditors, or even the debtor, applies
to have the debtor declared bankrupt? What if the debtor applied for bankruptcy
protection?1 4 8 It is in situations like these that the courts will have difficulty
distinguishing commercial debts from non-commercial ones. The courts will have to
continually make judgments about the commercial nature of certain debts or other
wise, for they are left to themselves to make judgments based on the facts and
circumstances of each case.

The second question in relation to the issue of 'commercial commitments' or
'commercial debts' is whether non-commercial debts are excluded from participation

147 See Paragraph 3, Articles 394-461 of Ethiopian Civil Procedure Code
"4 This has happened elsewhere. The American company, Texaco, filed for bankruptcy in order to dispute

a large court award. Other companies in the USA opted for bankruptcy protection in order to withdraw
from expensive collective agreements; see, Julian R. Franks, Kjell G. Nyborg and Walter N. Torous, A
Comparison of US, UK and German Insolvency Codes, Financial Management, Vol. 25, No. 3, 1996,
p. 92.
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in bankruptcy proceedings even at a later stage of the proceedings. For this, we mayneed to distinguish two groups of debts. There are those that are responsible for settingbankruptcy in motion (the triggers of bankruptcy). There are, on the other hand, debts(claims) that are submitted upon declaration of the debtor's bankruptcy. We can allagree, based on the preceding discussions, that non-commercial debts are not part ofthe first group of debts. These debts cannot set bankruptcy proceedings in motion.

Does this also mean that 'non-commercial' debts cannot be submitted for proof inbankruptcy proceedings after the bankruptcy has been declared by court? There aretwo ways of looking at this problem. One approach is to interpret the above provisionsso that 'non-commercial' creditors are excluded from bankruptcy proceedings in allcases and at all times. This approach would be implausible for a number of reasons.

In many instances, bankruptcy has the effect of liquidating and winding up thebusiness of the debtor. At the end of a bankruptcy proceeding, i.e., upon distributionof the proceeds of the debtor's assets among creditors, the debtor may have little leftfor himself and family let alone for non-commercial creditors. The exclusion of non-commercial creditors from the proceedings of bankruptcy is, therefore, as good asdenying them any recourse to recover their debts.

Secondly, exclusion of non-commercial creditors from participation in bankruptcyproceedings is an acknowledgment that bankruptcy law imposes a limitation ofliability based on characterizations of debts as commercial and non-commercial debts.If there is such a thing in bankruptcy law, it will indeed be odd, to say t1 least.Limitation of liability is a privilege accorded by law and the circumstances in whichlimited liability is accorded are exhaustively listed in the law. A case in point is the
limited liability that private limited companies and share companies enjoy.' 0 It is notthe objective (and it has never been the objective) of bankruptcy law to legislate
limited liability rule.

Thirdly, Articles 1041ff of the Commercial Code, which incidentally deal with thesubmission of claims by all sorts of creditors during bankruptcy, never use terms likecommercial or non-commercial debts. These provisions nowhere discriminate between
commercial and non-commercial debts. All kinds of debts owed by the debtor are
admissible provided they are supported by evidence, The trustee, who takes over themanagement of the bankrupt estate upon declaration of bankruptcy, has the duty toadmit all debts.15' The Commercial Code of Ethiopia does not even exclude foreign
debts from admission in bankruptcy as some foreign jurisdictions do.152 The drafters
would have inserted 'commercial debts' in all provisions following Articles 1041ff if

14 See Articles 1035-1040, 1041-1080 and 1101-1118 of the Commercial Code
50Even these privileges are sometimes taken away in 'piercing the corporate (company) veil' cases; See,for example, Article 309 of the Commercial Code

's' See Article 1041 of the Commercial Code
52 See UNCITRAL, Supra Note 10, p 51
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they had really intended to keep non-commercial debts out of bankruptcy proceedings.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that 'non-commercial' debts, while excluded from
debts that trigger bankruptcy, are entitled to participate equally with commercial debts
after the declaration of bankruptcy.

VI Conclusion

From the discussion of Ethiopian bankruptcy law so far, we may conclude the
following:

1. Ethiopian law uses bankruptcy in a narrow and restrictive sense of liquidation
and treats 'schemes of arrangement' as separate from bankruptcy proceedings.
This may have stemmed from its treatment of the two proceedings as separate,
having their own rules of entry and procedure. In any event, this restrictive
definition of bankruptcy is at variance with the accepted meaning of the term
elsewhere.

2. Ethiopian law gives a preference for bankruptcy in contradistinction to a
scheme of arrangement which would have looked to the saving of the business
of the bankrupt as opposed to its dismemberment for the satisfaction of the
claims of creditors. This is an inference more from the arrangement of
provisions in the Commercial Code than an explicit policy expressed in any of
the provisions. Unfortunately, Book V of the Commercial Code has seldom
been tested in practice since the promulgation of the Code. The question of
whether the Code favours liquidation to reorganization of businesses cannot
be, therefore, buttressed by hard evidence of cases litigated in courts. In any
case, in its inclination towards bankruptcy in the sense of liquidation of the
business of the bankrupt, Ethiopian law is again at variance with developments
in bankruptcy in the rest of the world. It does not encourage debtors to view
bankruptcy as a scheme of protection against liquidation and.winding up of
their business. This may have to do with the fact that the Code is
comparatively old. At the time of writing, the Code is more than half a century
old, if we count the time the draft was first submitted by the first drafter, i.e.,
1954. The conclusion that Ethiopian bankruptcy law appears to favour
liquidation over continuation of the business needs one qualification. The new
Banking Business Proclamation (No. 592/2008), which devotes a whole part
to bankruptcy involving banks, seems to overturn the general tendency of
Ethiopian bankruptcy regime. The new Banking Business Proclamation directs
that banks that are deemed 'viable' should be given the chance to continue
business.

3. Although by no means peculiar to Ethiopian law, its distinctive feature
nonetheless is that bankruptcy applies only to traders and commercial business
organizations. This is to be expected, as bankruptcy is found in the
Commercial Code, which is a special law for traders. In terms of scope,
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however, the Commercial Code and Book V are not co-extensive. In this
respect, Book V may be said to have provided for special rules of application.
Book V does not apply to joint ventures. Nor does it apply to non-commercial
or civil business organizations, however they may be distinguished. Perhaps
more significant and possibly unique to Ethiopian law is the requirement that
the suspension of payment that triggers bankruptcy proceedings should be
'commitments related to commercial transactions.' Traders are therefore
distinguished, for purposes of bankruptcy application, not only by their status
as traders but also by the specific transactions they enter into. If the transaction
does not qualify as 'commercial', it does not lead to initiation of bankruptcy
even though the debtor is a trader. This additional restriction is clear enough
although courts will have a hard time distinguishing commercial from non-
commercial transactions. Again in its restriction to traders and commercial
business organizations, the Commercial Code appears to be at variance with
recent developments in bankruptcy application. Even countries which used to
associate bankruptcy with the status of traders or merchants (France is a very
good example in this regard) have now abandoned this restrictive approach
and have made bankruptcy applicable to non-traders as well. Should Ethiopia
follow suit?
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BASIC FEATURES OF THE ETHIOPIAN
LAW ON COMMISSION AGENCY

ZEKARIAS KENEAA'

Introduction

Agency is an area of law that has gained importance in Ethiopia over the last forty
years. With the advent of the Registry of Acts and Documents in Ethiopia, conferring of
agency on others and receiving of Powers of Attorney from others have, in particular`
become very popular in the last fifteen years. Generally, it may be said that the value of
agency as a useful institution is being given its due recognition in Ethiopia. It is not only
the regular and direct agency, or the complete representation, to put it otherwise, that is
becoming popular in Ethiopia. Cases of indirect agency and imperfect kinds of
representations are also slowly and gradually becoming known, and in fact, becoming
quite popular in the daily business transactions in the country. The hitherto not very
well known area of commission agency, for instance, is now very well in use and of
late, it has become yet another area to venture into. With globalization and Ethiopia's
aspiration to join the WTO, the institution of commission agency will, undoubtedly, be
more and more useful.

There is dearth of source materials relating to the topic of the article. Though there are
some old materials and books available in the Law Library on agency in general, the
writer could not find recent materials in sufficient quantity on commission agency.
There are no reported cases on commission agency. The only and one case found by this
writer that was reported on commission agency, though a very good case, is not found
to be directly relevant to treat basic features of commission agency under Ethiopian law.

Despite the problem of not finding recent and relevant source materials, this modest
work attempts to briefly discuss the basic features of the Ethiopian Law of Commission
Agency, which is one of the aspects of agency recognized in Ethiopia. The paper does
not, as such, deal with all aspects of Commission Agency as expounded in the Civil and
Commercial Codes of Ethiopia. As the title of the Work indicates, it only attempts to
briefly deal with the basic features of the Ethiopian Law of Commission Agency.

. Brief Historical Perspectives of Agency in the Civil Law System and the
Ethiopian System

Agency as an institution in the civil law system is a fairly recent phenomenon compared
to its existence in the common law system.2 i fact, it was said that the institution was

'Currently Assistant Professor, formerly Assistant Dean, Acting Dean and Associate Dean of the
Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University; he holds LL.B and LL.M. E-mail: zken'eaa@wohoo.com
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totally not known in Roman law which is the root of the Civil Law legal system,
because, in Roman law, obligations were considered to be personal.3 In the father
system of the existing Civil Law i.e., in Roman law, people, however, acted through
messengers which, in a way, foreshadowed agency. Moreover, the so-called contract of
mandatum pursuant to which the principal called mandator conferred mandate on an
agent called mandatrius, served as a substitute for agency in Roman law.4 It would,
however, be important to note that the contract of mandatum did not bring about the
effect modem agency brought about.'Surprisingly, the contract of mandatum resulted in
legal effects only as between the mandatarius and the third party and the principal did
not have the right to exercise a direct action against the third party.s

Agency in the Civil Law system must have been highly influenced by developments in
the Common Law system and mercantile reality and pressures. According to
Schmitthoff, "...the common law developed already in the 15 century considerably
earlier than the civil law, the principle that the principal was in direct contractual
relationship with the third party. Thus, the foundation was laid for a theory of agency."'

Though Germany was influenced by the developments in the Common Law system, and
around 13 century had imported into her legal system the principle of representation,
when it comes to the topic of this work, commission agency, it was observed:

In the 1 7` and 18" centuries the influence of mercantile law which was
embodied into the common law, led the emergence of two classes of
mercantile agents, the factors and the brokers. The expression agent came
into use and the "confusion of the principal-agent relationship with that of
master and servant" began to disappear8

In Ethiopia, agency in its modem sense was introduced with the advent of the Fetha
Negast Nomocanon. The Fetha Nagast, in its Second Part and under Chapter XXX
regulated "mandate."9 However, like all other aspects of the Law of the Kings, there is
no evidence, nor literature, showing the extent to which the mandate rules were put into
application. Professor David wrote: Ethiopian tradition:

2 See generally Clive M. Schmitthoff, "Agency in International Trade: A Study in Comparative
Law" 129 Hague Recueil Des Cours, Academy of International Law, Vol. 1, 1970 pp. 115- 202

3 Ibid; also see W .L Church Cases and Materials on Aency and Business Organizations,
Unpublished, AAU, Law Library Vol. 1 1965, p. 3 ; Encyclopedia Britannica Vol. I, 1973-74, p.
291
4 See Church, supra, note # 3 pp 4-5
'Ibid.
6 Clive M. Schnitthoff, supra, Note # 2
7 K.W. Ryan, An introduction to the Civil Law, 1962, p.72,
8 Clive Schmitthoff, supra, Note # 2
9 Translated from Ge'ez Abba Paulos Tsadua, edited by Peter L. Strauss, The Fetha Nagast. (The
Law of Kings), Faculty of Law, Haile Sellassie I University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 1968
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"without any doubt, is weak enough if one considers it from practical point
of view. Ethiopian juridical science has not existed up to our time, and the
rules applied by the tribunals ofEthiopia are apparently inspired little by the
principles set out in the Fetha Nagast.

After the Law of Kings, modem law of agency was introduced into the Ethiopian legal
system in 1960 with the promulgation of the Civil and Commercial Codes.

Expose de motifs of the Civil Code, the law that extensively dealt with agency, is not
available. As a result, it has become difficult to adequately trace the roots wherefrom
the provisions of the various books of the Code were borrowed. The same is true about
agency in general and commission agency in particular. All that has been obtained
showing that the Civil Code was essentially borrowed from the Civil Law/Continental
legal system is what was proffered by the Master Drafter of the Code, Professor David.
He wrote:

Once admitted that Ethiopia was interested in adopting a divil code, the
second question presented was whether the model of this code should be
taken from a Roman ist system of laws or from the common law system. ... This
question was foreseen and resolved only in an indirect way by the Ethiopian
authorities. These authorities indirectly took the side favoring the continental
system when they called French and Swiss jurists to work out the
preparatory plans of codes. One could well expect of these jurists in fact, that
they be aware of the concepts of the English reasoning; but it was clear that
their composition and the care of perfecting a technical work would lead
them inevitably to propose codes established on the continental model.

Finally, though agency is treated both in the Civil Code and Commercial Code, the
Commercial Code dealt with commercial intermediaries and commercial agents, it may
be worthwhile to quote what the master drafter said after having dealt with having two
codes, i.e., Civil and Commercial. He wrote:

The distribution of matters between the Civil Code and the Code of Commerce,
not being dominated by commercial criteria, is in large measure arbitrary. All
sales, all mandates and all pledges are thus regulated in the Civil Code, while
all insurance, all conveyances and all partnerships are regulated in the
Commercial Code.'2

It would be important to note that contrary to the above, all mandates are not dealt with
in the Ethiopian Civil Code. As stated earlier, commercial intermediaryship and

to Rene David, "Civil Code for Ethiopia: Considerations of the Codification of the Civil Law 'in
African Countries", 37 Tulane Law Review, p.192
" Ibid
2 Ibid, p. 197
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commercial agencies are dealt with in the Commercial Code. It is also doubtful if all
conveyances are treated in the Commercial Code.

I. A Brief Description of Agency

Though it is not the concern of this work to deal with agency in general, it is, however,
believed that orienting the reader with what agency is before dealing with Commission
agency, which may be termed to be an aspect of agency, would be beneficial, In attempt
to convey across the meaning of agency the late, and one of the most senior scholars on
agency, Mechem, statedthe etymology of the word agency as follows: "The word agent
or agency, from ago, agere, agens, agentis, denotes an actor, a doer, a force, or power
that accomplishes things"'3

The word 'agent' or 'agency' is used in various contexts. It is, therefore, impossible to
give the word a comprehensive meaning that denotes it in every situation it is employed.
Professor Mechem, in his work cited above, offered the following:

Observation will show that the word has a wide range of use. Thus the
chemist speaks of chemical agents, and the physician of therapeutic agents,
the moralist declares that this or that institution or organization is an agency
for good or evil; we say that man is a free moral agent. In a recent editorial
the writer referred to party allegiance as the "great agency" for securing
majority rule, and to a political party as a "responsible agent" of
government. This agent or agency may at times be a physical or material, it
may be a person, an animal or a tool"

It would be outside the scope and concern of this work to tackle the term 'agency' in the
wide sense in which it is used in day to day parlance and relationships. Even though the
etymology of the word, as noted above, is, certainly, of import to this work, the word
.agency' is employed in this work to denote "a branch of law under which one person,
the agent, may directly affect the legal relations of another person, the principal, as
regards yet other persons, called third parties by acts which the agent is said to have the
principal's authority to perform on his behalf and which when done are in some respects
treated as the principal's acts."15 In other words, the word 'agency' as used in this work
is employed in the sense that it is to ".. .represent another as being employed by him, for
the purpose of bringing him into legal relations with a third party. Employment for this
purpose is called agency." " In describing an agent, Mechem, in his above-cited work
wrote: "In the sense in which it is used in the present subject, it denotes usually one
human being who is used by another as a means of accomplishing some purpose of the

'3 Floyd R. Mechem, Outlines of the Law of Agency, 4t ed. Callaghan & Co., 1952, p. 1.
14 Ibid
15 F.M.B. Reynolds, Bowstead and Reynolds on Agency, Sixteenth Ed., Sweeet & Maxwell,
London, 1996, pp.2-3

6 A.G. Guest, Anson's Law of Contract, 24 th ed., The English Language Book Society and Oxford
University Press, 1975, p. 571
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latter."'7 According to the American Restatement of the Law of Agency, the institution
under discussion is described as: "the fiduciary relation which results from the
manifestation of consent by one person to another that the other shall act on his behalf
and subject to his control, and consent by the other so to act."' In a similar tune,
Seavey offered the following: "Agency is a consensual relationship in which one (t)e
agent) holds in trust for and subject to the control of another (the principal) a power to
affect certain legal relations of that other." 9 Based on French law at the time, Marcel
Planiol in his Treatise on the Civil Law stated: "According to Art. 1984, the mandate is
the contract by which one person, called the principal, gives to another, called the
mandatary, the power to accomplish in his name one or several juridical acts."20

Article 2199 of the Ethiopian Civil Code defines agency as: "a contract whereby a
person, the agent, agrees with another person, the principal, to represent him and to
perform on his behalf, one or several legally binding acts." '

III. Various Nomenclatures and Aspects of Agency2

Agency may be categorized into various aspects. It could, for instance, be categorized
into "direct" and "indirect." Agency may, as well, be tackled from the point of view of
it being "civil" or "commercial." There are also aspects of agency known as "ostensible
agency", "agenby of necessity", "special agency" and "general agency." There may
even be cases of "unauthorized agency." References are occasionally made to
"disclosed agency" and "undisclosed agency" which may, interchangeably, be used with
"disclosed-principal" and "undisclosed principal." Representations arising from consent
may be described as "consensual agency" or "contractual agency" whereas; those ones
emanating from the provisions of the law may be referred to as: "agency by operation of
law."

One aspect of agency is the so-called "Commission agency," which is the concern of
this work. The term "mercantile agent" is often used in its broad sense and, as such,
may include the following categories of intermediaries: "broker", "commission agent",

" Mechem, Supra, Note # 2, p.1
1 Restatement of the Law of Agency. (2nd ed. 1958, Para. 1
'9 Warren Seavey, " The Rationale of Agency" (1919-1920), 29 Yale Law Journal. 868
20 Marcel Planiol, Treatise on the Civil Law Vol. 2, No. 2 Translated by Louisiana State law
Institute, 1939, p.286
21 Civil Code of Ethiopia, Article 2199
22 See, generally: Floyd R. Mechem, Outlines of the Law of Agency, 4 ed. Callaghan.& Co.,
1952; F.M.B. Reynolds, Bowstead and Reynolds on Agency, Sixteenth Ed., Sweeet & Maxwell,
London, 1996; Restatement of the Law of Agency. (2nd ed. 1958); Warren Seavey, " The Rationale
of Agency" (1919-1920), 29 Yale Law Journal 868; B.S, Markesinis, & R.S.C Munday, An
Outline of the Law of Agency, 2d ed., Butterworths. London, 1986, Ronald, A. Anderson, Ivan
Fox and David Twomey, Business law: Principles. Cases. Environment, Southwestern Publishing
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,1983, Fritz Staubach, The German Law of Agency "and Distribution
Agreements, Oyez Publishing, London, 1977
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"factor" "auctioneer", and "del-credere agent." 23 Clive Schmitthoff, refers to acommission agent as an agent with special responsibility. He wrote:

He is an agent who, acting in a representative capacity, undertakes personal
liability to the third party. Prima Facie, that the agent should be personallyliable to the third party is nothing extraordinary. This is the typicalfeature of
the commissionaire or other indirect agent who, vis-a- vis the third party,acts as principal but is an agent in his relationship with the princzpai4

On the other hand, tracing the historical development of commission agency, Planiol
stated that the definition quoted earlier, based on French law, that goes: "the mandate isthe contract by which one person, called the principal, gives to another, called themandatary, the power to accomplish in his name one or several juridical acts" isnarrow. He offered the following:

The Code makes the essence of mandate consist in the juridical
representation of the principal by the mandatary. This representation isnothing more than an improvement made by the Roman law in the method
whereby the mandatary was discharged from his mission. The mandate
existed before that and was performed without the representation of one
person by another, and this primitive form of the contract has not
disappeared: it still exists in commercial law under the name of"commission. " And, in civil law, under the "contract of prite-nom. " It isevident that the commission agent or the person, who lends his name,
although they do not make known their principal, are only kinds ofagents. '25

On the other hand, arguing that it is difficult to see any doctrinal objection in thecommon law legal system of indirect representation, it was noted:

Indeed something like this seems to have been the mode of operation of the
nineteenth century factor, who received goods on consignment and sold them
without making clear whether he sold his own goods or those of another. A
commercial intermediary operating on this basis is sometimes even referred
to as a "commission agent" or "commission merchant" 2

IV. Varying Definitions of Commission Agency

According to Black's law Dictionary, commission agency is described from the agent's
view point. In fact, the dictionary offered definition for 'mercantile agent' and it goes:

3 K.R. Buichandani, Business Law for Management,2` ed., Himalaya Publishing House, Mumbai,India, 2002, pp.154-155
'2 Clive, M.Schmitthoff, "Agency in International Trade: A Study in Comparative Law" 129 HagueRecuel Des Cours, Academy of International Law, Vol. 11970, pp.115-202

Marcel Planiol, Supra, Note # 20 p. 286
26F.M.B. Reynolds, supra, note # 1, p. 11
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"agents employed for the sale of goods or merchandise are called mercantile agents and
are of two principal classes, - brokers and factors(q.v.); a factor is sometimes called a
'commission agent' or a 'commission merchant.'2 7 The same dictionary, in an endeavor
to define 'commission merchant' offers the following:

A term which is synonymous with 'factor." It means one who receives goods,
chattels, or merchandises for sale, exchange, or other disposition, and who is
to receive a compensation for his services to be paid by the owner, or derived
from the sale, etc., of the goods. One whose business is to receive and sell
goods for a commission, being entrusted with the possession of the goods to
be sold, and usually selling in his own name.28

Under German law, a commission agent (Kommissionair) is defined as "A person who,
with a view to profit, undertakes to buy or sell goods or investment securities in his own
name on behalf of another person (the principal)"29

As noted above, the terms 'commission agent' 'commission merchant"and 'factor' may
be used interchangeably despite the differences that may exist among them. According
to Markesinis and Munday, "traditionally, a 'factor' was defined as an agent into whose
possession goods were entrusted by a principal and who customarily had power to sell
them in his own name."30 Similarly making reference to the English Factors Act of 1889
the same authors observed: "However, the body of the Act contains no reference to
'factors,' but refers exclusively to 'mercantile agents', 'who are defined in the following
manner"3n: "The expression 'mercantile agent' shall mean a mercantile agent having in
the customary course of business as such agent authority either to sell goods, or to
consign goods for the purpose of sale, or to buy goods or to raise money on the security
of goods."32

Schmitthoff noted that according to the Uniform Law on Agency and Commission, 'By
commission agent this law means anyone who professionally undertakes to effect in his
name on behalf of another (the principal) the purchase or sale of goods.'3

27Henry Campbell Black, Black's Law Dictionary, 5Ih ed. West publishing Co. St. Paul Minnesota,
1979, p. 59
28 bidp. 247
2 Fritz Staubach, The German Law of Agency and Distribution Agreements, Oyez Publishing,
London, 1977,p. 118

30 B.S. Markesinis. & R.J.C Munday, An Outline of the Law of Agencv 2" ed., Butterworths,
London, 1986, p. 146
3' Ibid
3 2 [bid
33 Clive, M. Schmitthoff, supra note # 24
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V. Definition of Commission Agency under Ethiopian Law

Before dealing with the definition of commission agency under Ethiopian law, it might

be of help to note that commission agency is defined both in the Civil and Commercial
Codes of Ethiopia. However, detailed provisions on commission agency are in the Civil

Code and not in the Commercial Code. The Commercial Code, in fact, contains only
three articles dealing with commission agency one of which is a provision declaring that

the provisions of Articles 2234-2252 of the Civil Code shall apply to contracts of

commission under the Commercial Code. It would be interesting to note that Article

60(2) of the Commercial Code clearly provides that a commission agent is a trader

regardless of the parties and of the nature and object of the contract. On the other hand,
in the English version of Article 5 of the Commercial Code, commission agency is
nowhere mentioned as a trade activity. This writer believes that this must have been

done by oversight. The activity mentioned under Article 5(19) of the Code is 'stock

broker' which also figures in Article 62 of the Commercial Code in the provision stating

that 'stock brokers' are commission agents and have to be treated as such, unless the

law provides otherwise. However, though 'stock brokers' are commission agents on the

basis of Article 62 of the Commercial Code, all commission agents are not stock

brokers. It would, therefore, be wrong to argue that if stock brokers are mentioned in

sub-article 19 of Article 5 of the Commercial Code, it shall be deemed as if commission

agency is included therein. Yet, it is another point of interest to note that 'commission

agency' is mentioned in the official Amharic version of Article 5(19) of the Commercial

Code.

When it comes to definitions of 'commission agency' under Ethiopian law, as stated

above, both the Civil and Commercial Codes have offered their respective definitions.
The Civil Code provides:34

(1) The commission to buy or to sell is a contract of agency whereby the

agent, called the commission agent, undertakes to buy or to sell in his own

name but on behalf of another person, called the principal, goods, securities

or other fungible things.
(2) The rules governing agency shall apply to this contract subject to such

special provisions and exceptions as are laid down in this section.

Further to the buying and selling commission defined under Article 2234, the Civil

Code offers a definition for another type of commission agency. It provides:35

(1) The forwarding agency is a contract of agency whereby the agent, called

the commission agent, shipper or forwarding agent, undertakes to enter
in his own name but on behalf of another person, called the principal,

into a contract for the forwarding of goods.

34 Civil Code, Article 2234
' Ibid Article 2251
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(2) The rules governing the contract of commission to buy or to sell shall
apply to this contract.

The Commercial Code, on its part, has come up with the definition of 'commission.
agency.' It provides: 

f

(1) A commission agent is a person or business organization who,
independently, professionally and for gain, undertakes to buy or to sell
in his name, but on behalf of the principal, goods, movables or any other
thing of a similar nature, or to enter in his name but on behalf of the
principal into a contract of carriage of goods.

(2) A commission agent is a trader, regardless of the parties and of the
nature and object of the contract.

VI. Contrast with Direct Representation

Agency may be direct where the agent acts in the name and on behalf of the principal.
However, there are other versions of agency which may not qualify to be called direct
representation or direct agency. Sometimes agency may be indirect. Bowstead &
Reynolds offer the following:

There is another situation which can be said to amount to "incomplete
agency ": that of what may be called indirect representation. In commercial
spheres a method of representation can be adopted whereby a principal
appoints a person, who may be called an agent, to deal (especially to buy) on
his behalf on'the understanding that when dealing with any third party, the
agent will deal in his own name as principal, As between principal and
agent, however, the relationship is one of agency (emphasis added).3 7

Ethiopian law recognizes both direct/complete and indirect/incomplete agency. Direct
representation under Ethiopian Law, it could be said, is governed by the provision of
Article 2189 of the Civil Code wherein it is provided:

(1) Contracts made by an agent in the name ofanother within the scope
ofhis power shall be deemed to have been made directly by the principal.
(2) The principal may avail himself of any defect in the consent of the a
gent at the time ofthe making of the contract.
(3) Any fraud committed by the agent may be set up against the principal by

the third party who entered into the contract with the agent.

According to Article-2189, therefore, if an agent acts in the name of the principal and
within the bounds and limits of the powers conferred upon him by the principal, it is
considered as though the principal himself acted personally and directly without an

1 n-

36 Commercial Code Article 60
" F.M.B. Reynolds, supra, note # 15 p. 10



intermediary. As a result, he (the principal) shall be responsible for the obligations
arising from the agent's acts and shall be entitled to enjoy the fruits flowing from the
contract. In other words, though the contract is concluded through an intermediary,persons becoming parties to the contract are the principal on the one hand and the third
party on the other and the agent is not considered to be a party to the contract. Privity of
contract would be between the principal and the third party despite the fact that the
negotiation and the actual conclusion of the contract were carried out by the agent. In a
similar tune, Markesinis and Munday wrote the following:

Where an agent, acting within the scope of his authority, contracts with a
third party on behalf a disclosed princp al, direct contractual relations are
established between the principal and the third party. The principal can
therefore sue and be sued by the third party on the contract which the agent
has made on his behalf This principle is fundamental to the law of agency
and, indeed, the basic purpose of agency always was to bring the principal
and the third party into direct contractual relations with one another."

In Planiol's words;

if the principal is bound to perform all that has been done or promised, in
his name, it is because of the effect of a juridical representation: he is really
bound towards third parties because he is reputed to have contracted
personally and not because of any obligation resulting from his relationship
with his mandatary.

Planiol also wrote: "The execution of the mandate obligates him (the principal) directly
towards third persons, just as if he had contracted himself without employing an
intermediary. It is the effect of representation in juridical acts.""

However, it would be important to note where the emphasis is in the quotation taken
from Markesinis and Munday and where it is in Article 2189 of the Ethiopian Civil
Code. In what is offered by those authors, the emphasis is on whether or not the agent
acted within the scope of his power, whereas in Article 2189 of the Ethiopian Civil
Code both acting in the name of another, (the principal) and acting within the scope of
the power of the agent are mentioned as requisites leading to the contract concluded by
the agent being deemed to have directly been made by the principal.

Coming back to the cornerstone provisions of Article 2189 (1) of the Ethiopian Civil
Code, the elements thereunder are that:

(1) the contract is concluded by an agent;
(2) in the name of another, (that other being the principal);

38 B.S._Markesinis, & RJ.C Munday, supra, note # 30 p. 116
" Marce] Planiol, supra, note # 20, p. 296

4 Tbid, p. 297
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(3) within the scope of his power ( the agent's power);
(4) shall be deemed to have been made directly by the principal.

From the four elements, however, the second element is by far the most important in
that it firstly signifies that there is agency and secondly because the presumption in
element (4) would not have resulted unless the agent acted in the name of another,'i.e.,
in the name of the principal.

It is, of course, important that the agent acts within the scope of his power for the
resultant element that "the contract be deemed to have been made directly by the
principal" to come about. Hence, let it not be taken as if the requirement of the agent's
transacting within his powers is played down. One cannot, however, equate elements
(2) and (3) above-mentioned in terms of importance because if the name requirement,
i.e., the second element is fulfilled, and yet the agent acted outside the scope of his
power, the resultant element under (4) above may still be brought about by the optional
but remedial act of ratification by the principal.4 1 Or, even if the principal might not be
willing to ratify, the law may impose upon him the duty to ratify and the agent's acting
outside the scope of his powers may thus be remedied by obligatory subsequent
adoption.

Optional, or as the case may be, compulsory ratification may also serve to remedy
situations where an agent acted in an authority that has lapsed or even without agency of
any kind between himself and the person on whose behalf he acted. One thing should
be made clear once again. Whether a principal optionally ratifies the ultra vires act of
his agent in situations where there is an agent-principal relationship between them; or
where a purported principal ratifies the act of the person who, without authorization of
any sort, manages his, i.e., the principal's affairs; or the law imposes a duty to ratify
both in circumstances where there is agency relationship between the acting person and
the purported principal, or in the circumstances of unauthorized agency;. the agent must
have, necessarily acted in the name of the person whose ratification he would be
seeking. (emphasis added) There cannot, putting it otherwise, be a ratification having an
external effect, without the agent having acted in his agent capacity, which is expressed
through his acting not in his own name but, in the name of the principal.(emphasis
added)

Since under Ethiopian law, from the two tests included in Article 2189(1) of the Civil
Code, i.e., the 'name' test and 'within the scope of his power' test, the more important
one is the 'name' test, ratification, therefore, cannot make the principal of an agent who
transacts with third parties in his own name a party to the contract and the principal
cannot be deemed to have personally concluded such a contract through
ratification.(emphasis added) As a result, third parties may not have the right to take
direct action against the principal. Privity of contract shall be deemed to exist as

41 Civil Code, Article 2190
42 Ibid, Articles 2207 & 2264
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between the agent and third parties with whom the agent contracted. Such is the case
with respect to the situations where the agent acts in his own name but for the benefit of
his principal dealt with under Articles 2197, 2198 and 2234-2252 of the Civil Code.

Planiol has the following to offer:

It is possible that the mandatary authorized to enter into a contract with a
third person, instead of representing himself as empowered, by another,
deals in his personal name as if the contract were his own. In this case he is
personally bound towards the third person who has placed his confidence on
him, and who desired to have him as his debtor.3

In the circumstances covered by Articles 2197 and 2198 of the Civil Code, it is, in fact,
provided, albeit not very clearly, and in contradistinction to the cornerstone provision of
Article 2189, that an agent who acts on his own behalf shall personally enjoy the rights
or incur the liabilities deriving from the contracts he makes with third parties;
notwithstanding that such third parties know that he is an agent. It is further stated that
in cases where an agent acts "on his own behalf', third parties shall not have direct
action, i.e., an action that would have resulted from cases where an agent acts in the
name of the principal and within the scope of his power against the principal; and may
only bring against him an indirect action on behalf of the agent with respect to the rights
pertaining to the agent.

Note should be taken of the fact that under Article 2197(1), the language used seems to
be different from the intended language that ought to have been employed to' contrast
the effect of an agent's acting in the name of another. It may, of course, be argued that
the phrase "agent who acts on his own behalf' is proper because if no mention of the
name of another i.e. the principal, is made by an agent, then he would not be acting on
behalf of another except on his own behalf. Nevertheless, no sooner would the fallacy
of the use of the phrase 'on his own behalf in Article 2197 be exposed than when one
reads the first two sub-articles of the next Article i.e., Article 2198 let alone other
provisions which will soon be treated.

Sub-article (1) of Article 2198 provides that a principal who is behind an agent and on
whose behalf the agent acts may recover any movable, which the agent acquired "on his
own behalf while acting in his name". Though there is the possibility of arguing that
both phrases "on his own behalf "and "in his name" appearing in sub-article (1) of
Article 2198 refer to the agent and not to the principal; I am of a different opinion. I
think the phrase "on his own behalf' in the sub-article under consideration refers to the
principal and not to the agent and only the phrase "in his own name" refers to the agent.
This argument owes its basis to the cornerstone, direct and complete representation
provision of Article 2189(1) of the Civil Code in that to contrast consequences of the
direct, disclosed agency, the indirect, undisclosed agency falling under Articles 2197-8

43Marcel Planiol, Supra, note # 20, p. 297
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of the Civil Code, should be construed in such a way that the phrase "on behalf of"
means "for the benefit of" or "for the account of' thereby indicating an indirect agency
which is maintained by the agent's acting not in the name of another but in his own
name but yet hinting that there is an indirect agency.

A close look at sub-article (2) of Article 2198 should also, in my opinion, give the sort
of construction that the principal may substitute himself for the agent to enforce the
rights acquired by the agent while he acted in his own name but for the benefit of the
principal i.e., "on behalf' of the principal. In other words, unless the principal shows
that the agent acted for his (the principal's) benefit but in his own name (in the name of
the agent) thereby being able to prove to third parties who did not know that there was
an indirect agency, he may not successfully enforce against them the rights that have
accrued to him through the agent's acting in his own name. This is so, for the simple
reason that there is privity of contracts between the agent and third parties and not
between the principal and third parties as it is under the complete and direct agency
governed by Article 2189 of the Civil Code. Procedurally, there are no clear provisions
as to how the principal exercises his rights under Article 2198(2). It is not, in other
words, provided under Art. 2198 as to whether the principal, by virtue of there being an
agent-principal relationship, sues the agent first and then the agent pulls the contracting
third party into the suit as a third party, but a real party defendant and then the agent
pulls out or whether the agent should give a power of attorney to the principal so that he
may exercise his rights on his behalf or whether the principal may be allowed to
exercise the rights given to him simply on the strength of the legal provision, which
seems unlikely.

As the agent's acting in the name of another is glaringly the most important requirement
in Article 2189(1) for the resultant effect that the act done by the agent be deemed to
have been made directly by the principal, I opine that the phrase "an agent who acts on
his own behalf' appearing in Art. 2197 of the Civil Code should have been replaced by
the phrase "in his own name" so that it clearly stands in contrast to the direct and
complete agency and its effect under Article 2189(1). The title of Article 2197 ought,
accordingly, to have been "Agent acting in his own name on behalf of another" or
"agent acting on behalf of another in his own name".

The main concern of this work is 'commission agency' which is another example of an
indirect agency. A glance at Article 2234(1) of the Civil Code reveals that a commission
agent is somebody '...who undertakes to buy or to sell in his own name but on behalf/of
another person called the principal, goods, securities or other fungible things'
(emphasis added).

The provision of sub-article (1) of Article 2234 also clarifies that in indirect agency
cases, the agent acts in his own name but for the benefit of another, and that there is
distinction between acting in one's own name and acting on behalf of aiother. The
provisions of Article 2234(1) support my argument above-stated ip that in "undisclosed
agency" or "undisclosed principal" circumstances figuring under Articles 2197/98 of the
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Civil Code, although the agent enters into contracts with third parties in his own nameyet he transacts to benefit another person-his principal. It could, therefore, be said thatboth as it appears in the title and the actual contents of the provisions of Article 2197,the phrase "on his behalf' could be misleading unless it is construed to be referring toon the principal's behalf' and the phrase "in his name" definitely referring to the agentand not to the principal.

It would be worthwhile to mention, at this point, that the indirect agency situation thatfalls under Articles 2197/98 of the Civil Code on the one hand and commission agencyon the other, are, in essence, the same. Bowstead & Reynolds wrote:
There is another situation which can be said to amount to 'incomplete
agency': that of what may be called indirect representation.(emphasis added)
In commercial spheres a method of representation can be adopted whereby aprincipal appoints a person, who may be called an agent, to deal (especially
to buy) on his behalf on the understanding that when dealing with any thirdparty, the agent will deal in his own name as principal. As between principal
and agent, however, the relationship is one of agency."

Making the German Commercial Code a point of reference, Staubach also observed:"The Commercial Code contains special rules governing indirect agency for commercialpurposes. In particular, there are rules relating to commission agents, forwarding agentsand agents who enter into insurance arrangements on behalf of others."45 Staubach
further argued:

A commission agent is bound by his contract with his principal to procure
and enter into contract in his own name with a third person in order to carry
out the commission. The relationship which arises between the commission
agent and the third person under this executory contract is the external
relationship in the commission transaction. The commercial Code does not
have a special set of rules governing the external relationship, and the same
rules ly to it as to indirect agency under the Civil Code. (emphasis
added) Thus, the gent alone obtains rights and enters into commitments
under the executory contract, and so if he sells goods under it he alone is
entitled to payment of the price, and if he buys goods he alone acquires
initial ownership of them.4

When it comes to Ethiopian law, it may be said that 'commission agency' is, amongothers, governed by the principles laid down in Articles 2197/98. This, it is submitted,must be what the legislator had in mind when it came up with the provisions of Article2234(2) of the Civil Code reading: "The rules governing agency shall apply to this

"F.M.B. Reynolds, supra, note # 15 p. 10

45 Fritz Staubach, supra, note # 29, p.11846 Ibid, p. 141, (emphasis supplied)
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contract (the contract of commission agency as stated in sub-article (1)) subject to such
special provisions and exceptions as are laid down in this section." However, the
agency situations falling under Articles 2197/98 may be distinguishable from
commission agency cases in that agency cases falling under Articles 2197/98 are not, as
such, commercial agency cases whereas commission agency cases are, by virtue of
Article 5(19), (especially the Amharic version,) cum Articles 60-62 of the Commercial
Code. It is paradoxical to note that commission agency is not adequately treated in the
Commercial Code and is extensively dealt with in the Civil Code. From the way Article
5 of the Commercial Code is formulated, those activities 'formulated in sub-articles (1)
through (21) seem to have been designated as commercial activities and that somebody
acquires the status of being a trader when he/she or it is engaged in any of the activities
professionally and for gain.

VII. The Recognized Types of Commission Agency

There are many kinds of commission agencies e.g. the insurance broker7 the stock-
broker48 the ship-broker 49 the advertising-agent 50 the French customs commission
agency5 ' or the German commission contracts in respect of subscription or exchange or
conversion rights5 "under which a bank is entrusted with the exercise of a right to
subscribe for new shares or other securities to which its customer is entitled."53

However, the Ethiopian Civil and Commercial Codes only recognize the following
aspects of commission agency- 1) commission to buy or sell goods; 2) commission to
buy or sell securities; 3) commission to buy or sell fungible things; 4) stock brokerage
commission and 5) forwarding commission.5 4An attempt will be made here below to
briefly consider each of the aspects recognized by the Ethiopian Law.

7. 1. Commission to Buy or Sell Goods

7.1.1 Commission to Buy Goods

A commission agent entrusted with the buying of goods would normally be an agent
who enters into contracts for the purchase of goods in his own name but for the benefit

4 J. Guyenot, The French Law of Agency and Distribution Agreements, London, 1977, p.156; see
also Schmitthoff, supra, note # 24
48 Ibid, see also Schmitthoff, supra, note # 24

' Ibid, see also Schmitthoff, supra, note # 24

5o Ibid, see also Schmitthoff, supra, note # 24

s Ibid, see also Schmitthoff, supra, note # 24

52 Fritz Staubach, supra, note # 29, p. 156; see also Schmitthoff, supra, note # 24

s Fritz Staubach, supra, note # 29, p. 156
"' Civil Codes Articles 2234(1) cum Article 2251; Commercial Code Articles 60 & 62
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of the principal. A goods-buying commissioh' agent, would, in other words, be entering
into sale agreements in his own name as a buyer for the period during which his contract
of agency remains effective. It, therefore, follows that Articles 2266-2367, and, as the
case may be, Articles 2368-2426 of the Civil Code and without prejudice to the prior
application of these provisions, the provisions of Title XII of the Civil Code, i.e.,
Articles 1675-2026 of the same Code, would be applicable to a buying commission
agent's external relationships i.e., his/her relations with seller third parties.

Among the mentionable duties of a purchasing commission agent are, 1) the duty to pay
the price and take delivery of the goods he buys;" 2) duty to examine the goods he takes
delivery of at the time when the risks are transferred to him or as soon as he gets the
opportunity to examine them; 3) duty to notify the seller of the defects and/or non-
conformity he discovered in the process of examination and his intention to avail
himself of the defects and non-conformity; 4) duty to describe the nature, and extent of
the defects and/or non-conformity detected on the goods he took delivery of; 5) duty to
inform the seller that he rejects the goods delivered to him or alternatively that he
requests the replacement of the goods so that he avoids transfer of risks over to him; and
6) duty to call the seller or his agent at the time he conducts examination on the goods.
In general, a purchasing commission agent may avail himself of the warranty provisions
of sales law in the Civil Code in order to demand specific performance or have the seller
rectify the defects or non-conformity, unilaterally declare the contract cancelled either
partially or totally as the case may be.s6

Although nothing is provided to that effect in the Civil Code, if the principal has
instructed the commission agent that the goods he buys be sent to him by the seller
thereby avoiding the intermediary stage of the agent's taking delivery from the seller,
and then redeliver the goods to the principal; there may not be the necessity of the
commission agent's receiving the goods. In France, "more usually the goods are
dispatched by the seller acting on the principal's instructions."57 If the goods bought by
a commission agent are directly dispatched by the seller to the principal, then the
principal has to see to it that things that ought to have been taken care of by the agent
have to be taken care of by him. Among others, the principal has to examine the goods
at the time when the risks are transferred to him or at the earliest possible opportunity. If
examination discloses defects or non-conformity for which the seller may be held on
warranty, then the principal shall have to notify the agent so that he seeks the
appropriate remedy in the circumstances by taking the appropriate measure. The agent
becomes the most appropriate person to take measures legally appropriate simply
because privity of contract is only there between the agent and the seller third party."
Although the arrangement that the principal's directly receiving the goods from the third
party seller could in certain respects be advantageous to the principal, particularly from

's See generally, Articles 2203-2313 of the Civil Code
56 Ibid, Articles 2290-2300
1 Guyenot, supra, note # 47, p.167
s8 Fritz Staubach, supra, note # 29, p. 14 1
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the point of the consideration that he gets the goods fast, this consideration alone might
not benefit the principal unless he also would be able to examine the goods as swiftly as
possible and inform the agent so that he, (the agent) may be able to exercise his legal
rights within the code prescribed time set for the purpose of holding the seller on
warranty for defect and non-conformity.9 The principal's getting the goods directly
from the seller third party might as well adversely affect the interest of the agent in that
he, (the agent) won't be able to exercise his lien rights on the goods he buys which
serves him as a security for him to get his remuneration or even reimbursement of
outlays and expenses.

A commission agent meant to purchase goods in his own name but for his principal's
account 'shall act at his own risk where, without the principal's consent, he pays the
seller before delivery has taken place.'6' The provisions of Article 2237 of the Civil
Code presuppose that a commission agent, generally, is not permitted, and is not
expected, to pay the prices of the goods he buys unless payment of price is simultaneous
with delivery or even better, until after he, or as the case may be, his principal, has taken
delivery of the goods purchased2 . The provisions of Article 2237 are not, strictly
speaking, prohibitions but the provisions sort of put the responsibility on the agent
which otherwise would not have been his. In other words, the agent, who, unless he is a
del credere agent, may not be held responsible for the performance of the contract he
entered into with third parties would be held responsible towards the principal at least
upto the amount he paid by way of price just because his performance preceded that of
the third party and unfortunately the third party failed to discharge his obligation to
deliver the good/s purchased. The application of Article 2237 should not, it seems,
affect situations where the nature of the transaction made with the seller is such that
payment of price is effected before the seller even makes, or, manufactures the goods to
be delivered or even where delivery, as a matter of trade usage, follows payment of
price. The Article focuses on the agent's securing the consent of the principal before
paying the price anyway.

A purchasing commission agent should be careful enough in examining the goods he
takes delivery of. Although he may avail himself of defects which could not be detected
by the normal process of examination and which are subsequently discovered to which
the law refers to as "latent" "hidden" "or rehidibitory' defects; provided however, that
he notifies the seller as soon as the latent defect is discovered." There may be also the
possibility that the buying commission agent overlooks obvious defects as a result of his
gross negligence in which case the seller would be exonerated from liability or warranty

s9 Civil code Articles 2290-2300
6 Ibid, Articles 2234(2), cum Articles 2247 and 2224
" Ibid, Article 2237
62 See also Article 2278 of the Civil Code providing for simultaneity of performance in the absence
of agreement otherwise, and the provisions of Articles 2310 & 2311
6 Ibid, Article 2293(2)
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against defects,6 4 The warranty shall, however, be due if the case falls under the
provisions of Civil Code Art. 2296 (2).

A purchasing commission agent should also bear in mind that he owes his principal a
duty to check as to whether the goods sent or delivered to him by seller third parties
conform to the ones described in the contracts of sale. A buying commission agent
would be required to do that with the view to hold selling third parties on warranty in
the event that examinations and/or inspections disclose warrantable non-conformity.

Civil Code Article 2235(l) seems only to provide for measures of preservation to be
taken by a selling commission agent. Whether or not the provisions of the Article apply
to a buying commission agent in the absence of an express provision to that effect may
be worth considering. The very way Article 2235(1) is formulated, in fact, invites two
different ways of construction. The first possible construction would be the one that
limits the application of the provision to situations where the agent is a selling
commission agent and that the sub-article refers to goods sent to the agent by the
principal. This construction, therefore, limits the scope of application of the sub-article
to the internal relationship between the principal and the agent, and hence it perfectly
makes sense if a duty of preservation is imposed upon the agent. In other words, Article
2235(1) may be taken as a provision indicative of one of the fiduciary duties a
commission agent owes his principal. The other alternative construction would be to
take the provisions of Article 2235(1) as also referring to situations where a buying
commission agent receives goods whilst contracting in his own name but on behalf of
the principal. Particularly if the phrase: "[T] he goods sent to him on behalf of the
principal" is taken in isolation it could be argued that the latter construction is the more
appropriate one because such an expression may be taken as referring to cases where
third parties would be sending goods to a commission agent whom they know as such.
On the other hand, the word "sent," it may be argued, does not seem to refer to cases
where a purchasing commission agent receives goods from third parties with whom he
contracts. In such circumstances, it is submitted that the most appropriate legal and
technical phrase would be "...goods delivered to him" thereby fitting into the
consequential situations flowing from the nature of the indirect representation of
commission agency.

If Article 2235(1) is limited to the narrow construction that it only applies to cases of
selling commission agent who receives goods from the principal or directly from a
manufacturer on behalf of the principal, and the other aspect, i.e.; the cases of buying
commission are considered as not covered by the provision; it could be detrimental to
the -principal in that even agents who unreasonably fail to preserve goods delivered to
them would be relieved from liability. After all, the requirements laid down under

14 Ibid, Article 2296(1)
65 Ibid, Articles, 2287, 2288, 2290-2300, 2308 & 2343
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Articles 2208(1) and 2211(1) shall apply to commission agency and there is a fiduciary
duty imposed upon commission agents as well."

The strict provision of Article .2235(3) which imposes the duty of preservation upon any
person who has not yet accepted the commission but who is by profession one may Plso
be taken as an indication that duty to preserve applies to a buying commission agent as
well.

It, therefore, follows that a commission agent is duty bound to preserve the goods he
receives while transacting in his own name but on behalf of the principal. The duty to
preserve includes all necessary steps that need to be taken by a purchasing commission
agent so that the goods that come into his possession do not lose their quality, or
deteriorate in value or even be stolen or perish.67 Unless otherwise instructed by the
principal, the preservation duty imposed upon a commission agent does not go to the
extent of insuring the goods." However, all appropriate measures, short of insurance, in
the absence of instruction for insurance, would fall; it is submitted, within the btoad
duty of preservation.

7.1.2 Commission to Sell Goods

The other aspect of commission recognized by the Ethiopian law is the commission to
sell goods in one's own name but for the benefit of the principal. Goods selling
commission agency is an agency whereby one party called the agent agrees with another
party called the principal, to sell in his own name but not for his own benefit, goods
belonging to the latter. A selling commission, in other words, is a transaction whereby
the agent sells goods that have been sent to him by the principal or even by the
manufacturer for the benefit of the principal. As the name itself indicates, a selling
commission agent would be engaged in selling transactions with third parties in his own
name but for the benefit of the principal. Like the buying commission agent, a selling
commission agent's sale transactions necessarily call for the application of Civil Code
Articles 2266-236769 since the agent assumes the responsibility of a seller like in any
ordinary sale transaction. Depending on the type of sale agreement the agent concludes,
the provisions of Articles 2368-2426 of the Civil Cod( may also govern the transactions
a selling commission agent enters into.

Although he sells goods not belonging to him, 70 a selling commission agent assumes the
duty to deliver the goods he sells to the purchasing third party and to transfer the
ownership of the goods over to the purchaser. A selling commission agent bears the
responsibility to transfer to the third party buyer unassailable rights over the goods he

6 See Civil Code Article 2234(2)
6 See, for instance, Civil Code Article 2323
6 Civil Code Article 2242
6 Ibid, Article 2267
70 Ibid, Article 2270(3)
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sells.7 ' A selling commission agent, unless the warranty is validly excluded or restricted,
or the exception laid down by the law comes into application, also warrants the buying
third party against any total or partial dispossession which he might suffer as a
consequence of another 3  party exercising a right he enjoyed at the time of the
contract. 7

The selling commission agent assumes the responsibility to transfer ownership and to
warrant against any total or partial dispossession primarily because he transacts in his
own name and because of the nature of goods sent to him by virtue of the agency
agreement. The goods, sent to a selling commission agent must necessarily be ordinary
goods, i.e. ordinary corporeal chattels the transfer of possession of which entails transfer
of ownership.7 In other words, goods to be entrusted to selling commission agents
cannot be special chattels whose ownership may not be transferred by virtue of mere
delivery of the goods or transfer of possession and other formalities required by the
special law applicable to the goods must be complied with in addition to transfer of
possession.74

In selling commissions, because he contracts in his own name, it would be the selling
agent that would be held liable on warranty for defects and non-conformity. If the things
(goods) sold by him happen to be suffering of warrantable defects or warrantable non-
conformity, it is the selling agent that should be held liable on a warranty towards
purchasing third parties and not the principal that owns the goods. Third parties cannot
claim to have a direct right of action against the principal and may only have an indirect
right of action by putting themselves in the shoes of the agent pursuant to the rules of
the Civil Code governing indirect agency.75

Without prejudice to the possibility of the sub-article being intended to govern
acquisition in good faith, it seems Article 2270(3) of the Civil Code is meant to govern
cases of commission agency. Hence, the provisions of Article 2270(3), make a sale
contract concluded by a seller in respect of things that do not actually belong to him
valid. It is believed that the legislator had the case of selling commission agents in mind
by formulating sub-article (3) of Article 2270 of the Civil Code, the way it now reads.
As said earlier, the case of acquisition in good faith may also have been in the mind of
the legislator by formulating Article 2270(3) as it now reads.

7Ibid, Articles 2273(2), 2281-2286, 2341& 2342
Ibid, Articles 2282 & 2342

73Note the provisions of Article 1193(1) of the Civil Code, by virtue of which the law lays down
the presumption that that whosoever possesses a corporeal chattel is presumed to be its owner. Also
take note of Articles 1143 & 1186(1) of the Civil Code providing that delivery transfers possession
and that for ordinary chattels, transfer of possession entails transfer of ownership.

74 Article 1186(2) of the Civil Code; See also Article 2267(2) of the same Code.
75 Article 2234(l) cum 2197(2) of the Civil Code
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A selling commission agent, as discussed earlier, owes the duty to preserve the goods
falling into his custody. Accordingly, in a selling commission context, the seller agent
shall bear risks of the things in his custody until he succeeds to transfer the risks to the
purchasing 3d party by delivering the things over to the buyers. Although he bears the
risks, however, it is important that his duty to preserve the goods in his custody does not
go to the extent of insuring the goods, unless the principal instructs the agent to take'out
insurance for the goods in his possession.

7. 2. Commission to Buy or Sell Fungible Things

7.2.1 Commission to Buy Fungible Things

Commission to buy fungible things is, in fact, not very different from, commission to
buy goods except that the former commission agency only pertains to the purchase of
fungible things as distinguished from the commission conferred on somebody to buy
specific goods. Fungible things are things of generic species. The name given to such
things is generic in that there would normally be internal classifications for things
having generic designations. Primarily because of the characteristics of fungible things,
the law has come up with some special provisions regulating such things. Article 1747
of the Civil Code, for instance, is such a provision in that it reads: (1) "Unless otherwise
agreed, the debtor may choose the thing to be delivered where fungible things are due."
(2)" The debtor may however not offer a thing below average quality." Where
somebody is authorized to act as a commission agent to purchase things of generic
species, therefore, the selling third party is the one authorized to choose what is to be
delivered to the buying agent. The selling third party, however, may not offer generic or
fungible things that are below average quality.

Article 1748 of the Civil Code, also regulates transactions relating to fungible things. A
fungible things purchasing commission agent, who may be taken as "the creditor" for
the purposes of the Article under consideration, therefore, may not refuse fungible
things on the ground that the quantity or quality offered to him does not exactly
conform to the contract, unless this is essential to him or has been expressly agreed.
Where the thing does not exactly conform to the contract; the purchasing commission
agent, (the creditor) may proportionately reduce his own performance. Alternatively,
where he has already performed, the creditor may claim damages.6

The commission agent given authorization to purchase fungible things may also avail
himself of the provisions of Article 1778 of the Civil Code in that he/she may apply to
the court to be authorized to buy at the defaulting third party's expenses, the things
which the debtor assumed to deliver.

In cases of commission to buy fungible things, the agent may as well avail himself of all
other appropriate remedial provisions in Title XII of the Civil Code without prejudice to

76 See also Articles 2299(2) & 2345(2) of the Civil Code
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the prime application of the relevant provisions of Sales Law whether general, or
special, as the case may be.

7.2.2 Commission to Sell Fungible Things

A person may be conferred with commission to sell generic things. Though the position
of a person authorized to act as a commission agent to sell fungible things is not, as
such, very different from the one given the authority to sell goods; similar to the one
authorized to buy generic goods, his position may merit to be given the special
consideration it deserves mainly because of the simple fact that s/he is authorized to sell
generic things. Civil Code provisions of Articles 1747, 1748 and 1778 would therefore;
mutatis mutandis, apply to cases of commission to sell fungible things. By the same
token, appropriate remedial provisions in the Law of Sales would also govern cases and
relationships of a commission agent given authorization to vend fingible things
belonging to his principal as though they are his own.

7.3 Commission to Buy or Sell Securities

7.3.1 Commission to Buy Securities

Although securities, unless otherwise provided by law, are, for the purposes of property
designation, assimilated into movables, and are treated as goodsj they do have their
own characteristics and idiosyncrasies, which distinguish them from other kinds of
goods. According to Article 1127 of the Civil Code, corporeal chattels are defined as
"things which have a material existence and can move themselves or be moved by man
without losing their individual character." There is no definition, as such, given to
securities in the Civil or Commercial Codes. However, the provisions of Article 1128 of
the Civil .Code could be taken as giving hint that securities seem to be incorporeal rights
embodied in transferable instruments of some sort. This is further supplemented by
Article 715.(2) of the Commercial Code which makes it clear that transferable securities
are one among those negotiable instruments recognized by our Commercial Code; and
that "negotiable instrument is any document incorporating a right to an entitlement in
such manner that it be not possible to enforce or transfer the right separately from the
instrument." Dictionary definition, albeit a common law one, is that securities are"evidences of debts or of property evidences of obligations to pay money or of rights to
participate in earnmgs and distribution of corporate trust ... and other property." Among
the frequently mentioned securities, stocks, bonds, notes, convertible debentures,
warrants or other documents that represent a share in a company are but few.

The Ethiopian Commercial Code recognizes three categories of negotiable instruments
viz. "commercial instruments", which are enumerated under Article 732(2) of the Code,

" Read Article 2300(1) of the Civil Code, for instance
78 Article 1128 of the Civil Code
79 Commercial Code Article 715(1)
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"transferable securities" and "documents of title to goods."80 Unfortunately, the Code
does not separately deal with transferable securities and documents of title to goods as it

elaborately deals with commercial instruments. Nevertheless, as commercial
instruments are said to be those negotiable instruments setting out an entitlement
consisting in the payment of a sum of money," by exclusion, therefore, it could be said
that negotiable instruments which do not set out the payment of a sum of money and
which are not documents of title to goods, are transferable securities. The Ethiopian
law, it may be stated, at least recognizes share certificates (stocks), debentures,
negotiable life assurance policies and bonds as transferable securities.

A commission agency may be given to buy transferable securities and an agent
entrusted with such agency is not an ordinary commission agent. He is the so-called del

credere3 agent unless there is an agreement otherwise which dispels the rebutable

presumption under Article 2240(2) of the Civil Code that a commission agent entrusted
with the task of buying securities shall be deemed to be a del credere agent. If a
commission agent is a del credere agent, the law imposes on him the obligation to be

liable to the principal for the payment or the performance of other obligations by the
persons with whom he contracted.?

A securities purchasing commission agent may be required to be even more

conscientious than a goods purchasing one. He has to be able to profess the technical
know-how of dealing with the instruments he purchases in his own name but on behalf

of the principal. Inter alia, he may be expected to deposit the securities he purchases
with a bank in accordance with Article 912ff of the Commercial Code for their safety
and their proper handling, which includes but not limited to, the collection of yields of
the securities. It, in fact, seems that it is banks that undertake to become commission

agents for purchasing of securities more than any other person, in which case it becomes
a lot easier to handle the securities.ss

It is gatherable from some provisions of the Commercial Code that transferable
securities, by and large, may be in the form of either in the name of a specified person
or to bearer." Considering Articles 660 and 696 and the few ones following, it may
also be said that at least negotiable life insurance policies may be issued in the form of
"to order" instruments. In the event that the transferable securities purchased by a

commission agent are in the names of specified persons i.e. that of the seller third

parties; then the commission agent is expected to follow the procedure provided for by
Articles 722 and 723 of the Commercial Code to have the instruments registered in his

so Ibid, Article 715(2)
s' Ibid, Article 732; see also Black's Law Dictionary, supra, note # 27, p. 245
82 See Commercial Code Articles 325, 340, 429-444,474, 660, 696-697, 912-918, and 947-958
83 Article 2240(2) of the Civil Code; see also pages 24 & 25 infra, for the definition of del credere
commission agent
8 Ibid, Article 2241; see also the discussion on pages 24 & 25 infra
85Fritz Staubach, supra, note # 29 p. 150
8* See Commercial Code Articles mentioned at note # 82 supra
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own name in the issuing company's or person's register and then repeat the sameprocedure again to have the securities transferred over to the principal's name,Purchasing of securities in the names of seller third parties, though possible, may,nonetheless, be expensive and tedious in the face of the provisions of Articles 722-723and 341 of the Commercial Code.

It would be a lot easier if a securities purchasing commission agent is to buy bearersecurities as opposed to those ones in the names of specified persons. In the case ofbearer securities their transfer does not involve any process other than simply handingover of the documents. 'An agent who buys bearer securities "in his own name but onbehalf of the principal" needs only to take delivery of the instruments from selling thirdparties and merely deliver them over to his principal to effect transfer of title over thesecurities. Pursuant to Articles 340 and 721 of the Commercial Code, such securitiesare assigned, or transferred by delivery without any other requirement. Per Article340(2) of the Commercial Code, "Unless the contrary is proved, such shares shall bedeemed to be the property of the holder for the purposes of payment of dividend,redemption and right of participation in general meetings". Article 721(l), on its part,provides that "the holder of an instrument to bearer establishes his right to theentitlement as expressed in the instrument by the sole fact of the presentment of the saidinstrument."

A securities purchasing commission agent who has become an endorsee possessor ofendorsable transferable securities, for example, a life insurance policy to order, shouldre-endorse the policy in the name of the principal and hand the instrument (policy) overto him (the principal). 7

7.3.2 Commission to Sell Securities

Commission agency may be conferred upon someone for the purposes of selling ofsecurities as well. As mention has already been made for the cases of commission tobuy securities, it is usually banks that serve as depositories of securities.Y It would beworthwhile to note that in cases of commissions for sale of transferable securities, apractical problem will arise in the face of the provisions of Article 722 &723 of theCommercial Code. The selling commission agent will not be able to sell the securitiesunless and until the principal transfers the ownership of the transferable securitiesregistered in his name to the name of the agent. Primarily, therefore, the principal whois desirous of having a commission agent to sell his registered securities should firsthave the securities registered in the name of his commission agent. This becomes aprerequisite because the agent will be selling the securities in his own name. On theother hand, it would be easy and straightforward to have bearer securities sold throughthe intermediary of a commission agent.

8 Commercial Code Articles 696 and 724
8 See note # 85 supra
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7. 4 Forwarding Commission

As defined under Article 2251, forwarding commission agency is a contract of agency
whereby the agent, called, the commission agent, shipper, or forwarding agent,
undertakes to enter in his own name but on behalf of another person, called the
principal, into a contract, for forwarding of goods. Basing himself on the then in
operation German Commercial Code, Staubach wrote:

A forwarding agent is a person who carries on the business in his own name
of consigning goods for carriage by carriers or by owners or charterers of
sea-going vessels for the account of other persons. The forwarding contract
between the consignor of goods and a forwarding agent is closely related to
the commission contract. Like a commission agent, a forwarding agent
carries on a business independently, and enters into contracts of carriage in
his own name but on behalf of other persons as his principals. 9

Although the sub-topic of this section of the work appears to be limited to forwarding
commission agency, Article 2251(1) has a broader coverage and it embraces three
categories of forwarding agents called commission agent, shipper or forwarding agent.
The latter two, seemingly different kinds of agency, might look misplaced in there.
However, they all are bound together by the provision of Article 225 1(1) which makes
it clear that all the three could be called forwarding agents and hence the title of the
Article. The other binding factor is that whether the person undertaking to execute the
agency is called shipper, forwarding agent or commission agent, the objective of such
an undertaking by the agent would be the same in that he would be entering into an
obligation to become a party to contracts to forward goods in his own name but on
behalf of the principal.

Since the rules governing the contract of commission to buy or to sell apply to
forwarding commission agency," a forwarding agent would be duty bound to preserve
the goods he undertakes to forward short of taking out insurance for the goods unless, of
course, there is an agreement otherwise. 91

Where the commission agent or the shipper has been instructed to insure the goods, then
he would be obliged to take out appropriate insurance policies for the goods. With
respect to insurance, Articles 2242 and 2251(2) are in effect warning provisions to the
principal/owner or to any other party who might have insurable interest in the goods that
he/she should ensure that appropriate arrangement is made for insuring the goods on his
part or alternatively he must see to it that taking out insurance cover for the goods is

8 Fritz Staubach, supra, note # 29 p. 160
9 Civil Code Article 2234(2)
91 Ibid, Articles 2251(2); 2234(2) cum 2235 & 2252
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unequivocally made the duty of the agent in the agency contract in whichever capacity
he undertakes to act, i.e. be it as a selling, buying or forwarding agent.

A forwarding agent can agree with himself to carry out the transportation of the goods.
On the other hand, because of the resultant conflicting interest of the principal with that
of the agent, 9 the principal is given the right to cancel the contract made by the agent in
his name where he contracts with himself. As it is expressly stated in Article 2188(3),
Articles 2248 and 2252 are exceptions to the rules laid down in Article 2187 and 2188
(1) of the Civil Code.

The right of an agent to enter into agreements in his own name but on behalf of the
principal on the one hand and with himself in strictly his personal capacity on the other;
will be considered below.

Where a forwarding agent avails himself of his right to contract with himself to carry
out the forwarding of goods, he shall have the same rights and duties as a carrier, in
which case, the Commercial Code provisions of Articles 561 and the following shall
govern the aspect of the carriage of goods by the agent. Save the mandatory provisions
of Titles I and II of Book III of the Commercial Code, which parties cannot set aside by
their own agreement, there are various circumstances in those two titles of the same
Book of the Commercial Code which are left to be regulated by the parties concerned.
If those circumstances are to be regulated by the parties, there is bound to arise an issue
of how they are to be regulated if the forwarding agent decides to act as a carrier
himself through the mechanism of contracting with himself. An easy way out to the
problem may be that unless terms and conditions upon which the forwarding agent may
act as a carter may have been supplied by the principal, the purported agreement
expected to have been concluded between the carrier in his personal capacity and in his
indirect representative capacity would be left to be fixed solely by the agent himself. If
the forwarding agent enters into an agreement with himself fixing terms that are
manifestly disadvantageous to his principal, there is nothing provided for in the Civil
Code which might be put into application to rescue the principal since contracting with
oneself is taken as permitted in cases of commission agency for sale and purchase of
goods quoted on the Stock Exchange or having a market value, or in cases of
forwarding agency. Alternatively, the principal should, at the time of conferring of the
agency, make it clear to the agent that he may not enter into agreements with himself as
a third party. By virtue of the provisions of Article 2188 (3), it seems that the principal,
cannot demand the cancellation of the contract the agent makes with himself if it
pertains to commission agency for sale and purchase of goods quoted on the Stock
Exchange 94 or having a market value 9 or forwarding commission agency. 9'

92 Ibid, Article 2252 (2)
9 Ibid, Articles 2187 & 2188
9 Civil Code Article 2248(1)
9 Ibid
9 Ibid, Article 2252(2)
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Nevertheless, it is submitted that a forwarding agent, who enters into contracts with
himself, in the process of which the principal is manifestly disadvantaged, should be
responsible towards the principal by virtue of Articles 2208 and following of the Civil
Code. According to German law:

The stock exchange or market price to be taken is the highest price ruling at
the relevant time if the agent buys from the principal, and the lowest such
price if' the agent sells to the principal The agent must conclude the contract
with the principal at an even more favorable price to the principal if the
agent is able by exercising proper care to execute the commission at a better
price than the ruling exchange or market price.97

As the carrier and sender of the goods would be the same person where a forwarding
agent undertakes to effect the transportation of the goods, the likelihood, it seems, is
that he will not issue a consignment note that may be issued in accordance with Article
571 of the Commercial Code.

The issuance of a consignment note, it is provided, may be replaced by any other
document such as a receipt delivered by the carrier on the sender having made all
appropriate statements provided the sender and the carrier agree.9 But again, in cases
where a forwarding agent undertakes to transport the goods, both the sender and the
carrier would be one and the same person. At any rate, Articles 577-582 and Articles
583-586 of the Commercial Code shall, mutatis mutandis come into application to
regulate the relationship of the parties whenever a forwarding commission agent himself
undertakes to transport the goods.

In general, there might be a host of problems that may arise out of a forwarding agent's
transacting as a third party on his own account and concluding the contrapt with himself
into details of which, I think it is unnecessary for me to indulge.

7. 5 The Del Credere Agent

7.5.1 Definition

Neither the Civil Code, nor the Commercial Code of Ethiopia give the definition of
what a del credere agent is. Consequently, it is a little difficult to know what the term
means exactly. All the Civil Code provides, under Article 2241, is:

(1) The del credere commission agent is a guarantor jointly liable with the
person with whom he contracted.
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(2) He shall in all cases be liable to the principal for the performance of the
contract he entered into unless non-performance was due to the
princip al's default,

Drawing on some foreign definitions may give some clues thereby helping the reader toget some idea as to what the term del credere stands for. According to, Fridman DelCredere Agents are mercantile agents. 'Such agents, in return for extra-commission,
called a del credere commission, promise that they will indemnify the principal, if thethird party with whom they contract in respect of goods fails to pay what is due underthe contract. Quoting, Lord Ellenborough in the Morris v. Cleasby case, the sameauthor wrote: 'A commission del credere is the premium or price given by the principalto the factor for a guarantee, it presupposes a guarantee.o00

According to yet another source, a del credere agent is "an agent who sells goods forthe principal and who guarantees to the principal that the buyer will pay for thegoods."'001

According to Markesinis and Munday,

thefundamental characteristics of del credere agency agreements is that the
principal will be under no obligation to reimburse the agent if third parties
fail to pay under the contract. 102

According to Reynolds, a del credere agent:

is an agent who for a sk'ecial commission undertakes in effect the liability of
a surety to his principal for the due performance by the persons with whom
he deals, of contracts made by him with them on his principal's behalf'0o

Referring to Article 2 of the Restatement of American Law, the same source offered thefollowing:

A del credere agent is an agent who, in consideration of extra remuneration,
called a del credere commission, guarantees to his principal that third
parties with whom he enters into contracts on behalf of the principal will
duly pay any sum becoming due under those contracts. 104

SG.HL. Fridman, The Law of Agency, 2' ed., Butterworths, 1966, p.28
lbid

1o1 Ronald, A. Anderson, Ivan Fox and David Twomey, Business law: Principles. Cases,Environment, Southwestern Publishing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,1983, Glossary, p.5
302 B.S._Markesinis. & RJ.C Munday, supra, note # 30 p. 105
303F.M.B. Reynolds, supra, note #15, p.32

Ibid, p. 30



Article 2241 of the Ethiopian Civil Code, though it has embodied in it that a del credere
agent is a guarantor for the obligations of contracting third parties, it does not, however,
mention that what makes a commission agent a del credere agent is also the extra-
remuneration in consideration of which he assumes the guarantor responsibility.

It is nowhere provided in the chapter dealing with commission in the Ethiopian Civil
Code that a commission agent does not guarantee the performance of the contract he
enters into in his own name but on behalf of the principal, It is in fact awkward for the
Code not to have such a provision because any reasonable person, would, without
taking note of the provisions of Article 2212(1) of the Civil Code, think that where an
agent enters into contracts with third parties, in his own name, but on behalf of another
person, he would be, to.use the expression in Article 2197 "enjoying the rights and
incurring the liabilities deriving from the contracts he makes with third parties..." In
which case, he would, according to their internal relations, be answerable to the
principal for the performance of the contract. Quite to the contrary, however,

unless otherwise agreed, the agent, notwithstanding that he actd in his own
name, shall not be liable to the principal for the performance of the
obligation of the person with whom he contracted.105

This, I think, is. a provision intended primarily to clear the doubts that would have
occurred in cases where an agent who acts in the name of another, in situations of direct
agency would have been expected to be responsible for the performance of the contracts
he makes with third parties. On its way to clear this doubt, however, the provision also
deals iith even more controversial situations that would have resulted from cases of
incomplete or indirect agency in which a principal would have held his indirect
representative responsible for the performance of the contracts he concludes with third
parties: The provision, is therefore, put in such a way that it in effect says: Unless
otherwise agreed, an agent, who acts in the name of the principal, within the scope of
his power, shall not be responsible to his principal for the performance of-the obligation
of the person with whom he contracted. The same applies to an agent who acts in his
own name but on behalf of another, (the principal) despite the fact that he is a party to
the contract and it is he who incurs liability and enjoys the rights flowing from his
transactions with third parties.

Article 2212(1) is, therefore, a warning provision to principals in general and especially
to principals who either are undisclosed or who employ commission agents that if they
wish to hold their agents liable to them for the performance of the contracts they make
with third parties, they should see to it that in the agency conferring agreement, a clause
is included which makes the agent responsible to them for the performance of the
contracts their agents enter into with third parties.

Article 2212(1) is applicable to commission agencies or in general to indirect agency
cases by virtue of Article 2234(2). A commission agent, generally, is not responsible for
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the payment or the performance of other obligations by the persons with whom he
contracted unless he acted as a del credere agent.

7.5.2 Distinguishing Features of a del credere Agent

It is clear from the provisions of the Civil Code that a del credere agent, whether he gets
that status by contract or through the imposition of the law, is a commission agent
responsible for the payment or the performance of other obligations by the persons with
whom he contracted. In other words, cases of del credere agents automatically become
exceptions to the sweeping provisions under Article 2212(1) of the Civil Code and
hence, internally, a principal can always hold his del credere commission agent
responsible for the default of third parties with whom the agent had entered into
contractual relationships in his own name but on behalf of the principal.' The only
ground given by the Code on which a del credere agent may be relieved from liability
towards the principal for the performance of the obligations of third party contractants is
where he proves that the non-performance, or, the default, of the third party was caused
by the fault of the principal. 107 In all other cases, the del credere agent shall be
responsible towards the principal.

The nature of the liability of the del credere agent is stated as: "a guarantor jointly liable
with the person with whom he contracted>'0 o Although Article 2240(1) of the Civil
Code, the sub-article that was supposed to deal with the guarantor position of the agent,
at least taking the title of the Article, does not spell out what Article 2241(1) spells out;
the guarantee given by the del credere would be such that the creditor, (in our case the
principal) may sue the del credere agent without previously demanding payment or
performance from the debtor (in our case the third party). Article 2240(1) mandatorily
makes the del credere responsible whereas according to the first sub-article of the next
Article, there would, at least, be the discretion given to the principal to first sue the third
party debtor thereby demanding payment or performance from him.o9 Procedurally, or
even practically, it could be disadvantageous or even impossible for the principal to
proceed against the third party first and then against the del credere agent.

The Civil Code deals with two types of commission in which there may be the
possibility of an agent assuming the position of a del credere which will be treated
separately, but briefly herein below.

'0 Ibid, Article 2242(1)
.Ibid, Article 2241(2)

Eos Ibid, sub-article (1)
'0 Ibid; see also Article 1933(1)
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7.5.2.1 Commission Entrusted with Sale and Purchase of
Securities

The Civil Code, in Article 2240(2), lays a rebutable presumption that a commission
agent entrusted with the purchase or sale of securities is a del credere agent."0 The
presumption is rebutable because the same provision gives discretion to the parties to
agree otherwise. It, therefore, fqllows that if the parties agree to opt out the
presumption they should see to it that a clause is included in their internal agreement,
which exonerates the agent from guaranteeing performance pursuant to the provisions
of Article 2240(2)."'

A person who accepts the offer of a principal to act as a commission agent for sale and
purchase of securities, or whose offer to act as a commission agent for sale and purchase
of securities has been accepted by the purported principal should, therefore, bear in
mind that he is not an agent covered by the provisions of Article 2212(1), but one
subjected to that of Article 2240(2).

7.5.2.2 Commission Entrusted with the Purchase or Sale of Goods

A commission agent entrusted with the purchase and sale of goods is not, automatically
and as the one entrusted with the sale or purchase of securities, presumed to be a del
credere. He is presumed to be one when either one of the following two conditions is
fulfilled or where both of them are fulfilled. The two conditions are: 1) where it is the
custom of trade in the place where the agent resides and 2) where the commission agent
has agreed. It may be worthwhile to look at the two separately.

7.5.2.2.1 Where it is the Custom of Trade in the Place where
the Commission Agent Resides

This is one of the few instances where the Civil Code makes reference to custom,
although this is of trade, thereby curbing the effect of the sweeping provisions of Article
3347 of the Civil Code that repeals and replaces all customary rules pertaining to
matters provided for in the Civil Code, including commission agency. It is, in other
words, recognition by the Code of the already existing trade custom. The expert
draftsman of the Code and the then Codification Commission took the stand not to
disturb the existing trade usage with respect to the topic under consideration.

As the application of the Code is only viewed in the context of domestic commission
agency relationships, the expression "the custom of trade in the place he resides" refers

1o See the discussion offered on pages 22-24, supra, on sell and purchase of transferable securities
't The argument offered might sound that the writer is propagating for an express agreement
otherwise to avoid the presumptuous effect of article 2240(2) of the Civil Code. Let it, however, be
noted that it is, at least arguable that an implied agreement may, as well, be possible to contract out
Article 2240(2) of the Civil Code
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to the custom or usage in a given trade locality" 2 in Ethiopia. It specifically refers to
the established trade pattern in the place where the commission agent entrusted with the
sale and purchase of goods resides. The residence of a person is the place where he
normally resides."3 Casting some doubts as to the propriety of the formulation of
Article 174 of the Civil Code, it seems that the residence of a person is the place where
he normally lives. It may, however, be noted that a commission agent entrusted with
sale and purchase of goods may have more than one residence"4 in which case one of
the several residences may have the character of principal residence."5

I am also of the opinion that the phrase that runs: "the custom of trade in the place
where he resides" in Article 2240(3) of the Civil Code, should have instead been the
custom of trade of the place of his domicile. This, I believe, should have been so,
because residence and domicile, for all practical purposes, could be different and the
more important one for the point being discussed seems to be the domicile and not the
residence. Nevertheless, this little problem could be deemed to have been solved
because Article 180 of the Civil Code provides that the place where a person carries on
trade shall be -deemed to be a residence of such person and a commission agent being a
trader by virtue of Article 60 cum 5(19) of the Commercial Code, the place of the seat
of his business should be his residence. On the other hand, what if the commission
agent has an established place of residence? Does the presumption laid down in Article
180 apply irrespective of the fact that he has such a place? Or does it only apply in
cases where there is no place of residence of the trader or there is no doubt as to which
one of the two places is the principal residence? Or is it simply a sweeping provision
that produces the effect that for a trader there is no need to attempt to identify his
residence provided he has a place where he carries on his trade?

The above discussion need not be necessary except in cases where difficulties might
arise in determining the residence of a commission agent entrusted with the sale and
purchase of goods, because if there is an answer to the question where is the residence
of the commission agent? Then the problem may at least be half solved.

The other aspect of the condition under consideration i.e.; that it is the custom of trade
in the place where a commission agent resides, to act as a del credere, is that a problem
that might sometimes arise in determining whether or not acting as a del credere for a
commission agent entrusted with the sale and purchase of goods is a custom of trade in
the locality where the agent "resides" or does his business as a commission agent. If
acting as a commission agent for the sale and purchase of goods is inseparably linked

112 Although Jacques Vanderlinden, in his book on the Law of Persons on page 57 wrote: "The
concept of 'locality' is, in the usual sense of the word, larger than that of 'place', which I think, is
right, I nevertheless would prefer 'locality' to 'place' because, I believe, 'locality' better indicates
circumstances of there being 'custom' than the word, 'place does.'
113 Civil Code, Article 174
114 Ibid, Article 177(1)
11s Ibid, sub-article (2)
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with acting, as a del credere then there might not arise 'the problems of determination of
whether acting, as a del credere is the custom of trade.

There would, however, definitely be debatable cases where it might not be easy to
determine that it is the custom of trade in the area where the agent entrusted with sale
and purchase of goods is considered to be del credere. This could, in certain respects,
involve the determination of what constitutes "trade custom" or in other words when
does a certain commercial behavior become a custom? Is there a time factor involved
for a given commercial pattern to become a trade custom? What percentage of persons
in commerce should acquiesce to and use a given way of doing business for it to be
known as a trade custom?

7.5.2.2.2Where the Commission Agent Guaranteed the
Solvency of the Person with whom he Contracted

Article 2240 also provides that a commission agent entrusted with the purchase or sale
of goods shall be deemed to be a del credere where he guaranteed the-solvency of the
persons with whom he contracted. This is, of course, different from the cases where a
commission agent directly guarantees the payment or the performance of other
obligations by the persons with whom he contracted. The former i.e., the situations
where an agent guarantees the solvency of the third parties with whom he concludes
contracts seems to be narrower than the latter which could embody all reasohs for non-
performance including the insolvency of the other party. That there is difference
between payment of money debts and the performance of other obligations can be
inferred from Article 2240(1) of the Civil Code itself

Where a commission agent entrusted with the purchase or sale of goods guarantees the
payment of monetary obligation, or to put it otherwise, money debts of his contracting
partner, and hence, it is doubtful if it includes "the performance of other obligations" by
the person with whom he contracted other than the payment of money debts. On the
other hand, it is doubtful if this argument of mine is correct in the face of Article 2212
of the Civil Code. To once again bring it to the attention of the reader Article 2212
provides:

(1) Unless otherwise agreed, the agent, notwithstanding that he acted
in his own name, shall not be liable to the principal for the
performance qf the obligation of the person with whom he
contracted.

(2) The provisions of sub-article (1) shall not apply where he
contracted with a person whose insolvency he knew or ought to
have known at the time of the making of the contract.
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Pursuant to sub-article (1) of Article 2212, an agent including a commission agent,116

does not guarantee the performance of the obligations of the other contracting party
unless otherwise agreed. In the regular, direct or complete agency, the agent cannot be
held liable for the performance of third parties' obligations unless he has willfully
covenanted to guarantee performance. In the indirect agency cases, the same applies
except that for commission agencies, the law intervenes in certain additional ways to put
the responsibility for performance on the agents' shoulders and that an agent has to be a
del credere to be subjected to such responsibility.

Pursuant to sub-article (2) of Article 2212 on the other hand, the agent's being aware of
the other contracting party's insolvency or even where he ought to have been aware of
such insolvency, the sweeping mandatory provisions of sub-article (1) does not apply
and hence the agent shall be responsible for the performance of the obligations of the
persons with whon he contracted. To go back to my above-stated argument, therefore,
Article 2212 purportedly holds an agent who was, or who ought to have been, aware of
the insolvency of the third party at the time of the making of the contract responsible for
the general all-embracing performance of the obligations of the third party and not only
for the payment of money debts. In other words, if sub-aiticle (2) of Art. 2212 is meant
to except sub-article (1), which appears to be the case, then whether awareness by the
agent of the actual or expected insolvency of the other party or guaranteeing insolvency
by agreement under Article 2240 (3); this applies to the failure of the other party to
perform his obligations other than the payment of money.

A look at the Commercial Code,"' makes it clear, for instance, that a trader who has
suspended payments and has been declared bankrupt shall be deemed to be bankrupt;'18

and that suspension of payment shall result from "any fact, act or document showing
that the debtor is no longer able to meet the commitments related to his commercial
activities." 1 9 Insolvency, on the other hand, is, "the inability to pay debts as they
mature or the inability to pay debts in the usual and ordinary course of business."2 0

Bankruptcy is also the same thing and it is the "state or condition of one who is unable
to pay his debts as they are or become due."1' The difference is that insolvency could
be the factual suspension of payments or the factual inability to pay debts as they
mature or in the usual and ordinary course of business, whereas for the state of
bankruptcy there to be, it has to be preceded by the declaration of a court of jurisdiction
to that effect.22 1In other words, insolvency is the state of the factual inability of a trader
to meet commitments related to his commercial activities, whereas, bankruptcy

1" This, however, does not rule out cases where the law lays down presumptions that a commission
agent shall be deemed to be a del credere which means he shall guarantee the performance of the
obligations of third parties with whom he enters into contracts
" See Book V of the Commercial Code in general

118 Commercial Code, Article 969
"' Ibid, Article 971
120 Black's Law Dictionary, supra, note # 27, p-7 16
121 Ibid, p. 134
122 Commercial Code, Article 970(1)
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technically is the legal declaration which subjects a trader to the application of
Bankruptcy law which, in our case, is Book V Title I of the Commercial Code.

The "obligation of a contract" is meant to be "that which the law enforces when a
contract is made obliges parties to do or not to do and the remedy and legal meals to
carry it into effect. ... It is also the duty of performance. The term includes everything
within the obligatory scope of the contract and it includes the means of enforcement."123

A further look at the Civil Code provisions dealing with contracts in general, reveals
that the terms 'debtor' and 'creditor' apply to all types of primissor/promisee
relationships.124 "A debt is a fixed and certain obligation to pay money or some other
valuable thing or things either in the present or in the future... it is that which is due
from one person to another, whether money, goods or services;"125 and a debtor is one
who owes a debt, he who may be compelled to pay a claim or demand anyone liable on
a claim, whether due or to become due.... he is "the person who owes payment or other
performances of the obligation secured, whether or not he owns or has rights in the
collateral and includes the seller of accounts or chattel paper."26

It could, therefore, be argued that if a commission agent entrusted with the sale or
purchase of goods guarantees the solvency of the other parties with whom he enters into
contract, it does not, although it might look like, mean that he would only be
guaranteeing the payment of money debts owed by the other contracting parties to the
principal but also the performance of other obligations. In other words, a commission
agent entrusted with the purchase of goods, who guarantees the solvency of the persons
with whom he contracts guarantees, without prejudice to the payment of damages, that
the other contracting party, at least delivers the goods as agreed and free of warrantable
defects and warrantable non-conformity. This, in effect, .may mean that if the other
contracting party fails to perform his obligations, the agent himself effects
performancem' of the contract and personally proceeds later on against the defaulting
third party contractant.m12 It may also be taken as meaning that the principal may
directly sue the agent for the performance of the obligations assumed by the contracting
third party. The commission agent who is entrusted with the sale of goods, on the other
hand, where he guaranteed the solvency of the persons with whom he contracted,
ensures that the purchasers pay the prices of the goods they take delivery of as agreed
and in accordance with the law.

223 Black's Law Dictionary, supra, note # 27
124 See, generally, Title XII of the Civil Code and especially, Articles 1740-1762125 Black's Law Dictionary, supra, note # 27

6 Ibid
It is so, in Germany, See Staubach, supra, note # 29
This is, all the more true from the point of view of the fact that a del credere agent is a

"guarantor jointly liable ... " and, hence, Articles 1933-1951 of the Civil Code become applicable
to it
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For a commission agent entrusted with the sale or purchase of goods to be a del credere,
he has to guarantee, which, I think, should be through an undertaking of some sort given
by the agent to the principal. In the absence of the first that it is the custom of trade in
the place where the agent resides, for a principal to avail himself of a del credere
guarantee of his commission agent entrusted with the sale or purchase of goods; he has
to see to it that the agent has covenanted to guarantee the solvency of the persons with
whom he contracts. I am of the opinion that the agent enters into a joint guarantee
obligation towards the principal presumably when he accepts the offer for a commission
agency .for sale or purchase of goods. The way sub-article (3) of Article 2240 is
formulated, however, casts some doubt as to the correctness of the above-stated opinion
of mine. The last part of Article 2240(3) reads:"Where he guaranteed the solvency of
the persons with whom he contracted" which, I suppose, could as well be taken to mean
the agent promising to contracting third parties that he guarantees their solvency for the
purposes of the performance of their obligations towards himself but for the benefit of
the principal. It may be said that this argument flows from the fact that the word"contracted" is used in itp past tense in both sub-articles (1) and (3) of Article 2240 and
in sub-article (1) of Article 2241.

One point worth noting, at this juncture, is that Article 2240(3) on the one hand, and
Article 2212(2) on the other, might end up creating confusion, or to put it in other
words, the relationship of the two, in actual application of the provisions, might call for
some interpretation. The second limb of Article 2240(3) imposes the duty of a del
credere on a comnission agent entrusted with the sale or purchase of goods, orly where
he guaranteed the solvency of the. persons with whom he contracted, his guaranteeing
being either when he accepted the offer to act as a commission agent, or at the time he
entered into a contract with a third party. On the other hand, Article 2212(2) imposes
on the agent, the duty of guaranteeing performance "where he contracted with a person
whose insolvency he knew or ought to have known at the time of the making of the
contract". The latter one counts on the actual knowledge, or objectively the expected
knowledge or awareness of the agent of the insolvency of the other party. Where a
commission agent entrusted with the sale or purchase of goods guarantees the solvency
of the persons with whom he contracts, there will arise no problem of interpretation or
confusion because Article 2240(3) cum 2240(1) cum 2241(1) make it clear that he is
responsible to the principal.

The confusion, I think, arises when a commission agent entrusted with the sale or
purchase of goods doesn't guarantee the solvency of the persons with whom he agrees.
In this latter case, definitely, Article 2240(3) does not apply. If sub-article (3) of Art.
2240 does not apply, then could one argue that Art. 2234(2) cum 2212(2) apply?
Whether or not a commission agent who, by covenant, does not guarantee the solvency
of the persons with whom he contracts may be taken as a guarantor otherwise may be
dismissed as an academic issue because of the easy way out consisting in the rule of
interpretation: "the special derogates over the general." However, there would still be
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the possibility of the principal or even a third party insisting that the commission agent
knew or ought to have known the solvency of the person with whom he contracted and
hence should not be relieved from liability merely on the strength of the application of
Article 2240(3). A principal or a third party may further substantiate his arguments by
saying that Article 2212(2), a fortiori, applies in commission agency cases, which, by
definition, presupposes that the activity of such an agency is commercial in nature and
that the agent is a person who professionally and for gain is engaged in such an activity
in the capacity of a trader. For stronger reasons again, such an agent should know or
ought to have known the insolvency of the persons with whom he contracts, and hence,
omission to guarantee insolvency does not relieve him from being.held liable. To put it
again, but otherwise, would the canon of interpretation, "the special derogates over the
general", that is actually provided for in Article 2234(2), come automatically into
application and the principal's or a third party's insistence that a commission agent who
knew or ought to have known the insolvency of the persons with whom he contracted
should be held liable be dismissed? How far is Article 2240(3) "a special" provision
and an exception to the rules governing agency which also apply to commission
agency? This, I leave to the courts.

Before finalizing the sub-topic on "del credere agency", I would like to say that there is
no ready answer in the Civil Code as to whether there may be undertakings (there are at
least no legal presumptions) to proceed as a del credere in commission agency
relationships consisting in the sale or purchase of fungible things or in forwarding
agency situations. It would also be good to note that the Civil Code does not expressly
say that there may not be guaranteeing of the payment or performance of other
obligations by the persons with whom a commission agent entrusted with the sale or
purchase of fungible things or a forwarding commission agent contracts. In the absence
of an express legal provision prohibiting, I would take the liberty to argue that it is
possible for a commission agent entrusted with the sale or purchase of fungible things or
the one who undertakes to enter into contracts in his own name but on behalf of the
principal to forward goods to proceed as a del credere.

Incidental to the above, I feel it is worthwhile to say something on cases of del credere
and contracting with oneself, As mention has already been made, it is provided that a
commission agent entrusted with the sale or purchase of goods quoted on the Stock
Exchange or having a market value may, in the absence of contrary instructions by the
principal, effect the transaction as a third party on his own account and conclude the
contract with himself'" The same applies as provided in Article 2252(2) of the Civil
Code, to a commission agent, shipper or forwarding agent, who undertakes to enter into
contracts for the forwarding of goods in his own name but on behalf of the principal.
The Code, this time quite justifiably, is silent on this matter also. However, it goes
without saying that any party who enters into a legally valid and binding contract shall
have to be bound by the consequences flowing therefrom. Pacta Sunt Servanda. A
commission agent entering into agreement with third parties, in his representative
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capacity, on the one hand, and in his own personal capacity, on the other, becomes a
party to the contract and he cannot avoid his personal obligations flowing from such
contracts which he negotiates and makes all with himself and all by himself. It,
therefore, follows that there need not be a legal presumption nor a trade custom in the
place where the agent resides or an undertaking to guarantee his own solvency, for a
commission agent is permitted by law to enter into contract with himself to be held
responsible for the performance of his own personal obligations towards a principal. A
commission agent who contracts with himself, in the circumstances recognized by the
law, therefore, acts as a del credere towards the principal. As it is to be remembered,
Article 2212(1) is meant to clear out doubts harbored by third parties or principals that
an agent is not, unless otherwise agreed, even where he acts in his own name, liable for
the performance of the obligations he enters into. And the latter article, taken at its face,
is limited to situations where an agent transacts with another person either in the name
and on behalf of the principal or in his own name but on behalf of his principal.

However, what if as a commission agent entrusted with the sale or purchase of goods
quoted on the Stock Exchange, or having a market value, in the absence of contrary
instructions by the principal, or a forwarding commission agent, who concludes
contracts with himself wearing his two or even three caps at the same time, argues: "In
the absence of an undertaking that I entered into to guarantee performance or where no
legal presumption appears in the Code to the effect that an agent permitted to contract
with himself and who does so, is a del credere, the mere fact of contracting with myself
does not make me responsible for the performance of the contract I entered into?" What
if he continues and further argues that "even Article 2212(1) clarifies that it is only in
cases of agreement by the agent otherwise that he would be responsible for performance
or failing that where he contracted with a person whose insolvency he is aware of or
ought to have been aware of and goes on to say that he was neither actually nor
expectedly aware, as far as he knows, that he was insolvent at the time of the making of
the contract? Would the argument be considered and be dismissed as a fantasy? If an
agent, who contracts with himself is not responsible for the performance of the
obligations flowing there from, who shall be responsible? Would the law allow
contracting with oneself and at the same time let the agent who contracts with himself
get away without being responsible for the performance of the obligation he shoulders
in his personal capacity? I personally do not think so. If the law does so, it would be a
disservice to commercial interests the law intends to protect. If agents contracting with
themselves are not to be held responsible, then, "contracting with oneself' remains to be
impracticable and undesirable. Hence, a commission agent who concludes a contract
with himself acts as a del'credere without there being an undertaking given by him or a
legal presumption to that effect. Cases of contracting with oneself, therefore, are
exceptions to Articles 2212(1), 2248(1) and 2252(2).

A cautious principal, who is properly advised, would instruct his agent not to conclude
contracts with himself. In the absence of contrary instructions, by the principal, a
commission agent may avail himself of Articles 2248(1) and or 2252 (2) of the Civil
Code, but the principal would, at least, be taking the risk of the agent's being insolvent
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unless he secures himself otherwise. As mention has already been made earlier, in
commission agency cases, the principal cannot make use of the cancellation provision
of Article 2188(1) and (2) although he can apply for cancellation in other cases.

VIII. Conclusion

Commission agency, which is a kind of agency according to which an agent acts and/or
transacts with third parties in his own name but for the benefit of the principal; is
normally governed by the principles applying to direct complete representation
situations. Commission agencies, however, have their own idiosyncrasies among which
are the issues that pertain to acting in the name of the agent, preservation of goods,
which happen to be in the hands of the agent, and most of all the issues pertaining to
liability of agents towards the principal.

A commission agent may be del credere depending on the duty with which he is
entrusted or sometimes his conduct in the course of discharging his duties by entering
into agreements with third parties. By way of exception, a commission agent is
permitted by law to contract with himself though the law discourages contracting with
one self and that such contracts are subject to invalidation.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION OF ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL RIGHTS IN THE FEDERAL DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF

ETHIOPIA

SISAY ALEMAHI
Introduction

Economic and social rights, also called socio-economic rights, are generally those
rights that contain claims to an adequate standard of living and include the right to
work under just and fiivorable conditions, the right to social security, the right to
health, the fight to housing, the right to food, and the right to education.1 The grouping
of rights as socio-economic rights is usually seen in contradistinction with civil and
political rights. Theories that use categorization of rights with connotations that make
economic and social rights of secondary importance and unenforceable are strongly
objected. In this article the rights are named as a group for ease of reference
considering their relevance to economic and social aspects of societal life and in
recognition of the way they are usually referred to, less the negative connotations.
Socio-economic rights have been afforded legal protection in various instruments at
different levels, This contribution is about the protection of the rights in the Ethiopian
legal system.

Researcher and Doctoral Candidate, Institute for Human Rights, Abo Akademi University, Abo/Turku,
Finland, salemahu?,abo.fi LLB (Addis Ababa University), LLM (University of Pretoria)

F Coomans, "Some Introductory Remarks on the Justiciability of Economic and Social Rights in a
Comparative Constitutional Context" in F Coomans (ed.) Justiciability of Economic and Social Rights:
Experiences from Domestic Systems, (Intersentia, 2006), 4, Coomans further identifies the right to
property as an economic right. But this right is also associated with civil liberties for its importance as a
basis of freedom See C. Krause, 'The Right to Property' in A. Eide et al (eds.) Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights.: A Textbook, 2d edition (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff 2001), 197. But considering its
relevance to the physical aspects of such rights as the right to housing and the right to food, we treat the
right to property as a socio-economic right as well.
2 Professor Karel Vasak's 1979 hypothesis of three generation of rights by which civil and political rights
were first generation rights while socio-economic rights were second generation rights is objectionable in
so far as it gives the impression that the latter are secondary in status and emerged latter in the
development of human rights. For a discussion of the hypothesis, see Carl Wellman, "Solidarity, the
Individual and Human Rights", 23 Human Rights Quarterly 639 (2000), and J Oloka-Onyango and S
Tamale, "'The Personal is Political', or Why Women's Rights are Indeed Human Rights: An African
Perspective on International Feminism" (1995) 17 Human Rights Quarterly 691, 711 (expressing
misgivings about the idea of generation of rights). See also A Bide and A Rosas, "Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights: A Universal Challenge" in Eide et al (n 1 above) (providing that the history of the
evolution of human rights at the national level does not make it possible to place the emergence of
different human rights into clear-cut stages); and A Eide, "Economic, Social and Cultural Rights as
Human Rights" in Eide et al (n I above), 9, 12-16 (explaining the thesis that economic and social rights
found acceptance at the international level before civil and political rights did).
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Domestic systems are the primary fora for the effective protection and implementation
of all human rights? In the positive law of a particular state, economic and social rights
may be protected through inclusion in the Bill of Rights of the Constitution, as
Directive Principles of State Policy (DPSP), through constitutional reference to
relevant international human rights treaties, and/or through domestic legislation, The
enforceability or justiciability of these rights by judicial and quasi-judicial organs is an
effective strategy to monitoring their implementation. It should, however, be noted that
maling rights justiciable (by providing for rights and obligations in legal instruments
and subjecting them to judicial enforcement) is only one of the ways of protecting
them.5 Policy and related measures should also be taken to realize economic and social
rights. That is why the usage of the term "protection" rather than "justiciability" of
rights should be given eminence in relation to steps to realize human rights in general
and socio-economic rights in particular.

In laying down framework for the domestic protection of economic and social rights,
much attention is given to their constitutional entrenchment, their protection in
ordinary legislations and their justiciability before judicial and quasi-judicial organs.6

These are indeed among the major vehicles of giving effect to social and economic
rights. However, the place of relevant international human rights instruments in the
domestic legal system, the existence of policy framework which identifies responsible
organs and sets time-frame for the implementation of each form of economic and
social fight, and the availability of a procedure that allows any person or civil society
organizations to institute cases on behalf of victims of socio-econor-ic rights violations
(action popularis) are also determinant factors. Among these factors, the incorporation
or otherwise of socio-economic rights in a state's constitution either as part of the Bill
of Rights or in DPSP and the place or status of relevant international treaties to a
certain extent determine the degree to which the rights may be protected through
specific legislation or policies.

This article deals with the constitutional protection of economic and social rights in
Ethiopia by reviewing the relevant provisions of the Constitution of the Federal

This is mainly because of their relative accessibility to the disadvantaged group in a society and that they
have more effective enforcement mechanism. See General Comment No. 9 of the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on the domestic application of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR): 03/12/98, E/C. 12/1998/24, para, 4.
4 F Viljoen, "National Legislation as a Source of Justiciable Socio-economic Rights" (2005), ESR Review,
Vol. 6 No. 3, 7.
s M Scheinin, "Economic and Social Rights as Legal Rights" in A Eide et al (eds.) Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights: A Textbook, (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff publ., 1995), 41, 62. See also J Cottrell & Y
Ghai "The Role of the Courts in the Protection of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights" in Y Ghai & G
Cottrell (eds), Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in Practice: The Role of Judges in Implementing
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, (INTERIGFITS, 2004) 88 (contending that the classical role'of
justiciabiltiy is that of last resort - one goes to court when all else fails - and that when used as a last
resort in connection with socio-economic rights, adjudication would become less opposed and necessary).
6 See for instance, S Liebenberg "The Protection of Economic and Social Rights in Domestic Legal
Systems" in Eide et al (n I above), 55-84.
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Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (hereinafter FDRE Constitution)7 and discussing the
status of pertinent human rights treaties in the domestic legal system. The justiciability
of socio-economic rights in the FDRE Constitution and relevant treaties is also studied
As what is on the papers does not tell the whole story, the practice is also visited.
While we recognize the paramount importance of specialized legislation providing for
specific fights and procedures, and policy instruments, it is the limitation of this paper
that it does not address them. The article does not also have the pretense of
exhaustively dealing with all the issues it raises.

. Economic and Social Rights in the FDRE Constitution

The entrenchment of economic and social rights as fundamental norms of
constitutional legal order through their incorporation in the bill of rights with
stern amendment requirements and their judicial enforceability8 provide a very
strong basis for the protection of the rights. There have, however, been
principled objections to the inclusion of socio-economic rights in the bill of
rights of constitutions and their justiciability. The objections relate to the legal
nature of the rights (that they entail imprecise obligations that are not amenable
for enforcement by courts of law) and the legitimacy and competence of courts
and other quasi-judicial organs to monitor their implementation.9 At the center
of the objections is the basic argument that socio-economic rights entail
positive and resource dependent obligations for the decision on which courts
are not well placed.10

The objections nevertheless are based on a 'rigid and formalistic conception of
the doctrine of separation of powers'- charging that the judiciary (with its

7Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Proclamation No. 1/1995 (hereinafter citedas FDRE Constitution). Ethiopia is a federal state and the regional states do also have constitutions which
are generally modeled after the FDRE Constitution. As the title may suggest, this article deals with theprotection of socio-economic rights in the system established by the Federal Constitution.

The term "enforceability" is often used interchangeably with "justiciability" when they relate to rights.By "judicial enforceability" of rights, we mean their applicability by courts or other organs with judicial
vower in concrete cases.

See the debate on the inclusion of socio-economic fights in the South African Constitution in the South
African Journal on Human Rights Vol. 8 (1992), and especially see: E Mureinik "Beyond a Charter ofLuxuries., Economic Rights in the Constitution", and D Davis "The Case against the Inclusion of Socio-economic Demands in a Bill of Rights Except as Directive Principles". See also: S Muralidhar "Judicial
Enforcement of Economic and Social Rights: The Indian Scenario" in Coomans (n 1 above), 237 257; andD Brand, 'Socio-economic rights and courts in South Africa Justiciability on a Sliding Scale' in Coomans
(n I above), 207 225.

o' It is argued that there may be a range of appropriate policy solutions to realize a particular socio-economic right, and judges are not equipped to decide which is most suited, and that courts cannot alwaysanticipate the 'knock-on' effects of their orders on other areas of budgetary and social policy. See the
observations of the South African Constitutional Court in Minister of Health and Others v Treatment
Action Campaign and Others (no. 2) 2002 (5) SA 721 (CC), (also called the TAC Case) para. 37. Also see,M Pieterse "Coming to terms with judicial enforcement of socio-economic rights" 20 South African
Journal on Human Rights (2004) 383, 3 89-399.
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unelected judges) exceeds its role in enforcing socio-economic rights with often
significant budgetary impact and that such decisions should be left to the
elected legislature.1' They are based on the wrong assumption that there is
bright line separating the mandates of the legislative, executive and judicial
branches of govermnent from one another, and fail to 'heed to the modem
conception of separation of powers that allows 'checks and balances' - the
functions of one branch serving to monitor the activities of the other and to
place limits on the power exerted by the other branches. They also fail to see
that many civil and political rights such as the rights to vote, equality, freedom
of speech and a fair trial also involve questions of social policy and have
budgetary implications and yet their incorporation in constitutional bill of rights
is never objected.12 While economic and social rights have been incorporated in
justiciable bill of rights of some constitutions13 , the objections have in some
systems, such as Ireland and India, had the effect of putting them in what are
called "Directive Principles of State/Social Policy" (DPSP) - policy objectives
that are meant to guide implementation of a constitution and the governance of
a state - which are rendered expressly non-justiciable." The FDRE
Constitution sets a unique example in enshrining socio-economic rights both in
the Bill of Rights and in what it calls "National Policy Principles and
Objectives" which are akin to DPSP. The practical application of the
constitutional provisions through both legal and non-legal mechanisms ensures
the realization of socio-economic rights in the country. The following sub-
sections discuss the extent to which the rights are protected by the Constitution.

It See Pieterse (as above), 389. See also J Waldron, "The Core of the Case against Judicial Review" 115
Yale Law Journal (2006), 1346.
12 Liebenberg (n 6 above) 58. The South African Constitutional Court made the same observation in
certifying the 1996 Constitution in the case: Ex Parte Chairperson of the Constitutional Assembly: In re
Certfication of the Republic ofSouth Africa, 1996, 1996 (4) SA 744 (CC), 1996 (10) BCLR 1253 (CC),
paras. 76-78 (the Constitutional court has also observed that at the very minimum, socio-economic rights
can be negatively protected from improper invasion). The objections are also premised on the wrong belief
that judicial intervention in socio-economic rights cases is directed at budgetary rearrangement. The role
of the judiciary in such cases should be seen as one of checking legislative and executive actions against
standards derivable from constitutional provisions rather than direct involvement in budgetary decision-
making processes.
13 For example see the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996), sections 26 - 29.
14 See the Constitution of Ireland (1937), article 45 (providing that the principles 'shall not be cognizable
by any court under any of the provisions of this constitution'), and the Constitution of India (1949/1950),
articles 36 - 51 (article 37 provides that the DPSP 'shall not be enforceable by any court, but the principles
therein laid down are nevertheless fundamental in the governance of the country and it shall be the duty of
the state to apply the principles in making laws'). See also the Constitution ofLerotho (1993), Chapter III;
and the Constitution of the Republic of Ghana (1993), Chapter 6.
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1.1 Rights Protected

The FDRE Constitution is the supreme law of the land and any law, customary practice
or a decision of an organ of state or a public official which contravenes it shall be of no
effect. Chapter three of the Constitution provides for a long list of fundamental rightsand freedoms in which an impressive array of classical human rights are included.'6
Article 105 of the Constitution finally closes with an extremely stringent requirement
for the amendment of the Chapter on fundamental rights and freedoms.'7 Among the
rights and freedoms, Aarticle 41 of the Constitution, which is entitled "economic,
social and cultural rights", provides:

(1) Every Ethiopian has the right to engage freely in economic
activity and to pursue a livelihood of his choice anywhere within the
national territory. (2) Every Ethiopian has the right to choose his or
her means of livelihood, occupation and profession. (3) Every
Ethiopian national has the right to equal access to publicly funded
social services. (4) The State has the obligation to allocate ever
increasing resources to provide to the public health, education and
other social services. (5) The State shall, within available means,
allocate resources to provide rehabilitation and assistance to the
physically and mentally disabled, the aged, and to children who are
left without parents or guardian.

Article 41 does hot provide for all the rights falling within the realm of
economic and social rights in black letters as one would hope by looking at its
title. Its provisions are so crude that it is difficult to identify the rights
guaranteed and the extent of protection afforded to them. Sub-articles 1, 2 and
3, which guarantee freedom to engage in economic activities, the right to
choose such engagement and non-discriminatory access to publicly funded
services are basic to all sorts of economic and social rights. Sub-article 4
stipulates the state's obligation to progressively realize the rights through the
allocation of ever-increasing resources. It does also provide indicative listing of
the socio-economic rights, which the state should realize progressively within
the limits of its available resources. The usage of phrases like "publicly funded
social services" allows us to read many of the conventional economic and social

1 Article 9 of the FDRE Constitution.
1 Articles 14 - 44 of the FDRE Constitution.
1 As different from the requirement for the amendment of other provisions, article 105 of the FDRE
Constitution requires the approval of the majority in all State Councils, and two-third majority of theHouse of Peoples' Representatives as well as that of the House of Federation for the amendment of theprovisions of the Constitution on fundamental rights and freedoms.
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rights into Article 41. The same can be said in relation to the provision of
rehabilitation and assistance to some vulnerable groups under sub-article 5.

Based on the indicative listing under Article 41/4, we may say that the right to
health" and the right to education are guaranteed. One may also add the rights
to housing, to social security, to safe and potable water, to food etc. from the
open-ended phrase "...and other social services". Article 43/1 of the
Constitution firther provides that "The Peoples of Ethiopia as a whole, and
each Nation, Nationality and People in Ethiopia in particular have the right to
improved living standards and to sustainable development". Despite the
collective fashion in which it defines the right, this article may be interpreted as
including such socio-economic rights as the rights to adequate food, closing and
housing that are listed to define "adequate standard of living" under Article
11/1 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR). But still, however liberal one may be in interpreting the above
provisions of the Constitution, there still remains the problem of delimiting the
scope of the rights that might be said to have been guaranteed. Talking about
the right to health for example, can we say that the right to emergency medical
services is guaranteed? Similarly , can we say that the right to free and
compulsory primary education for all is guaranteed? What about the right
against forced eviction? The letters of Articles 41 and 42 do not provide clear
answers to these questions.

The right to work (of labour) is the one socio-economic right that the
Constitution defined in some detail. It states under Article 42 that certain
category of workers (factory and service workers, farmers, farm labourers, other
rural workers and government employees) "have the right to form associations
to improve their conditions of employment and economic well-being." The
rights specifically guaranteed include: the right to form trade unions, the right
to strike, the right of women to equal pay for equal work, and the right to
reasonable limitation of working hours, to rest, -to leisure, to periodic leaves
with pay, to remuneration for public holidays as well as healthy and safe work
environment. The relatively detailed and robust constitutional provisions do
have some worrying internal limitations though. Firstly, Article 42 provides for
the right of those who already have a job and does not actually provide for the
right to get one. Secondly, the exercise of trade union fights is limited to
specific category of workers "whose work compatibility allows for it and who
are below a certain level of responsibility". This is an open qualifier that may be
used to make the rights of no practical significance. The rights are also

iS The official Arnharic version of the sub-article shows that the English phrase "public health" is used in
lieu of the "right to health".
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subjected to laws that determine government employees who enjoy them and
establish procedures for the formation of trade unions and for the regulation of
the collective bargaining process.

As shall be discussed below, the ratification of the ICESCR and other pertinent
treaties and the status given to these instruments by the FDRE Constitution
solves many of the problems that arise from the crudity and resulting non-
clarity of the constitutional articles discussed above. Progressive interpretation
of other provisions of 'the constitution does also help strengthen the protection
of socio-economic rights, i.e., the rights may be read into provisions of the
Constitution on such rights as the right to life.' 9 It can, therefore, be said in
general that the Constitution guarantees economic and social rights.

Chapter ten of the FDRE Constitution is devoted to "National Policy Principles
and Objectives" with which any organ of government at both Federal and State
levels shall be guided in the implementation of the Constitution, other laws and
public policies.20 Articles 89 and 90 of the Constitution provide for the
economic and social objectives, respectively. Under the economic objectives,
the Government has the duty to, among others, formulate policies that ensure
equal benefit from the country's legacy of intellectual and material resources,
and equal opportunity for all to improve their economic conditions. The social
objectives require that policies shall aim to provide all Ethiopians access to
public health and education, clean water, housing, food and social security to
the extent the country's resources permit.

The national policy objectives and principles are the DPSP of the FDRE
Constitution. While Article 41 and other relevant provisions of the Constitution
protect economic and social rights as entitlements of individuals and groups,
Articles 89 and 90 extend this protection by requiring the government to
develop policies that ensure the enjoyment of the rights by citizens. As opposed
to the former, the policy objectives are not directly enforceable by courts, i.e.,

19 Articles 14 and 15 of the FDRE Constitution guarantee an inviolable and inalienable right to life which
would be devoid of much breath without protection of the rights to food, shelter, health care and other
necessities of life (see Francis Coralie Mullin Vs. The Administrator, Union Territory of Delhi [(1981) 2
SCR 516]). Article 35 of the Constitution guarantees the right to equality of women in general, which
extends to the right to enjoyment of economic and social rights, and the rights of this group of people in
relation to work, health, education etc. According to article 35/9, for instance, in order to safeguard their
health, women have the right of access to family planning education, information and capacity. Article 36
of the Constitution provides for the rights of children relating to work, education, health and well-being.
For example, article 36/l/d provides that every child has the right not to be subjected to work that is
hazardous or harmful to his or her health or well-being. Article 40 of the Constitution protects the
economic right to property which as indicated hereinabove is pertinent to the physical aspects of such
rights as the right to housing. '
20 Article 85 of the FDRE Constitution.
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they are not directly justiciable.2 The latter are, however, to be used as tools
that guide the interpretation and construction of fundamental rights and
freedoms of the FDRE Constitution that include Article 41 and the other
provisions with relevance to socio-economic rights. They could be used to give
content to the sparse provisions of Article 41 on socio-economic rights. Poli6ies
should also be developed and implemented with due respect to fundamental
rights. Detailed policies that identify responsible organs and set time frame for
implementation are the major vehicles of giving effect to the policy objectives
and principles. By virtue of Articles 89 and 90 of the FDRE Constitution, the
Ethiopian government is duty bound to adopt and implement such policies in all
areas of economic and social rights.

1.2 The Judicial Enforceability of Constitutionally Protected Rights

Article 13 (1) of the FDRE Constitution puts strong responsibility and duty on
all Federal and State legislative, executive and judicial organs at all levels to
respect and enforce fundamental rights and freedoms. By imposing the
responsibility of respecting and enforcing the fiudamental rights and freedoms
(including the guaranteed economic and social rights) on the judiciary, this
article has given a justiciable dimension to the rights. The duty of the judiciary
to enforce the rights is an expression of the subjection of the fundamental rights
and freedoms provided by the Constitution to judicial application. Article 37 (1)
further provides that everyone has the right to bring a justiciable matter to, and
to obtain a decision or judgment by, a court of law or any other competent body
with judicial power.2 2

21 Note that the FDRE Constitution, as opposed to those of Ireland and India, has not incorporated a clear
provision that the policy principles and objectives are non-justiciable. We argue that they are not 'directly'
justiciable because Chapter ten of the Constitution does not provide to that effect and also because article
85 of the Constitution says that the principles and objectives guide in the implementation of laws and
policies than they themselves be applied by courts. It is submitted, nevertheless, that the inclusion of
socio-economic rights in DPSP does not put them out of the total reach of courts. At a minimum, the
implementation of the directive principles by the executive should not violate fundamental rights and the
latter may be interpreted in the light of the DPSP. If, for instance, a policy adopted to realize the right to
health (as a DPSP) happens to be discriminatory (the right to equality and non-discrimination being part of
the bill of rights), Courts may intervene. In India the Constitution, as noted hereinbefore, requires all
organs of the state to treat the DPSP as fundamental in the governance of the country and the Supreme
Court turned the principles to justiciable guarantees by reading them with the fundamental rights. In two
cases (Mohini Jain v State ofKarnataka, (1992) 3 SCC 666, AIR (1992) SC 1858 and Unni Kkrishnan JP
v State of Andhra Paradesh, (1993) 1 SCR 594, AIR 1993 SC 2178) which concerned the right to
education, the Indian Supreme Court held that fundamental rights and DPSP are complementary because
what is fundamental in the governance of the country could be no less significant than that which was
fundamental in the life of an individual.
22 The Provisions of article 37 of the Constitution show that justiciability of rights may be ensured through
institutions with judicial power other than proper courts of law. In one case, the Federal Supreme Court
interpreted the article as including organs such as the National Electoral Board of Ethiopia in respect of its
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On the other hand, Article 83 (1) of the Constitution, entitled "Interpretation of
the Constitution", provides that all constitutional disputes shall be decided by
the House of Federation. According to Article 84, the House of Federation
exercises this power upon the recommendations of the Council of
Constitutional Inquiry that it is necessary to interpret the Constitution.23 These
provisions have served as ground for the insistence of some courts and lawyers
of the country against directly applying constitutional provisions - considering
cases in which constitutional provisions are invoked as "constitutional
disputes".24 Ethiopian Courts generally tend to decide cases based on ordinary
legislations even where parties to a dispute invoke constitutional provisions.
While legislations take primacy in their application to specific cases, they

jurisdiction to decide on electoral complaints. See National Electoral Board v. Oromo FederalistDemocratic Movement, Appeal, File No. 21387, judgment of 27 September 2005. Such other institutionsalso include the Human Rights Commission and the Institution of the Ombudsman which were establishedby Proclamation 210 /2000 (a Proclamation to Provide for the Establishment of the Human RightsCommission, Proclamation No. 210 /2000, Addis Ababa, 4 July, 2000) and Proclamation 211 12000 (aProclamation to Provide for the Establishment of the Institution of the Ombudsmat, Proclamation No. 211/2000, Addis Ababa, 4 July, 2000), respectively. Article 6 of the proclamation that established the formerstates that it has the powers and duties to ensure that the human rights and freedoms recognized by theConstitution are respected by all citizens, organs of state, -political organizations and other associations aswell as by their representative officials; and ensure that laws, regulations and directives as well asgovernment decisions and orders do not contravene the human rights of citizens guaranteed by theConstitution. It is interesting to see also that article 1(5) of the Proclamation defines "Human Right" asincluding fundamental rights and freedoms recognized under the Constitution and those enshrined in theinternational agreements ratified by Ethiopia. According to article 6(1) of the Proclamation thatestablished the Institution of the Ombudsman, it shall have powers and duties to ensure that directives and
decisions given by executive organs do not contravene the constitutional rights of citizens. Theestablishment of these institutions with the mandates given to them would definitely contribute to thejusticiability of the constitutionally recognized socio-economic rights. While it had to wait until 2005 forthe two institutions to start actually functioning, they recently have adopted strategic plans and have begunoperating through field offices as well. These quasi-judicial institutions and their mechanisms reinforce the
justiciability of human rights, including economic and sociabrights, in Ethiopia.

The provisions of articles 83 and 84 of the FDRE Constitution basically define the mandate andprocedure for "constitutional review" - power to control the constitutionality of laws and decisions. Thisarticle is not interested in dealing with constitutional review in Ethiopia in any detail. For discussions onthe Ethiopian approach to constitutional review, see Y T Fessha "Judicial Review and Democracy: aNormative Discourse, on the (Novel) Ethiopian Approach to Constitutional Review" (2006) 14 African
Journal of International and Comparative, Law, No. 1, 53-82; and A Fiseha "Federalism and theAdjudication of Constitutional Issues: the Ethiopian Experience" (2005) 52 Netherlands International Law
Review, No. 1, 1-30.
24See Fessha (n 23 above), 79-80 (observing that there is a practice of shying away from considering theprovisions of the Constitution including those in the bill of rights even when parties invoke them). See alsoT Regassa, "State Constitutions in Federal Ethiopia: A Preliminary Observation, A Summary of theBellagio Conference", March 22-27, 2004, page 3, available at <http://www.camlaw.rutgers.edu/statecon/
subpapers/regassa.pdf> (accessed on 27.04.2007). In one workshop (Training of Judges, organized by theFederal Supreme Court in Cooperation with USAID, summer 2001, Adama, Ethiopia) in which this authortook part, most judges of the Oromiya Regional State took the position that articles 83 and 84 of theConstitution in effect debar them from directly applying constitutional provisions, especially when theconstitutionality of a law or decision is in issue.
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should be placed in their proper constitutional context and in some cases

(including cases involving socio-economic rights) it may be imperative to apply

constitutional provisions owing to the absence of pertinent ordinary legislation.

Courts have also referred cases in which constitutional provisions (including the

ones in which fundamental rights and freedoms) are invoked, especially those

in which the constitutionality of a law or decision was an issue, to the Council

of Constitutional Inquiry which in one instance went to the extent of finally

deciding the case as presented to the court.25 The general practice of avoidance

by courts of adjudication of cases based on constitutional provisions is

symptomatic of what would befall economic and social rights cases that invoke

the relevant provisions of the Constitution though such cases have so far been

rare, if not absent.

A deeper scrutiny of the relevant laws shows that the mandate of the House of

Federation (and the Council of Constitutional Inquiry) "to interpret" the

Constitution does not exclude courts from applying constitutional provisions on

' The judgment of the Federal First Instance Court in the case taken by an opposition political party called

Coalition for Unity and Democracy (CUD) against the ban of assembly and demonstration by the Prime

Minister of Ethiopia in Addis Ababa and its vicinities after the May 2005 elections stands as one good

example. See Coalition for Unity and Democracy v. Prime Minister Meles Zenawi Asres, Federal First

Instance Court, File No. 54024, decision of 3 June 2005. CUD argued that the Cqurt has juri§dictibn over

the matter by reciting constitutional (articles 13(1) and article 37) and legislative provisions that establish

that the human rights provisions of the Constitution are enforceable by courts. It further argued that

ordinary legislation have constitutional bases and, with the express wish to preclude the court from

referring the case to the Council of Constitutional Inquiry, it stressed that the suit was based on the

Proclamation to Establish the Procedure for Peaceful Demonstration and Public Political Meeting

(Proclamation No. 3/1991, Negarit Gazeta 50th Year No. 4, Addis Ababa, 12 August, 1991). The Court

framed the issue as: whether the directive of the Prime Minister, whose constitutional power as the chief

executive it underlined, was in contravention with the Constitution. It then referred the matter to the

Council of Constitutional Inquiry by invoking the provisions of articles 17 and 21 of Proclamation

250/2001, according to which courts may refer cases in which the constitutionality of the decision of a

government official is disputed and the interpretation of the Constitution is needed - without considering

the issue in light of Proclamation 3/1991 and the clarity or otherwise of the relevant constitutional

provisions. Neither did the Council of Constitutional Inquiry consider whether there was a "constitutional

dispute" giving rise to its jurisdiction. It rather took it upon itself to decide the case as presented to the

court by concluding that the directive issued by the Prime Minister was not unconstitutional. See Council

of Constitutional Inquiry, decision taken on a regular meeting of 14 June 2005 (on file with author). This

decision was sent to the Court, but the case was not reopened on the same matter as the contested ban of

assembly and demonstration had expired. Surprisingly, from the records of the Court and the Council, the

matter was not referred to the House of Federation. As can be gathered from articles 83 and 84 of the

FDRE Constitution and also the provisions of proclamations discussed below, this is lamentable. Though

suggestive of the Council's erroneous understanding of its mandate, this is not the general practice in the

exercise by the Council of its power in relation to constitutional disputes as there is evidence that the

House of Federation gives the final decision, See, for instance, the House of Federation of the Federal

Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Ist Term 5th Year, Minutes of Extraordinary Meeting, Addis Ababa, 7

July 2000 (on file with author). The representative of the Council of Constitutional Inquiry submitted

recommendations on two issues of constitutionality which were referred to it by the House of Federation

itself (which received them from the sources first) and the latter took final decision.
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fundamental rights and freedoms. A close look at the provisions of Article 84 of
the Constitution and Articles 6, 17 and 21 of the Council of Constitutional
Inquiry Proclamation shows clearly that "constitutional disputes" are those in
which the constitutionality of laws or decisions is contested and/or those which
make the interpretation of some constitutional provisions necessary.26 It may be
that the precise meaning and scope of a constitutional provision is disputed or
that a legislation invoked by parties or relied on by the court, or a decision
given by a government organ or official is contested or considered to be
inconsistent with the Constitution. Such instances may give rise to
"constitutional disputes" that make constitutional interpretation necessary.
When such disputes arise in a case already before a court of law, the court is not
precluded from entertaining and ultimately deciding the case.27 The court will
submit a legal issue to the Council of Constitutional Inquiry only if it believes
that there is a need for an authoritative constitutional interpretation in deciding
the case. If the court believes that the constitutional provision in question is
clear, it can apply it without referral to the Council.28

The above show that the mandate of the House of Federation to interpret the
Constitution does not affect the power of the courts to adjudicate disputes that
are based on the provisions of fundamental rights and freedoms including those
on economic and social rights. The duty of the judiciary to enforce the rights

26 Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation, Proclamation No. 250/2001, Federal Negaril Gazeta
7th Year No. 40, Addis Ababa, 6 July 2001. See also Proclamation to Consolidate the House of Federation
of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and to define its Powers and Responsibilities,
Proclamation No. 251/2001, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 7th Year No. 41, Addis Ababa, 6 July 2001.
According to articles 6 and 17 of Proclamation No. 250/2001, the power of the Council of Inquiry is to
investigate constitutional disputes (including disputes relating to constitutionality of laws) and submit
recommendations to the House of Federation if it finds that it is necessary to interpret the Constitution.
These articles as well as article 21 indicate in essence that for the mandate of the Council to be invoked,
there should be an issue that necessitates constitutional interpretation in the first place. For an argument
that both Courts and the House of Federation should have power to decide on constitutionality of laws and
decisions, see A Fiseha (n 23 above), 19-22 (this author fails to address the issue of whether there should
be a need to "interpret" specific constitutional provisions - for lack of clarity or some other reason - for the
jurisdiction of the House of Federation to come into the picture).
27 See article 21, Proclamation No. 250/2001 (n 26 above). The court forwards only the legal issue that, it
considers, needs to be interpreted and keeps the case pending before it for final decision after receiving the
authoritative interpretation of the House of Federation. According to article 22, even when an interested
party believes that there is a need for constitutional interpretation, the party shall first present his request to
the court that has handled the case and can only go to the Council of Inquiry by way of appeal.
2R The Supreme Court of the Amhara Regional State has demonstrated a perfectunderstanding of the type
of issues that call for the mandate of the Council of Inquiry in one exceptional case that concerned the
right to bail (State V Haile Meles and other, Supreme Court of Amhara Regional State, File No. 21/90,
decision of 1998 (1990 E.C.)). The defense argued that the Criminal Procedure Code of Ethiopia is
unconstitutional in as far as it denies bail for suspects accused of crimes that entail imprisonment for
fifteen years or more. The court decided that the contested provision (article 63) of the Criminal Procedure
Code was not unconstitutional because the right to bail under article 19(6) of the FDRE Constitution has
clear exceptions.
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enshrined in the Constitution definitely extends to applying the provisions to
concrete cases. While this provision of Article 13(1) makes the fundamental
rights and freedoms of the Constitution justiciable, Article 37(1) makes
bringing justiciable matters before judicial and quasi-judicial organs and getting
decision thereon a right. That ordinary courts have jurisdiction over cases
arising under the Constitution is further confirmed by Article 3(1) of the
Federal Courts Proclamation.2 9 The position of the courts of the country that
they have no power to entertain and decide cases in which constitutional
provisions are invoked is therefore wrong and hence should be changed.

II. Relevant Human Rights Treaties

Out of the international human rights instruments relevant to the protection of
economic and social rights, Ethiopia has acceded to the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) on 11 September 1993, the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) on 10 October 1981, and the Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC) on 13 June 1991.30 While the first of these instruments is wholly devoted
to socio-economic and cultural rights, the latter two respectively enmtsh
women and children specific economic and social rights. At the regional level,
the State has ratified the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights
(ACHPR) on 15 June 1998, and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare
of the Child (ACRWC) on 27 December 2002.31 Both these African instruments
protect economic and social rights with other group of rights. Ethiopia is bound
by all the above human rights instruments and its citizens are entitled to the
socio-economic rights they provide for.

Under its supremacy clause, the FDRE Constitution provides that all
international agreements ratified by Ethiopia are an integral part of the law of
the land (Article 9 (4)). This means that the relevant provisions of instruments
like the ICESCR, CEDAW, CRC, ACHPR32 and ACRWC, with the standard of

29 Federal Courts Proclamation, Proclamation No. 25/1996, Federal Negarit Gazeta 2nd Year No. 13,
Addis Ababa, 15th February, 1996. Article 3(1) enounces "Federal Courts shall have jurisdiction over
cases arising under the Constitution, Federal Laws and International Treaties".
30 See Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, available at
<http://www.ohchr.org/english/countries/ratification> (accessed on 18.04.2007).

1 See African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, available at
<http://www.achpr.org/englishl_info/index ratificationsen.html> (accessed on 18.04.2007).
32 The list of economic and social rights guaranteed by the ACHPR is not exhaustive as it fails to provide
for the rights to housing, food, social security etc. The African Commission on Human and Peoples'
Rights, the monitoring organ established by the ACHPR, has however read the right to housing and the
right to food into the Charter. See Social and Economic Rights Action Center and Center for Economic
and Social Rights v. Nigeria, Comm. No. 155/96 (2001), African Human Rights Law Reports 2001
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protection they accord to economic and social rights, are part of the laws of
Ethiopia. Accordingly, in addition to the rights protected by Article 41 of the
Constitution, the provisions of the above listed instruments on economic and
social rights are part of the laws of Ethiopia and hence the argument that such
rights are duly protected in the Ethiopian legal system.33

The protection of socio-economic rights through Articles 41 and 9 (4) of the
Constitution is further strengthened by Article 13 (2) which provides that "the
fundamental rights and freedoms shall be interpreted in a manner conforming to
the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, International
Covenants on, Human Rights and International instruments adopted by
Ethiopia.'34 This means that the economic and social rights enshrined in the
Constitution shall be interpreted in line with the relevant provisions of
instruments like the ICESCR, CEDAW, CRC and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR) which also incorporates socio-economic rights 35 Such
interpretation helps alleviate the problems resulting from the fact that Article 41

(Center for Human Rights, University of Pretoria) p. 60 - 75. It is believed also that it departs from the
other international treaties in that it does not attach the qualification of progressive realization to the
economic and social rights it incorporates. See C A Odinkalu "Analysis of Paralysis or Paralysis by
Analysis? Implementing Economic, Social and Cultural Rights under the African Charter on Human and
Peoples' Rights" (2001) 23 Human Rights Quarterly, 327, 349. There is, however, a stronger case for
understanding the obligation that the ACHPR imposes on states as one to realize the economic and social
rights progressively within available resources at least in as far as positive (resource dependent)
obligations are concerned. See C Mbazira "The Right to Health and the Nature of Socio-economic Rights
Obligations under the African Charter: The Purohit Case" (2005), ESR Review, Vol. 6 No. 4, 15 - 18.
3 Ethiopia follows the monist tradition where international treaties become an integral part of national law
upon ratification. For a discussion on the monist/dualist distinction and the fallacies involved therein, see
F Viljoen, Inernational Human Rights Law in Africa, (Oxford University Press, 2007), 530 - 538 (after
reviewing the problems with the monist/dualist classification and cases where the adoption of internal
legislative measures domesticating provisions of treaties that were made integral part of national law by
constitutions was required for their application, Viljoen argues that the deceptive label of 'monism' should
be discarded in favour of an approach of making treaty provisions applicable without further domestic
enactments). We argue that the provisions of treaties ratified by Ethiopia (as par of the law of the land) are
applicable by the courts of the country without further need for a formal step of issuing any such
enactment as "domesticating legislation".
34 It is worth noting also that where a constitutional dispute relating to the fundamental rights and
freedoms enshrined in the Constitution is submitted to the Council of Constitutional Inquiry, it shall
interpret the provision in question in a manner conforming to the principles of the UDHR, International
Covenants on Human Rights and International Instruments adopted by Ethiopia. See Proclamation No.
250/2001 (n 26 above), article 20(2).

One may say that the requirement of interpretation in accordance with the international instruments may
also be an indication that these instruments are hierarchically (at least) parallel to the Constitution. there is,however, the argument that considering that international instruments get ratified by the organ that issues
legislations, the House of Peoples' Representatives (article 55(12) of the FDRE Constitution) and that the
Constitution is the supreme law of the land (article 9 (1)), international human rights treaties are
hierarchically below the Constitution and have a status equal to legislations. Accordingly, if for instance a
provision of a human rights treaty ratified by Ethiopia is inconsistent with the Bill of Rights, the latter
prevails
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and other relevant provisions of the Constitution are terse, vague or too general
in their formulation. By making use of the provisions of instruments like the
ICESCR, the provisions of Articles 41, 42, 43 and other relevant articles of the
Constitution can be interpreted to have guaranteed classical economic and
social rights.

By making international human rights treaties ratified by Ethiopia part of the law of the
land, Article 9(4) of the Constitution extends the jurisdiction of Ethiopian courts to
applying their provisions. Some believe that even if a ratified treaty is part of domestic
law, the direct applicability of its provisions would depend on whether its provisions
are "self-executing", i.e., whether it specifies in a rather clear way the entitlements of
individuals or groups and the extent of the duties imposed on the state." In the first
place, the characterization of treaty provisions as "self-executing" in the context of
justiciability of rights is rejected for want of strong jurisprudential foundation.7

Secondly and more importantly, considering that legal rules are expressed in
unavoidably vague wording38 and that it is in the power of courts to interpret rights to
decide their exact content, treaty provisions that are made part of domestic law should
be directly applicable. The inclusion of the ratified treaties as part of the law of the
land should therefore be enough for courts to be able to apply their provisions.

There actually is legal basis for the direct applicability of provisions of ratified treaties
by Ethiopian courts. Article 3(1) of the Federal Courts Proclamation specifically
provides that Federal Courts shall have jurisdiction over intemtional treaties and
Article -6(1) of the same proclamation states that Federal Courts shall settle cases or
disputes submitted to them on the basis of, among others, international treaties. In
practice, however, litigants as well as courts avoid referring to international human
rights instruments even in cases perfectly covered by treaties ratified by Ethiopia40, and

3 See Coomans (n I above), 7, and Viljoen (n 33 above), 533.
7 See M Scheinin "Direct Applicability of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: A Critique of the

Doctrine of Self-executing Treaties" in K Drzewicki et al (eds.) Social Rights as Human Rights: A
European Challenge (Institute for Human Rights, Abo Akademi University, 1994) 73.

-H.L.A. Hart, The Concept of Law (1963), Chapter VII.
9 Proclamation No. 25/1996 (n 29 above).

40 The very limited number of cases in which international instruments were applied are exceptions. One
such exception is the very first decision of the Federal High Court in the trial of officials of the previous
(Derg) regime for genocide, namely, Special Prosecutor v Col Mengistu Hailemariam and 173 Others,
Federal High Court, Criminal File No. 1/87, Decision of 9 October, 1995 (instruments referred to include:
the UDHR, Convention on the. Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, Convention against
Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment). See S A Yeshanew, Report
and Commentary on "Special Prosecutor v. Mengistu Hailemariam and 173 Others, Federal High Court,
Criminal File No 1/87, Decision of Meskerem 29, 1988 E.C. (9 October, 1995 G.C.)" international Law in
Domestic Courts, ILDC 555 (ET 1995), (Oxford University Press, 2007). See also Dr. Negaso Gidada v.
the House of Peoples' Representatives and the House of Federation, Federal High Court, appeal, Addis
Ababa, Judgment of 4 January 2006 (in affirming the right of the appellant to freedom of opinion and
expression and his right to vote and be elected, the Court referred to articles 18 and 19 of the UDHR and
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, respectively, which it said are part of the law of the
land by virtue of article 9(4) of the Constitution and that in accordance with article 13(2), the fundamental
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many members of the judiciary believe that the rights in ratified international treaties,
which are not otherwise clearly guaranteed in domestic laws, are not justiciable.41

The skewed attitude and practice in relation to the judicial application of provisions of
ratified treaties is, it is believed, partly attributable to the fact that the full texts of such
treaties are not published in the Official Legal Gazette of Ethiopia. Specific
Proclamation with the title of the treaty is usually issued upon the ratification of a
certain international treaty by the House of Peoples Representatives.42 This is in
accordance with Article 71(2) of the Ethiopian Constitution which provides that the
President of the country shall proclaim international agreements approved by the
House of Peoples' Representatives in the Negarit Gazeta. Such proclamations
incorporate an article with a succinct statement that a treaty, indicating its full name,
has been ratified or acceded to. They never reproduce the full text of the treaty in
question and translate the treaty provisions into the official languages of the country.43

What is more striking is the fact that such proclamations (providing that a treaty has
been ratified or acceded to) in the Official Legal Gazette do not exist in relation to
some ratified international human rights treaties including the ICESCR."

rights and freedoms shall be interpreted in conformity with these international instruments). The latter case
demonstrated the perfect use to which article 13(2) of the FDRE Constitution should be put. Some lawyers
argue that the judicial practice in which the provisions of international human rights instruments are rarely
referred to is a result of the fact that domestic law, especially the Constitution, incorporates the provisions
of international instruments. See R Mesele, "Enforcement of Human Rights in Ethiopia", Action
Professionals' Association for the People, 31 August 2002, at 39, available at
<http://www.apapeth.org/Docs/ENFORCEMENT%200F%20HR.pd> (accessed on 24.04.2007). But the
truth is that the Bill of Rights of the FDRE Constitution is not substitutive of the diversified and elaborate
provisions of international human rights treaties. Suffice it to consider the terseness of the provisions of
article 41 on socio-economic rights as it stands. What is more, courts rarely refer to relevant constitutional
provisions either.
41 S A Yeshanew, Protection of the Right to Housing and the Right to Health in Ethiopia: The Legal and
Policy Framework, Action Professionals' Association for the People, April 2006 (Unpublished), 23 (on
file with author) (conclusion reached after interviews with Judges and advocates of the various level of
courts in Ethiopia).
42 See for example, Convention on the Rights of the Child Ratification Proclamation No.10/1992, and
Proclamation to Provide for Accession to the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights,
Proclamation No. 114/1998.
43 The Committee on the Rights of the Child has expressed its concern about the failure to publish the full
text of the Convention on the official gazette. See Concluding Observations of the Committee on the
Rights of the Child: Ethiopia CRC/C/15/Add.144 (31/01/2001), para. 14. The Human Rights Commission
of the Country has now embarked on a project to translate and disseminate the human rights treaties
ratified by Ethiopia in the major languages of the state. Interview with Mr Paulo's Firdissa, head of
Human Rights Education and Research Department, on 31 July 2008.
44 Most international human rights treaties were ratified or acceded to by the Transitional Government of
Ethiopia between 1991 and 1994. While ratification instruments were deposited with the United Nations
and hence the treaties bind Ethiopia, their ratification was not published on the official Gazette, let alone
their full texts. The requirement of article 71(2) of the Constitution that the President shall proclaim
ratified treaties in the official gazette applies to those treaties that are ratified after the entry into force of
the Constitution (1995). It is also argued that the formality of proclamation in the Negarit Gazeta should
not affect the implementation and judicial applicability of the treaties that are duly ratified by the organ
with authority - in this case, the Parliament of the Transitional Period.
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According to Article 2 of the Federal Negarit Gazette Establishment Proclamation, all
Laws of the Federal Government shall be published in the Gazette and all Federal or
Regional legislative, executive and judicial organs as well as any natural or juridical
person shall take judicial notice of Laws so published.45 There is an argument based on
this law that ratified international treaties should be published on the official gazette
for their provision to be implemented at the domestic level.46 But the above provisions
apply to "the laws of the federal government", also called "Federal Laws". And in the
proclamation that defines the jurisdiction of Federal Courts and the substantive laws
they apply, international treaties are referred to in addition to "Federal Laws".4 8

International human rights treaties ratified by Ethiopia are therefore distinct from the
body of law called "laws of the federal government" and hence are not among those
laws which must be published in the federal official gazette in accordance with Article
2 of the Proclamation that established the gazette.49 There is a further argument based
still on the above provisions of the Proclamation that courts take judicial notice only of
legal texts or provisions published on the official gazette. This is also a distorted
argument for the law requires only that judicial notice be taken of laws published in the
Official Gazette. It does not necessarily imply that the laws that courts may. apply or
take judicial notice of are only those whose texts are published in the gazette.

As regards international human rights instruments the ratification of which is
published in the official gazette, one may possibly argue that the statement that
the treaty has been ratified or acceded to is as good as publishing the full text of
such instrument. Those who insist on the need to publish the full text maintain
that it is only upon publication of the law/treaty on the official gazette that it
can be deemed to have been known by the public - the publicity function of the
gazette. A counter argument is that publication, which is required for the benefit
of the public, should not serve as a reason to bar citizens from enjoying or
invoking their rights in the international instruments ratified by the State and
that the knowledge of the public, though important, should not matter that much

45 Proclamation to Provide for the Establishment of the Federal Negarit Gazeta, Proclamation No.3/1995,
Addis Ababa, 22 August, 1995, article 2.
46 Mesele (n 40 above) (several interviewed judges believe that the provisions of the Proclamation
establishing the Gazette binder the application by courts of the international human rights treaties).
47 Regional states have their own official Gazette other than the Federal Negarit Gazeta.
48 Proclamation No. 25/1996, article 3(1) (n 29 above). Article 6(1)(a) also states that Federal Courts shall
settle cases or disputes submitted to them on the basis of Federal Laws and international treaties. Article 2
(3) of the Proclamation defines Federal Laws as laws "relating to matters that fall within the competence
of the Federal Government as specified in the Constitution". They are those legislations that are issued by
the House of Peoples' Representatives - the law-making body (legislature) of the Federal Government.
49 One may go on to argue based on this that international treaties ratified by Ethiopia may be applied by
federal courts irrespective of their publication in the official gazette. While the converse reading of article
71(2) of the Constitution implies that the proclamation of ratified treaties in the Negarit Gazeta is a
formality requirement that must be met, it should not affect their applicability where the House of Peoples'
Representatives has ratified them in accordance with the Constitution.
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(in relation specifically to the judicial applicability of the treaty provisions) for
such instruments impose much of state obligations than individual
responsibilities. In addition, domestic laws and other obstacles such as the non-
publication of international treaties ratified by a state cannot justify the failure
to apply the treaties domestically.50 States and their judicial organs cannot,
therefore, evade domestic application of state's international obligations
resulting from the ratification of treaties by invoking domestic law or obstacles.
But the thing is that there is no Ethiopian legislation that clearly precludes the
application of relevant international treaties by regular courts.

The foregoing shows that the formal promulgation of ratified international
treaties (which according to the Constitution are integral part of the law of the
land) in the official gazette is not really required for the application of their
provisions by courts and other organs with judicial power. This means that the
socio-economic rights provisions of ratified human rights treaties may be
judicially enforced in Ethiopia. But still, it should be underlined that the
publication of the full text of the human rights instruments and their
interpretation in local vernaculars would make substantial contribution towards
the enforcement or application of the rights they protect. It would make it more
known and easier for litigants as well as courts to refer to the treaty provisions.
It is, therefore, submitted that the text of treaties, including the ones whose
ratification was not promulgated, should be published in the official gazette
with translations in domestic official languages.

II. Notes on the Justiciability Issue

We have shown above that the FDRE Constitution protects economic and social rights
by incorporating them in its bill of rights as well as by making pertinent international
treaties part of the law of the land. We have also argued that the rights are enforceable
by courts and other organs with judicial power. But this latter argument cannot be put
to rest without answering special concerns about the enforceability or justiciability of
economic and social rights. It has been indicated earlier that there are principled
objections to the constitutional protection and justiciability of this group of rights and
also that there are by and large ready responses to them." Considering that the
conventional obligation of states in relation to' socio-economic rights is one of"progressive realization within the maximum available resources"'2, there still remain

50 See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (adopted on 22 May 1969 and entered into force on 27
January 1980), Treaty Series, vol. 1155, p.3 31, arts. 26 & 27.

51 See n 12 above.
52 See article 2(1) of the ICESCR, article 22 of the UDHR, and articles 41(4) & 90 of the FDRE
Constitution.
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questions about the mode of judicial enforcement of these rights in a country as poor as
Ethiopia.

It is now generally agreed that human rights in general and socio-economic rights
specifically entail duties to respect, protect and fulfil." While the duties to respect and
protect entail states' avoidance of interference with the enjoyment of rights and
prevention of violation of the rights by third parties, respectively, the obligation to
fulfill includes making available what is required to satisfy basic needs. Whereas the
obligations to respect and to protect economic and social rights might have resource-
demanding implications, they are not the primary subjects of the debate concerning the
justiciability of this group of rights.54 The major issues with the judicial enforceability
of the rights relate to the resource-dependent fulfillment obligations.

The obligation to progressively realize economic and social rights does not entitle
states, however poor they may be, to sit back and ascribe every failure on their part to
lack of resources. The obligation requires states to begin taking steps immediately and
fulfill the obligations step by step through deliberate, concrete and targeted measures."
Some of the rights are capable of immediate application by judicial organs - examples
are the rights to equal pay for equal work and trade union rights as part of the right to
work. There are also negative aspects to the obligations of states. For example, a state
should not interfere with the enjoyment of legally obtained right to housing of
individuals through forced eviction - the obligation to respect. A state may also protect
its citizens from violations of their rights by third parties at relatively low cost.
Through control and supervision of private health practitioners for example, a state
may ensure quality health services. It may also avoid discriminatory practices in the
provision of services that are meant to realize socio-economic rights without
availability of resources being an issue. Cases concerning these negative as'pects to the
rights may be adjudicated and decided by courts of law in the same way as any other
case.

Courts may also possibly adjudicate positive obligations that raise the issue of resource
availability. They usually do this in civil and political rights cases and yet the
justiciability of this group of rights has generally not been questioned. For example, in
enforcing the right to counsel or legal assistance as part of the right to a fair trial, courts
make decisions with significant resource implications. Courts may similarly enforce
socio-economic rights even where the obligation in question is one of fulfillment. All

5 For classifications made by different authors at different times with various terminologies to the duties
that human rights entail and the utilization of typolqgies of States' duties by the Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights in the General Comments it issued and in its Concluding Observations on
States' reports, see M Sepulveda, The Nature of the Obligations under the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Intersentia, 2003) 157-248.
54 IE Koch, "Economic, Social and Cultural Rights as Components in Civil and Political Rights: A
Hermeneutic Perspective" (2006), 10 International Journal ofHuman Rights, No. 4, 405 425.
5s See General Comment No. 3 of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the nature of
States parties' obligations (article 2, para. I of the ICESCR), 14/12/90, paras. 2 & 5.



that it takes is the adoption of a well-though-out model of review. If and whereEthiopian courts are faced with issues concerning positive obligations of the staterelating to legally guaranteed socio-economic rights, they should first interpret therelevant provisions to identify their normative content and then carefully develop amodel of review that may be used to evaluate the steps taken to realize the rightsagainst measurements that may be derived from their provisions. They may takelessons from the jurisprudence of such foreign judicial organs as the South AfricanConstitutional Court which developed its famous 'reasonableness test' as a model ofreviewing the implementation of economic and social rights. Under this test the Courtevaluated the 'reasonableness' of programs meant to realize socio-economic rights interms of their comprehensiveness, coherence, coordination, transparency,
17responsiveness to urgent problems etc. The mode of enforcing positive obligations inthe realm of economic and social rights is still developing and Ethiopian courts mayplay their part in this jurisprudential development if they entertain and decide suchcases.

IV. Conclusion

The FDRE Constitution provides protection to economic and social rights byentrenching them in its justiciable Bill of Rights and making them part of nationalpolicy prnciples and objectives that guide the governance of the country. While therelevant constitutional provisions are very sparse, the classic socio-economic rightsmay be read in to the Constitution by relating the specific provisions with the otherrights it enshrines and the articles of ratified international human rights treaties whichare integral part of the law of the land. It is, however, disturbing that Ethiopian courtsbarely apply the provisions of the Constitution and those of ratified treaties to concretecases even where they are in point and are actually invoked by the parties. This mainlyresulted from the wrong understanding of the mandate of the House of Federation todecide "constitutional disputes" as divesting courts of the power to adjudicate claimsthat are based on constitutional provisions. The mandate of the House of Federation isone to provide an authoritative interpretation of constitutional provisions if and when
needed, and courts are obliged to enforce the rights and freedoms in the Bill of Rights.
As regards international treaties ratified by Ethiopia, the reason may be that theirprovisions have not been published in the official gazette although that is not really arequirement for the enforceability of the rights by courts.

56 See Government of the Republic of South Africa and Others v Grootboom and Others (also called theGrootboom Case), 2000 (11) BCLR 1169 (CC), paras 26 - 41.
57 Note that the South African Constitutional Court derived the 'reasonableness' test from the state'sobligation to take "reasonable measures" under articles 26 & 27 of the Constitution. But still, it isapplicable in any setting where the obligation of the state is to progressively realize socio-economic rights.Note also that the 'reasonableness' test is criticized for denying direct individual right to the provision ofconcrete goods and services (only a right to demand that the state adopt a reasonable program), andthrowing the burden on litigants to persuade courts of the unreasonableness of the State's programs. IfEthiopian courts adopt the 'reasonableness' model, they should address these problems with the approachof the South Afican Constitutional Court.
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The prevailing judicial practice of avoiding application of constitutional provisions is
responsible for the lack of jurisprudential development on the fundamental rights and
freedoms in the Constitution. The judicial interpretation and application of the rights in
concrete cases would help develop their normative content. Considering the terseness
of the provisions of Article 41 and other pertinent provisions of the Constitution. on
socio-economic rights, engagement in constitutional litigation is extremely important.
It is high time that the courts of the country started developing constitutional
jurisprudence through the interpretation and application of fundamental rights and
freedoms, including those on economic and social rights, in specific cases.- Ethiopian
judges should demonstrate more progressive stance in taking steps to apply the relevant
constitutional provisions and finding doctrinal basis to their reasoning in judgments
that relate to the constitutionally protected rights and freedoms. This would be
bolstered through specialized trainings on the justiciability of human rights in general
and socio-economic rights in particular targeting the judges of the various levels of
courts in the country.
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owa'+ (17) AU o0+ IA Pho ( A f &Amf+ fo7Q a+ff U-j anw

'ai>:: ? 070 a+ fl+Aao* QIo h fl) M7C foamfir Mgr fo7A7A
fWh7 9tmfl+ rAtfl aYA+ Nift + (C A ?iS TMAy:: 'Tf&+ a"l+

fne- *C?-r 'I7 M.UP PA t:: ?hWtr 916-m ao-fl+ Vffvtw aTos
W.A mfl 7Cr ASC -nF NKA : e o4- ?+kt Ac olqAaL+T Vffa h1t'
'7l4' C Aamr ?¶X1AN 00'0+ o 7 77 gArA 07A4 'am:: A9- -. A Mht'
¶IM' ¶f7C cawt+ 9"7I+ oa"II+ 99116+ r014+ AAflf tM-:: hluP MI
fVit+ a'"i 9 AL++ af90 M n7C nrr* M+ 7g4fm- 97cf
h9-9 :: rhytr xv+ ?M4- oo+ okh? 4--9 MUt'M. Mrj aT0i0h Ml
fM7A Aw hLA*T APT PC ia 77i h99C it fA hk a"t ht7C0+
flC CA 7 n114 hC AP, qlu am-::

A.iur V14+ a"+ O9A+ M9 a 9e- r - 7 C7'7 @ n7AfLV,+ 04wsrq-
hhf1AH+ 0Th 94q fHalY 7C ho*7AMAA A m+7' o"TAu+ u-1A
YAw2 (4+9 11 f9afh4&l9 fV 7 V7C A.7A7A 9Aw01 ¶,¶f+ fO9hfC AJA4
APF '11AA 4Mqag+ yAqaq 7Y.11 V"togAtq rA"D 07OV-) g:: oil.
+C-9 9ft&m#K ?fl 2f4+ o11+ AV&TC nAF omlhA "700oIf TY1,+
o*T MAA2 oAnQf4 Oiw::gUP 9FathIfl hTk AM fAMi f)414- oav

Nl?&{C 0APT ahhA 07011n-9T 7)ThN' a'Df4 t Dwlt 'm:: rlnrtr
hg LWe AW' VI&+ ou+ MA.T APT 1a o01+ MahOC NAofe- 7

PC MflT- t'With halu hMaC hAtf' f4-n4+ aw-nl+ ?m'a ?q ph 1-4
Ntulf) +907 W}&tr AhtUC'cw- '::

V111-+ a"- h?4-q tUAZ hIA K4t?'kf QA- 14+ WT 7T W- GJw14
?5E :rh¶,nsr? ' AhdllWm- rMp A fl'-W anhT A4 f71 ?9'I

AZ O0{I+Th 9771 fC IAMO U+ # u 77 OW 41 ouw-fl+ UAw-9 ?S

* Currently a Lecturer, formerly Associate Dean of the Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University; he tookpart in the drafting of the current Ambara National Regional State Rural Land Use and AdministrationProclamation; he holds LL.M; MA and LL.B. E-mail: mollamen@law.aau.edu.et
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1+r hot -)c feA1. aort t c:: Vk+V*fS? Utri hAdwe 07mC
c9 -14 +C Or r-mCflS r& ta%±&X.G flaD ol- aA$ V7mC o4#+

±atoAht ?Aa' 91f4' monll+ toa?±ULP0+ ravt+ /"1tuA + +hhbMF,
foo* ms U-m- o hAC AMh$r"% e o7Ul&-TSr 7AthE AJf+ aoWI

ouv- ?"7he-hC 74W )W=

fao&.+ afl+ oohflGC V"%?e f7nonU n& *hhm owtE: &it

A+fmtf'LP4 07AmtW ouln+ AMS- notL+ hl+'MY& haoOf+ Ohmn*AR9
rWttrr ?ILU Wch-i 47 i7mC cw&e+ 16t MCt% hIf FarAmw- aol-H

fano+ hf+&9X4 hh7- h'C o +f+7 NX MY') VAO)- f7mC a4+ I6

Ab.kf twri" 04* +-71 mw> wsuh 4AAAA vSaur Trk anaf

gAr:: flao'- r f ohnrv ca IAR+ VY7/-m+S' Vtflf* m

VO t AaYl ?Ih? o 'n7r+ t')2 ohr4+ nY ?47 Akf-)t hC hAC V7mC
oaml+ anDff4 hflA + ?a"' w aoti mw wrA 11+ cwAwT QAaouf A

4f WT AA aonP nm1 'tm* mO ±XJ74A ?'IAmi- h('ff+ fl wdrio WAT

?hChC CTl (LW) ?mC o4+ owflt Oh& lOUbt hAA AiT ht?00C

ot±T Ma Vrh+ +--+ am:: htiur 0'V, '7 f4.A.& h7

aV7,w+ Sn 229fP hnABC AV)tI ?9Lt51* aontPf' A uoaAh+ -0 haq

¶no+ 0* V&YT' hf£ hA T VmC o&+ 1 h4r Q0'T A

An*AIn U-4* 'M0F) mA7&n N(yanlf- yA&w-i i'&+*g f7mC oDen+
/"I, 1A+99- Echr4 fl+Ag78 hA- hW4,+C +KCIA::

1. ?O#ou -1967 f7mnCVand.owP& hAC Mel';

ro /"' n&+ hCi hZCF9 A-* ?a+ +mt9OtPt OWL+ v"%tYahQ')

U-kS VhMpt-o rC+ fa%7A NIA 9411 Wen: gu *Cnr fau

rc% ant* herl+ o'f+ VMSq t'ouillf A&4f U onllfl +±0 V

A"7KC7 V httAl- +*"+7 ?"'sh++ oiU'b3 Yfl1A==A: MIR 0hbt

MC PAcm foo+ /1f- T4 Go' am+Y¶ fl7taoAht ht Aw' hMO>
Ac pC YAM "01 0&' '77T1h+ erpA0+ ?A '14Y 'a OA+ W.: gAU
ftmlion4 £7P' ?ato+ tt+Af. rrCi i iatctxC u0tl#A fMIWh

ounoeq &whY' 1 T% £AL f?%7AW wo'ww +o:: 3 kr pAt A+rkr (1A-

h7C1 VMtA-7 W4+ 'T hif &tUSS Xrq0aL 0 f?"7A flaotf-Wy

?ant+ &fl h)Y MC A"% T ?I5,7h&4, 0-9r oPA- ¶tem::

' h1967 ).9". fd,+ Ol*+#k.r ?50et VniC aoL+ r6+ 9S¼+1 4hlM- 4 th

8.#"O-9"
oumqfe '77 hiY fm+l* Mart

2 Kenneth H. Parsons, Land Tenure, the University of Wisconsin press, Wisconsin (1963), P.44

' ibid P.4
4. Aberra Jemliere, Legal History of Ethiopia 1434 - 1974: Some Aspects of Substantive and procedural

Law, Leiden: Arika- Studiecentrum (1998) P. 123
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O+A7 hcT fltAff Ll7+ /0'-Q ?oM' rt+ 1.y444 rgg
Afon?48fm Povh 24li AN4s RteP 0'7 nch* rfuTFc f?*k

MUoTq AS *&h* M'rPw:: O PLvr rhg+ 11'a 1967 9.r. A4t-k
f7mC out,+ r"tr fd-Cr ?Il que 0 ?Vrix 7-hAsPF

Mz"'.AfA-r Ahf rvf Thf ?)It+ flC 4

rk+rk7 km oer.+ rl+ ? 7 Ai44 WKam H7 A n5 w V A AV T
ft± I ?o7r+ W&Ar C9 OfiMQQa QUA A, nonoZtS nouulllt

rhtg+ ?rARtu M hLC Wdri AmAA* A07ltfl Ak 7 hM%21 W:: tU.0
his+ M1U WAA *h-*4 f 0 An- Othfg &ff-*f hqrLP', '6hUM

o77r Aw&C ?fSmt ht hafllfl+ out Yrc YAtn-,7 1M* +M-:: Zu flow)
97V" fvrw h17aW h ul o) ?I3 frh 77i' :hflO : ht.u Hony

Mrc h~7rtF + 77rt Am0V1 ?i+±£tH+9 fAS 75pP Nfff+
foo'Th runC ant+ rt+ ?t SgtyI MA SMj h9 fo7 VI,'4 *laA
AhA M A AflAA 6 :: Ofllti r&{fT rC &h+-t f'OA- raot sw9 ha.4+r

hgAb-rF 91 O flKC- <.:: 201u9" Ar9(. iL+hChtfl A * f7-A + Y4i,+
?Cft 2'A* ZII* ?"ff t Qfn::

Mg, ?athff' Vo+ rs+ %eH% htauuqqD-) flov'r (f
AAALPAPF f mw+ ao-*0+ hIC ?+AYg IW H 17h r&*7 haomAT
h?9C flhX wg,9 MA aAh- fooPrf w4'f4 wgr +Y M' r'n
ontfl- T? fYffon4(fw qu& 'Jim::

PwA Agit ?,9LqA fa"hoY nlhAio krk flhdA fM41 fonl+ e+
e(¶7 f"oABcmr PWCh+ AP," ()"%A Min.:: fflj) ao?9 OV e TY-7Th
Mw Ag,& #Pw f/ua #C*& Aw fV6 +9& AF ag+gyD raW''L*.m AP*

fr91, AKI' anNt 'Ki:: ?Ci) 9,k) aD,*I fltoiAh+ h?47t9 OuPt
g.j -A hhk9 Am- mag A &+4A§ Po%*A WD-' k,- U4& ?rhd.PF £7?

f?"AAM -'M AA:: X%? W+7tflhh-+ flVu adrPf +hfrfei

5. ibid
6. ibid

7 Richard David Greenfield, Ethiopia: A New political History, pallmall press, London (1965) P.323;
John Mankakis etal (ed), Ethiopian: Anatomy of a Traditional polity, Oxford University Press, Addis
Ababa (1974) P.75

. Aberra Jembere cited at note 4
9.G.W.B. H unitingford, The land Charters of Northern Ethiopia, Faculty of Law, A.A.U., (1965) P.11
10./'7N-+o'4 w/on4N+A AUf&tky Ar4AC'd M InC mt'44 hAtiff+
(AtaP+)

7.T: 14
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AO'fa o 1h NR vhAtf Afl=: PTh¶fftP VCfl AYuI' an&+ ?wA
QAAMF DW4 C(+% aonThA ant PAY"r R1 hh'?' Am- mZ M Am-

k+4MT N40: 7 ?R ?CA+ AM' ?CtWl - i3 9-P,+ noD uG

hcht%1i mc9bn - mii7 AAAFAI ?AfAr::

COh & ,P - og* 'tt hIX2 hhIft 07+;4q and#l 0gZ't PC "kt? 'a::
M WU hIl %hL fanwat9 AMP ftfl Am +MAT htL wA UL flh m
hnffrhm ?ont V.1 4l0.9t w. ++1.)+ VY1 aota:: AMLUP PCh-
Ag# 'r7l ou&* ?+&Vi4 * 94t' o Wi D t- OVA+ AAA:: gU-7 ?IX htL
114 Did 4 7'l*Fo ?S fh4' f6h4t9w' hA'A+4.C f4iA TTs MA?

A1a( otAhy, ono? fl+49i fl+ANVfow AfLfRP han&, U-A+ A91 A&-A-
Ch)- ?kVK N AOA$P h?1 mtafw" AGD)rom+ htfik £Cif

(ua' AUS oh+ flofm t+hChdt9) lt.0 mA t aP onaor 'Il

f'P34- flAA t5PFr hon t hA.6mi ?aeo4- ACVi 49,
(LhChff X9&,+hA Af'%9-G Abiugt o*+4SAtrtm. Anm'"
VthCf-tYI AWO79 VChfw-i two Mg ojy oj jA-:: ouRUr rhs+

PhM ?CA+ any ovd* AA ovbt a7jgfll M+hCfitP) Anh f?±)m
Nd&U'7 hY.wm:: Ohm*4a A9m f0+ (*r 0c94- oxryns A(L±Afl
oo7 t Wa9r 04 A.±4MA ",f-A 9,1* 5M-:: PCh+ A111* 0m-ai
h-hChtf7 M.P 4 V7-A*1 9Cht 7-A+ A94k' Y.e7YA: FCM+ 94kB' V.&-
A9,4 ILWtW AM fL+A-1 hWWW4AW flonAh AA6swsPPf f".Am'm- onl+ A.

mnc:: rCh- &+ APT,) Oh MAR ftva7 av6+ r.6 AA'* 'YZRxa
V1(C U-27 hh7 ?p& ht+ 77 aqfl (aotnC oU'r O Ghfk lh-A
ATCtC IirsTs X7h IL+MQT A7fl-19 7 m'hC AVUl+MI W4"Ve

>rC oaLPf.+ fouU'7 hWi+ 07006t mrt* fl&(n-:: 044 1h-A 71 h+Aff
PL±A'nG IM 07"O"AM. APT oohhA Ch(h MIQ+ 9ft9 ePqa IAx9+ hQ4-

fY# hAAAr:: MAUiW ?cVwtW?+ o*rt9 VW 'aii IP' 1A- ?tAg N+OF
oahhA lYr flan) Vo% hChC- rhs% fMtSN h?}&7S trP allj 9)4+
L+-A($ aolhbA anbA2 "Ol+A h41Y i + ATC f)L r"I+ 'W:
hltvu 0+a7M MY V094- r6 hILthChttf PC ono*+4M. VhCh+S

rYAi- Vf7ShtA- fu4k±hn hqI?-V7 fo+ ?anb- 'A hstCpe-fm::

10 aottone4n,6 /alofiA AMA1 ?ako.+ hM4ACS '71C tn44 Ahtff
(fYA ao) Wl: 14

11."Uto- -44 w/ozl+A fltPC 10 hiA+n+Am-
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whAtYr fl -fan Tt1 MR. 'Ptrz hhcn C9A1C 00PR*
'1?91+ ?"iAT- AP'Fr ?o&ak qASMF+ a*+ A7h:: 5) OanrV.
tmr ran&+ ,iao'om+ "r/I+ f aM.4 ru*0t+o WiV1 wn rcAfcht?
?eouM- t+mV hou'sfwr M4 I'APF "71ff r7a74w bhfht pc
+/'Al' M)0VIC At0'fl+AO Oah? IYWP+H £C'W h'Ptm htClIe 50C::

?7-A4IfrM A+AOau Udt Atolyr+ AotFF f'imhek, 74C ++q
A Aatmr ?4.AM rawr uu'n 'am:: Atw- Atten9 mZS&+r AW

?MWAfhl MOAR f"7h+4&c9 Ot WYhhOC tAC 07A fatAP "touegt
9At'" Gui+ flowfl AAi ?"7j4M29 AP* Asfar:: an¶y7ye hL427
7A+ we +7'4)7 hA+mwr 'AM (ifl onAvA AshASXw fl¾A:: AU Fhcf+ An# pc' +Mtc MAAsc ?Ch+ P&t Afl~ netath r.44rkf ful

VAlit+fl hm' 2 'T

?C(+ ?A+ Ai stir OCh+ Ai&+ Aq4P ht S* Ofca" O7A
Alit AQO. 9%7r hOA QAU¶a,+ OacTg'71 hAo Vnhnan1 -'AC Aff0
An7A MomtP hogy/t ?IMT oml+ :'A "tT oq V"lmwr Aav;r*
A+Am MAn4 nou:: n AA 4 MA P¶T+ 1A* (amW- A 04ALS1+

flrh+t64U1 va4-n'P9 OofrlriaA- (Lmer' ?"/5A A.CwV$a) MT: O9gkm

+A)*+ F AF 9i-- oA AA M- fMAAA'IM AOflA rit jjl n u

MiA ?oou,+ nit OMhliw- litAf rhFAf-ktgfrhA +7±4 f-F ?yl4
AYh7-4- QA> o* fc4 oA+ 'nfrLP ocwl+ ?"71 nit mm :fonflr+ 00 /g fMtA nit MVncr iPt Ausr .l4 onC+ On/A

Aa+" ot oa/i "VV ITuofl+Ar ?+a"- 4Ge/nt AS +4+

Vaoin,+ tmol W:t ?flcs& 4nc:: foA M V 0 /A VAn+YW7 oh-IA 9An+

fnrgn/,wt SW* n&~n9wrDA rh.rkgIWflt V0itACD. (irflaunit)

MAf toolY AL+ "r A'7flC&V ±ar 7p1ho1+ rgp4
A+AF4 fT W:: On-& f4- 50CM

fanw)-1-4 fql7J? fta- +AC fatte-AP--Y MIP haoneys l
Mft+gy VODtH a"+ m VIT (oo7P&hotr truMgy Aathfa" 6?-f l

2 Aberra Jembere cited at note 4, P.141
131 ibid
14.id. P. 123

1s fYta^w44. wmon+A (1'AC 10 X'alftgmMa Dessalegn Rahmato, Agrariau Reform in
Ethiopia, Scandinavian institute of African Studies, Uppsala (1984), P.20
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2. ?ACW- oOa6i V&(- ougaucW:- ?'1967 59". Vanl P'Z.* AOM P

f1967 ?tPZ70> fD&P r&- AP 01966 ftY.& tCqR ht f*L Ah?&k

Plih'tA- hmt4A rrC9t+ AP wm-+ hA h%) 41m9) fthAt- iftlZ9:

nai4 N?1A¶AIAt +hfA* fX:'7 aCuV/r+ flta9 hqlh' th+ /Aal

htVIM+ 2t wrc V7k V7Ath rC'i MbAAre C6t 9A1 AfhtA

NouraQt htt r r flanAmmi frod+ r&4 AiT l?,h±A

f7mC ont+ rl+I cm- aAY A Ri* an1onony hKfl+ VAmw ?1 19

AiA- 0ci F yL-&AAh- h7C hS Aw Gfll&+f- ch AAYM-

vVYAa m-C K49; aoifi hIAU-r MflICS "764C7 V"Ldn()O hol4+ PC

qAc T-+ flav o - ViL7*T% A-A+ AMIWhC ?ot+ May-) oAaiP hAt4

oan 04 it'6:: +99 flA-7 X2MtoAhl-c bl1967 +p. 'r 41A fl+OASY

V P hw4-T AvT rnom fan4+ r+ K79" AU-kr ?lht 1L.* Ah-A

owih f"79AT natra r ir+?- AxtY aot+ DtaAht AyhbhC

eqrAw r7 9%.M+ Am?-T Vt7 V.AW 7-.& ? Vh? 4o+ r"t avAtP

hmtA, VYAt' rC9t Vrrih+ C6f-+ qAW +h*$t flol-9 ane&'

VfloA +41u- II69WPf MA QA,++ anfl+ orc9l ++qg+
m0AAWr.s ropad,+ r&p 0?ha-t hit ? T Lr0 , "'t41t AW*" AW' 1' 7::

tAtLUW flCh+ SI fla/A ASv at.F nwrocw/lr,+ w- rc flaOc ?7mC
aut U-kA fUlHil Al,' OnSafL7- W0tT' ONC Aano+4fC f""IA7 ha)

aot+ fG-Pf+ ?Ah-A anfl+ h&AOs aih- 9M7:: A.U ?ou&l+ 1wJ anW4t

anCt)owT hT C ho htC novi+ t h* YA& v7z+ on'+ -7) &W- MA

fl.qn ho7.anAAcm ?R ?MOO 1C:: fooav&aodg- avdk oAi- w-A)n+
V"%*fip vgrt on# fl~js~i flAWGh-T? tnjfr~s 0jGjhf7J! flmASTht
noahmA A9.7 OA on?7t "V+4A flohAh' ¶:l9.. hAhi r'h2S'+7

fob i 4*,IA't PAa on1-P hh? a fne+ th-9 YAAS 07A A-t

16 ?'knC5 a6d. ?a1111 0f+ A'"YIZ77 ho") AfT3 ITC 31/1987 aaKLf

17.frrC 16 7gA'mhr h+ 3(1)

18 qA6t$*0-in- 4 + ') ?C wtaf- ,9" Acot)om y4Ae A ?WLU hO-

9?ff MAnomI 9A$A A3 ++h+ Qaoa,+ ?oom+9 ant1i h2Z"7Sot- (hM+4 5

19.hs (ltrC 16 ATgtinh h?+ 5
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fot*& r rt fU)f-fl gABfl N7Zf flan;w- Onc ,+ MOr ?V7Z*A UvO+
on4?- hb- hl P WI& ?Oaufrt6 ouwh- ' AY Mg:: tfW "7hf*Ir

atrC AM U4 - VaVc- got, oauf1+ oouA7AT9 aohAhA' 77- P
AqAnp'$P PAm5 ao4fit mn qi+ f oYcfAh+ tpg.:: Afh hItur A

AhcKr MAr aouur 0xr MAcaum qAO791h wAP A&+'* 'Atrr fh++C
0?4'* aD1+ A4Y AA A +TC OVthr ohAhV) WaDAh+ n0h7 ?tAm-V)

ao69J- aY'rtP ?h-A oll+ ntqC Aon4r RAWo ?ao-fl+ mwtfM
hWF;&+ AT&tV}::

01980 rfam P&hXI &,h7 GDV"+r0 ?7mC aDM- / 7 nfaAht' +srP
(1W h rm 6- ?-IA? ft nr7 fAhtheia) A'T hA'I::MtuP MA
r7mC an+ i"64 OW}hR lih-A ?twmW4 A+mfl 174 anit naohn+
Ahl'Pf- %Vft+AI hWA T) anfit rotr,42a mA<T ?ow4A r-6
0Wto7. avAimr 7Wt YAam W19r GAM Oh-A T)7 AQAWP h0 /A

QAn+f+ if1ln AnkAA h m o owilf+ Ne n"VflSg. ?aut+
hh-&AxcW' ofii irt hM+iV7-LI 'PJ 1Y C re ?f7KT- h8l1+ an-fl+

huC 'o am fVWIA AhtC h9C+ hitew ?a 6+d+ ftlid Fant+
rfmrt'd + Awl' AVhh+A +CtA:: hitur nta rof au M+4 +he

?uflU Vf4+4*C igA-A V19wt A2Althr qA *o'+ Ag. faontt
AovrW, f£vutt hvsiz-7 tIZu ?ZAW X&77 holitwdmr 04g, Al+A, ?Ch+

O4' Idl- ?h7t WFA vouw? di*F vAm Wth?4.'Tnf htL7tw:: fllP
flatl flauoant&ge ArC9tth Awl?19+ h t-+ anwZtw Y-"7nl ?&-

?fW1w fOMIt * -IC hd)7 ?tr1e+4f- hv ?-iO+ n9-T flo flA AC
onur7F OhCA AS% onhhA nfllw) 7i-N4 hr+i? 901 Nf?ih&w- omaff

AnchI PiC hMC CPhhg/'fl VYA nouZi AZC/ aoagfl M+-0
h?4.ath+rh??+- t::

3. ?1983 V0o7f+ ATS VmC aoL+ r&+ 0-%,

?5CTfl owU 01983 hrAfAl PhaM haih7 NIX oavis f w-M
hfl( TtP4 h3& ?9C alrt1 ¶1m C ouLl f7) fh?0 0fI- hAanaiur
flAm WiC:: 0M,: 9 U40e+A' OhCP h$X- floa VoD.+ Ah+4A C avh+
rnh?+ hou&+ r"6 ?dAh onwltT ?Dol+ Mh±+C AwT hh)SA- on
fV"mfat +"AC WG:: g ATr +AP 'V* fAUna>'m A7ikh+ rcit rm
fu'¶vw AmitAg fV tC7 -IIW OtooAht 1t-r 4$ACP Oh&4' oom-i

07IA QM+h4 ti o touwLtf v7af C AwT ?+R7 MtP fl7C
ancl- sw $?J Acp# -nr ti- MhC hA"YiA L1L C$PST1' #AC:: chf7 15/1983

fmmw- V7i70h ovWyt7 an od6s' *C+C h47k oow&t ?ZAth
yMazL.P47 ham.oo.20 OA01+C hAan&t nit rTP foAh'tw* 7C

20 ?7i7a- ca'u jCtC +*rC 1/1983 hl+P' 10
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Mnzr:: AmAu?" f?7i'r4 ooYr+ *CtC Oh?+fk 11 orr77 onwz/
nC++ HavTo7+ hhh th f7mC o& le.- mi880% nov+mkSt
o h4AX4?P MA hhA* FOYC¾T IW*AA A mtwA flo#i't

Aao&+ tv&#+ t7l VMt4sC Am-' Vw ka m MA An onr+ 9 p2

3.1 fd.A n r w3¶ o r7+9 V7mC oaGD+ oaGuP

Vwo& a P T t hmtAf f7mC oP%* m-t nt'-Z a%
A( 4 9 AftLh& hCRinmA (A VA(4.6 a anV7r* houmea ntfr

nfh-ArPFr" tb BiA MZe-ff ooT ?a09d YTfl WT MfC:: fant* /f
9" auSl MH+0 9.6w YPO1 4a9"7a4r79 rA- rhyfr AffAtm- ff-Afl
h*?"Fr hA?7 v# 79 a7 ror aTr +tf 4f- no', anrw4+

hfOLw A1-tAf UIMU PhM OIit4 IAoafW omi C C9+ l7A qAfL+)*f 49&
fto±wmt on)f-l mfl'A. XT777 ?7mC onM' 941* mmll+') "f71i4-*

ooitl AohnW an+ o +a ifI Sl221Pfl OTh+ f?a&+ r6'fl
ntomht 7) o'urv4Pl¶ AwT 'WC1 w1 2 ½: MatiUr rtt¶ hS½*' ? IA
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Book Review

Assefa Fiseha, Federalism and Accommodation ofDiversity in Ethiopia: -A
Comparative Study* (Revised Edition; 2007). Addis Ababa: Artistic Printing

Enterprise. Pp. xv; 480. Price not indicated.

GETACHEW ASSEFA'

I am in no doubt that I will risk any exaggeration in saying that Assefa's book is the
first comprehensive work which is devoted to the multifaceted issues arising in the
context of the new Ethiopian federal system.' From the enormous amount of literature
reviewed from wide backgrounds such as law, political science, social and political
anthropology, and from the extensive review and analysis of facts on the ground, one
can easily see that the book has gone far beyond the legal text analysis, which is
customary in legal researches. It, in this regard alone, represents a commendable break
from the usual legal researches we see. I hold a sincere belief that Assefa's book
represents a dawn of a new era for legal research in Ethiopia.

The book was an attempt to explain the most vexing questions that face all federations
in general and multiethnic ones in particular with a great focus on its main subject:
Ethiopia. The leading research agenda the author has had while embarking on the work
was to see whether the Ethiopian federal arrangement has put in place mechanisms that
best accommodate 'the various ethno-linguistic groups in Ethiopia'(p.2). The author
has also other very pointed ancillary research questions that served as guidelines to
decipher the large Ethiopian and foreign comparative materials that have gone into the
book. Important such questions include questions on 'how best to restructure the
constituent states' of Ethiopia in order to establish 'a more viable federal system'; the
models of federal arrangements that are suitable to adapt to the Ethiopian reality; the

* The book is a revised and updated version of the PhD thesis the author defended on 9 November 2005
(University of Utrecht, the Netherlands, as indicated on p. ii of the book)

* Currently Assistant Professor and Associate Dean of the Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University; he
holds LL.B. and LL.M. E-mail: getaassefa@yahoo.com

' It is true that we have many academic research exercises on the Ethiopian federal arrangement as part of
master's and doctoral researches by foreigners as well as by Ethiopians. As a comprehensive list of these
works is not yet available, it is not possible for this writer to mention the works here. We also know that
the Ethiopian federal system has been so far a subject of some conferences and discussion forums in
Ethiopia and abroad, See For example, David Turton (ed.), Ethnic Federalism: The Ethiopian Experience
in Comparative Perspectives (James Curry, Oxford, 2006); ; First National Conference on
Federalism, Conflict and Peace Building (Symposium Proceeding published by the Ministry of Federal
Affairs, Addis Ababa, 2003)
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optimal ways and extent of dividing powers that best serve the Ethiopian context; the
mechanisms of ensuring the proper balance between the shared-rule and self-rule

aspect of a federal arrangement that best suits the Ethiopian reality (p.3).

Organizationally, the book is divided up into 9 chapters including a chapter on
conclusions and recommendations (and excluding the introductory part). In what
follows, I will use the organization of the book and present my observations of the
outstanding issues of the book and attempt comments which the author may want to
take into account during future editions of this important book. I trust that the approach
I adopted will suit the reader of the book and also my comments because as I have
observed it each of the chapters of the book sort of stand capably on its own (though
they are interdependent and interconnected).

The first chapter lays a foundation for the discussion in the book by looking at the past
political and administrative history of Ethiopia. One of the most striking contentions
the author makes in the first chapter of the book, aside from the many informative and
interesting discussions on the Ethiopian historiography, as approached in quite
different ways by Ethiopian historians, is about the historic Ethiopia's (before 1889,
i.e., before Emperor Menelik II reign) being a 'de facto federal state. The author argues
that before the reign of Emperor Menelik II, Ethiopia's power relation between the
centre and the peripheries was one of decentralization than centralization on the basis
of what he calls 'provincialism'.2 (pp. 16-2 1).

This is a very interesting reading of the administrative history of Ethiopia. But I think
it is interesting to point out also that the autonomy in respect of the provinces existed in
favour of those who were strong enough to exert it; many a people have been enslaved
and subjugated by both the central and provincial authorities without any sign of self
rule. So to that extent, one should forewarn a reader of Assefa's book the de facto
federation in Ethiopia lacked almost absolutely a principle of equality of peoples.

In his review and analysis of the 20' century crises of the Ethiopian State, Assefa
presents an interesting summary of what unfolded in this period in the political as well
as socio-economic landscape of the then Ethiopia. He tells us that most of the students
of the political history of Ethiopia seek to explain the crisis in two major lines. The one
line is an attempt to explain the crises as resulting from the monopolization of political
power and thereby material and social resource by some in exclusion of the others, and
that ethnicity at best was a factor or an element but not a sole cause of the 20' century
crises in Ethiopia. (pp.55-57).This line of understanding contends that ethnicity was
used as an instrument to further the agenda of power and resource access. The second
major line of explanation of the state crises which was popularized by the Ethiopian
Student Movement of the 1960s is along the existence of ethnic/national operation
(pp.69-82). Assefa sees merit more in the combined contribution of both positions and

' See pp. 16-21. The author cites many scholars that have in different ways endorsed the idea that historic
Ethiopia approximated a federal systen
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concludes that the most important reason for the failure of the 206 century Ethiopian

State was the latter's failure to accommodate ethno-cultural diversities of the

inhabitants that were brought into the Ethiopian empire primarily as of Menelik I's

era. This failure, according to him was manifested both in terms of dominance of the

one ethnic group (the [Shewan] Anhara) in exclusion and marginalization of the others

politically, socially, culturally as well as economically.

The second (pp.99-138), third (139-164) and fourth (pp.165-112 ) chapters of the book

are devoted predominantly to the comparative aspect of the work. The author

deliberately selected th6se federations that recognize multiculturalism as a political fact

and which have fashioned in creatively different ways their public life by taking this

fact into account (p.6). After making basic and helpful discussions about the concept

of federalism (and federations); some important common denominators of federations;

and institutional conditions of federations in the second chapter, the author focused on

one specific aspect of federal institutions in the third chapter, namely, the second/upper

legislative house in federations.

The third chapter of the book has in a clear and interesting manner brought out the

rationale for the existence of upper houses; the nature of their composition; and the

functions they render. The author has shown us in this chapter that in all federal and

federal-like systems, upper houses are not constituted on the basis of normal election

principles of 'one man one vote' (as it is the case for lower houses) but rather through

special system designed to ensure equal or at least equitable representation of the states

forming the federation. Because of the nature of its composition, the author explains,

these houses are meant to protect the interests of the states units at the federal level

against the federal government's derogation from, or encroachment upon the states

powers, and guarantee the participation of the states in federal decision-making as -an

aspect of the shared-rule. He also tells us that at least the federations considered in the

study (except the Ethiopian one) have constitutionally empowered their upper houses

with legislative competence..

The author in this chapter points out that as it does not empower the House of the

Federation (the federal upper house) with legislative competence, 'the Ethiopian

Constitution fails to entrench the states, or to use the terms of the Constitution, the

nations, nationalities and peoples to be part of the federal law-making process' and that

this exclusion of the states or the nationalities from the federal law making process

may have negative consequences especially in situations where the central government

' One of the important points he makes in the discussion in the second chapter for example is that there are

theoretical, legal and practical consensus that in the division of powers between the center and the units,

division is often made in such a way that the scale of power is tipped in favour of the center for the latter

to prevail in the events of conflict. See for example, pp.1 08-114. The Author also succinctly discussed in

the same chapter the fundamental legal and institutional requirements for a successful federation (pp. 120-

127).
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power is controlled by a group or a party different from those controlling the states
governments (pp.144-45).

The above is a very plausible position which I agreewith. But I believe that one should
look at this matter within the context of the whole Ethiopian constitutional dispensatipn
including the powers given to the Ethiopian Upper House. My disagreement with the
author's conclusion is that he did not look at the Ethiopian arrangement (for a non-
legislative upper house) as an arrangement that tries to put in place a uniquely
composed upper house (fundamentally different from all other federations known to us
so far) with a different balance of power and institutional competence that gives
enough leverage, for the entities it represents, against the federal government in its own
ways.

Contrary to the author (and some others agreeing with him as explained in the book)
who believes that the states are let-down by the Constitution in this regard, I argue that
from the point of view of the states' (or the nationalities') interests at the federal level
the power of the House of the Federation (HoF) to interpret the Constitution offsets the
most important shortcoming that may have resulted from its being a non-legislative
house. This is in short because any overreaches or derogations by the federal
government, through its laws or .other decisions, on the powers and interests of the
states (against the federal Constitution's division of powers) could be corrected by the
House of the Federation through its constitutional interpretation power. So here in the
Ethiopian case, what we have is not a situation where once laws are enacted they
become out of the reach of the body that represents the states or the sub-national
entities, as in other federations; rather precisely, what we have is a situation in which
the end of the power of the federal legislative chamber, i.e., the House of peoples'
Representatives (HoPR), in respect of a given law, marks perpetually the beginning of
the power of the House of the Federation to nullify that law in toto, or any part of it
through its interpretation power thereby replacing the law or its part.with its own
decision. So, this way, the Ethiopian arrangement emasculates the danger that the
federal government might bully the states unconstitutionally through the House of
Peoples' Representatives or the federal executive. My point is that given the fact that
the House of the Federation cannot be a legislative chamber and an interpreter of the
Constitution at the same time4, the existing constitutional setup seems to me to have
creatively designed an alternative system that uniquely protects the interests of the
states and/or the nationalities at the federal level.

4 The author's argument in this chapter that the HoF should be given a legislative competence cannot in
my opinion be accepted unless its power to interpret the Constitution is withdrawn, for otherwise this will
have a consequence of making the HoF a law-maker and a judge on the constitutionality of the law it
makes at the same time.
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Another finding of the author I would like t0 view critically is the one that relates to
the system of representation of the nationalities in the HoF. Assefa states that the
Constitution endorses almost the same principle of composition for the HoF as the one
for the composition of the lower house (p.149). By citing Art61 (2) of the
Constitution, he states: 'the organizational principle of the HoF is the same with the
HoPR except that there is a significant difference in the number of constituencies,
100,000' for the former and one million for the latter', and concludes that 'this putsinto question the rationale for setting up a second chamber in a federation' and that it iswrong to consider the House as a defender of the rights of nationalities (e.g., p.162,footnote 97; p.243). Again, to briefly state my perspective on this, I say that the fear ofthe author that the HoF would be composed in such a way that the more populous
nationality would end up in having more representatives in it thereby turning the Houseinto 'a nearly majoritarian House' is correct on the face of it. But I think at the same
time that given the current nature of the states of the Ethiopian federation, there is very
little chance, if at all, for the more populous groups to dominate the decision in theHoF. One should see from the author's figure (on p.149), the number of representatives
for the most populous state, Oromia (for the 2001-2005 term of House) was 18, while
it was 51 for SNNPS (Southern peoples State)." Since individual nationalities are the
ones to be represented in the HoF, the most diverse state (as opposed to the mostpopulous state, hence group in some cases) ends up in having the greatest number ofrepresentatives in HoF. Because of this, I believe that the Upper House in Ethiopia also
serves the interests of diversity in its own ways because of the careful design. Inaddition, just briefly, one should not also forget that in Ethiopia, the reason for the
federal arrangement was not solely the need to accommodate interests of least
populated (hence numerically minority) groups, but also, perhaps more so, in order toaccommodate the interests of those numerically not terribly minorities (in some case
numerically large or largest) but felt marginalized in the past.7 So the constitutional
arrangement should address the interests of those populous groups who would feel
swamped, if the Constitution were to opt for equal or so representation for all
nationalities, by the numerous small groups in the country. By making the
representation of the HoF less majoritarian (by requiring one million people for one
additional representation) on the one hand and by granting at least one representative
for every nationality in the country on the other, it seems to me that the Constitution
has fairly addressed the needs of both the numerically small and the numerically large
groups in the country.

5 According to Proclamation No. 532/2007, a size of a constituency shall be determined proportionately bytaking into account the total population of the country (during every election) on the basis of the maximumnumber of seats of the IIoPR, which is 550, including seats for special representation (not to be less than20; Art. 54, FDRE Constitution).
6 The figure has slightly changed for the current (2005-2010) term.

7The Oromo people are the case in point
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The fourth chapter is devoted to explaining in depth the approaches taken by some
multiethnic states in designing a workable federal solution to accommodate their
diverse societies. Accordingly, the author has thoroughly discussed the Nigerian, Swiss
and Indian federations in the light of the above vantage point and brought out.very
interesting account of both the development and the current state of being of those
federal systems. The information in this chapter offers very helpful insight for public
policy in Ethiopia as well.

The core of Assefa's book, I believe, is Chapter 5. This can be observed -from the title
of the Chapter itself: Federalism and accommodation of diversity: The Ethiopian
Experience. Here, the author has tried to address the research question of the entire
book (see also top of p.213). He also looked at practical matters and concerns of
implementation that have unfolded since the start of the Ethiopian federation. Assefa
asserts in this part of the book that the Ethiopian Constitution which brings into being
the federal system contains some contradictions in combining 'ethno-nationalism and
self determination on the one hand and federalism on the other (p.219). He also points
out here that (he did also point out this earlier in the third chapter of the book, reviewed
above) the states of the Ethiopian federation are not guaranteed ways of participating in
federal decision making and hence the shared-rule aspect of federalism has not been
adequately addressed (p.228). He also points out importantly that there is no principle
of federal supremacy in the Ethiopian constitutional federalism. He explains that as the
case of overlap of powers remain inevitable in federations, it is important that federal
constitutions enshrine a principle of supremacy of federal laws over state laws, which
the Ethiopian Constitution fails to do (p.229). He further argues that unlike other
federations where the elements or forces of unity slightly prevail over those of
diversity, in the case of the Ethiopian federation, the reverse is the case (pp. 229-30).
He convincingly argues in this connection that the study of federations and discourses
on federalism show that a federal system aims at creating a stable and perpetual state
either out of many units that come together or by preserving a state through 'a timely
recognition of its inner diversity'. Hence, the argument is that federal supremacy is
pivotal in creating a perpetual federal system.

Assefa also mentions in this part of his work about the issue of compatibility of
secession as a constitutional right, and federalism (pp. 234-36). He has discussed the
Ethiopian Constitution's provisions in this regard and the arguments and debates that
were held during the making of the Ethiopian Constitution back in early 1990s.
However, in view of the fact that secession is one of the thorniest issues at home and
abroad, and in view also of the fact that amidst this controversy the Ethiopian
Constitution has taken such a bold step of constitutionalizing secession
unconditionally, a little more unpacking of the discourses surrounding the concept
would only be more appropriate and expected in the book, which has not been done.

Assefa also suggests that in view of the many differences between the states of the
Ethiopian federation, it may be wise to rethink the federal arrangement again and set
up an asymmetric system. He indicates that although the Constitlition aims at creating
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symmetrical federalism, there is in practice a political asymmetry as regards some of
the member states (pp.240-42). The consequence of this suggestion is for example that
there will be differentiated levels of federal-state power and jurisdictional relations
depending on the dictates of the facts on the ground in relation to the concerned states.
The author has shown that the idea of asymmetry has been put to use by federations he
has studied. I believe that this is an idea worthy of putting on the table for discussion in
Ethiopia as well.

Assefa also discussed briefly but clearly the opinions of both the detractors and
supporters of the Ethiopian ethnically based federalism (pp.47-53). He concludes in
this regard that although the federal system has both foundational (owing to the
problems in the Constitution itself) and practical limitations, it remains to be the only
measure that could ensure the survival of the Ethiopian state. He points out in this same
Chapter that the outstanding foundational limitations include the failure to take into
account historic mobility of people and inter-group relations; failure to -incorporate
principles of asymmetry; its inability to put in place a system to guard against the
danger of local tyranny; and absence of a compelling power-sharing schemes among
the major contending groups (through for example PR election system). He has boldly
and lucidly indicated the weak points in the foundational framework that needs to be
reconsidered for the Ethiopian federal system to be able to forge a more perfect union
while celebrating diversity. I believe that Assefa has initiated great thoughts which the
political system may want to consider, further improve and put into action for a better
Ethiopia.

Assefa also passes on a suggestion (which he says is made by others and he seems to
concur with) in the same Chapter that may raise the eyebrows of many a people: a
suggestion on restructuring of the Amhara and Oromia states (p.265) and also Somali
state (p.266-7). He believes that restructing these states 'addresses not only the
asymmetric federal system but also brings administrative convenience. The author
mentions the ideas and options propounded by those who favour the restructuring of
the states (p.266). He makes it clear that the restructing suggestion should not be
confused with a call for adopting the American style geographical federalism for he
says the latter is incompatible with the context of multi-cultural federal systems
(p.2 6 7). Rather, the author makes a suggestion for restructuring the states somewhat
along the line of Swiss cantonal structuring where the same language speakers live in
many different cantons that are made to reflect and protect the essential attributes of
diversity (see p.267).

This idea of restructuring proposed by Assefa certainly is a proposal to consider.
However, as we can see from the book, the proposal has been only concisely discussed.
But one would want to see more data and information on the Ethiopian reality that may
convince the reader, including the one opposed to the idea, to see merit in the proposal.
We would have liked to see more on how the new proposal if implemented would turn
the existing problems around in terms of promoting the interests of those citizens of the
states to be subjected to restructuring; in terms of promoting positive inter-ethnic
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relations across the several states in Ethiopia; in terms of promoting the self-rule of the
various nationalities and the overall national unity of the country, and so on. Most
importantly, I believe that those nationalities in the states to be restructured need to be
assured that they will have nothing to lose, but to gain, by the act of restructuring, and
that their identity as a people in each case would remain intact across the sub-divisions
to be created. More needed to be discussed in the book in this regard as well.

In addition to the above, the author's suggestion for restructuring seems to have in
mind primarily the size of the three states selected. But, one may ask a worthy question
as why the restructuring be limited only to consideration of size, and to only the three
states. For example, should not we think the restructuring of the Amhara State along
with restructuring of the Beneshangul/Gumuz State in which parts of the two states
may be merged on the basis of practical considerations to be carefully designed? So I
think that Assefa's suggestion is thought-provoking and interesting as it is, but at the
same time more issues that are provoked by the suggestion itself needed to be
addressed.

The book in chapters 6 and 7 deals with division of legislative powers, and division of
executive powers and intergovernmental relations, respectively. In the sixth Chapter,
Assefa essentially grapples with the two contending views regarding the constitutional
viability or autonomy (in respect of law making powers) of the states of the Ethiopian
federation. Many observers believe that the division of powers made by the Ethiopian
Constitution devolved very insignificant powers to the states by concentrating more
powers at the center. Assefa wants to show the reader that 'if the provisions of the
Constitution are taken seriously, at least as far as the self-rule is concerned, the powers
of the states are more comparable to a confederation than a federation' (p.293).

Considering the pattern of power division in some federations (USA; Germany,
Switzerland and India) and comparing those with each other and the Ethiopian
arrangement, Assefa draws out a conclusion that each of these federations has followed
quite different approaches in the matter (294-342). As regards the main contention he
makes, i.e., that the states of the Ethiopian Federation wield considerable power,
Assefa strongly argues that 'the comparative study seems to suggest that the
constituent [Ethiopian] states rather have an overwhelming amount of power at least so
far as self-rule is concerned' (p.342-43). He states that the sates make their own
procedural and civil laws; their own constitutions; they are constituted of nationalities
that are sovereign and have the right to self-determination up to and including
secession. Furthermore, the states have the power to make and execute social and
development policies, strategies and plans. He likewise contends that though the
constitutional powers of the states are generous, there is a tendency of centralization of
powers as a matter of the political practice in the Ethiopian federation owing to the
factors he explains in the book (343-5 1).

In the seventh chapter, Assefa points out very interesting issues regarding federal
executive powers and intergovernmental relations in the Ethiopian federation. He states
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that though the Ethiopian Constitution envisages a situation of dual powers and
institutions (Art.50 (2)), most of the federal executive institutions are not established in
the states (nor are there clear delegations of powers) and hence there is a gap in
enforcing federal laws in the states (p.355-57). Assefa notes that in a system with
division of powers between the two orders of government such as Ethiopian (where
exclusive powers are given to one or the other), a clear division of executive power is
crucial. He also argues here that there are no comprehensive formal, constitutional or
otherwise, system of intergovernmental relations between the Federal Government and
the constituent states in Ethiopia. He discusses a sort of extra-constitutional
mechanisms by which the federal government 'cooperates with' or influences the
governments of the four peripheral states of Ethiopia (Afar, Beneshangul/Gumuz,
Gambella, and Somali). These mechanisms currently are the advisorship of the
Ministry of Federal Affairs (one of the executive organs of the Federal Government),
the party structures, and the process of policy making (pp. 387-95).

In this respect Assefa cites works of foreign -researchers such as Lovise Aalan (2002)
who for example asserted that 'the advisors from the Ministry of Federal Affairs
virtually run the regional government and hindered self-administration' " He also
discusses the overbroad powers practiced by the party officials of the EPRDF that were
involved in many of the regions, including Oromia, and took important decisions
derogating from the self-rule powers of the states (pp.387-88). He tells us that this
situation has changed for the better since 2001 most importantly because of the reform
of the EPRDF (following the. split of the TPLF) and its realizations of the negative
effects of such an approach to some of the states (p.388). More so, with the
establishment of the Ministry of Federal Affairs, the relationships between the Federal
Government and the four states have become more formally intergovernmental than
anything else. Assefa, however, tells us that the Ministry though a good attempt at
formalizing the Federal-state relations in respect of the four states, still cannot be taken
to be an able substitute for inter-governmental institutions that exist in the federations
he has thoroughly discussed in chapter seven of his book. He also indicated - a
possibility for overlap of powers between this Ministry and the HoF (p.390). Assefa
also commented in a concise but pointed way the impact of the centralized party
workings on the state autonomy and the constitutional division of powers (p.391-94).
He tells us that the centralism of the party system has effects in all of the states either
through the EPRDF or the affiliated ruling parties in the non-EPRDF controlled states.

Assefa's book contains very rich coniparative information on the little known area of
intergovernmental relations in federations. It also points out the legal lacunae as well as
the practical problems in this regard in the career of the Ethiopian federation so far.
These discussions I believe are very instructive and helpful for the policymakers of the
country. I would have liked this part of Assefa's book to have gone a couple of steps
further. The one is to compare the kind of informal relations between the federal and

8 P. 387. See also his reference to J. Young's work (pp. 386-87).
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the sltcs governments in Ethiopia with those systets IIof intrgovernmental relations

he extensively discussed (e.g. Germany's) and conunent pointedly on the possible

merils of the informal system at work in Ethiopin, llecausC it seems to me that

foinuilixntion is not a goal in itself; the goal rather is the fcdcral system's and the

peole's benefiting from the goings on in reality." Scoond is a discussion on the views

from the stales and the citizens (of the states) about what they thought of the informal

inter-party or intergovernmental relations that have been going on since the inception

of' the fcderiation. Knowing their reflection on this would have given the reader

intornimtion to cross-check the veracity for example of the views of the scholars the

nothi included in the book that all along paint a gloomy picture on the matter.

III the last substantive chapter of his work (Chapter 8), Assefa discussed adjudication

of disputes in federations with a focus on the lithiopian system. Assefa explains

extensively the Ethiopian system of constitutional interpretation by the HoF, which

departs from other systems in which courts interpret constitutions. He explains the

reasons that led to the Ethiopian approach during the making of the Ethiopian

constitution (402-06).

Besides, Assefa takes issue with the laws enacted by the HoPR (proclamations No.

250/2001 and 251/2001) on further defining the constitutional interpretation powers of

the ItoF and its aide, the Council of Constitutional Inquiry (CC) on two grounds. The

first is whether it is constitutional to have the powers of the I IoF defined by the HoPR

in the first place. Assefa believes that this should not have been the case. This is an

interesting matter to argue over. But, I would also like to point out*to the reader that on

the contrary the fact that the HoPR is a law-maker on "all matters" assigned by the

Constitution to the Federal jurisdiction would make it competent to pass such a law.

Furthermore, I think that it is only appropriate from the point of view of checks and

balances between the two federal houses since the IHoF is an interpreter of the

Constitution. If the powers defined for HoF by the laws have constitutionality

problems, it can be brought to the HoF for review; this would have been problematic if

IloF were to define its own powers.

The second ground of Assefa's disagreement with the laws is that the latter have

unconstitutionally broadened the powers of the HoF to interpret the Constitution

thereby taking away from the judiciary the powers the Constitution apparently gives to

the courts. This is without any exaggeration a very intriguing and tantalizing issue. I

cannot deal with the matter in such a limited space. But I would leave it my cautioning

the reader to look further into the laws and the Constitution before agreeing or

disagreeing with Assefa's views. One should for example ask whether the Constitution

has unequivocally spoken about the limits or bounds of interpretable matters or not. On

should also first understand what the framers intended to mean by "constitutional

9 This is not to say that there is merit in the system of advisorships where the advisors became so powerful

and made the state rulers puppets. That was not acceptable. But other efforts of informal engagement of

capacity building that helped the citizens of those states should be accommodated.
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dispute" on the one hand and "constitutional. interpretation" on the other. Lastly, how
are these issues of interpretable matters handled in other jurisdictions? For example,
isn't it the case that all matters for constitutional interpretation, whether legislative or
executive acts, are dealt with by the constitution interpreter single handedly? I would
leave this matter here as it will not be practicable to address each of these in this
review.

In conclusion, I would like to state once again that Assefa's book is well done. It is
very educative for students of Ethiopian constitutional law as well as for law and
policy makers of Ethiopia. I hope they will make a good use of it. I also hope the
author will take into acdount the points and issues I have indicated in this review in
future edition of the book.
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Book Review

Hailu Zeleke, Insurance in Ethiopia: Historical Development, Present Status
and Future Challenges, Printed by Master Printing Press, 2007. Pp IX + 308.

Price: Birr 42.

SEYOJM YOHANNES*

Hailu Zeleke found a niche subject, Insurance in Ethiopia that was lacking in coverage,
so he wrote a book on it. And he did a great job doing it. The book, Insurance in
Ethiopia: Historical Development, Present Status and Future Challenges is a detailed
no-nonsense book that hands you a truck load of information on the Ethiopian
Insurance Industry and its regulation right from its inception.

Hailu begins by unpacking concepts basic to understanding insurance like peril,
hazard, probability, and more importantly risk, in chapter one. He deals with the latter
at length and does a good job at that. In chapter two, he dwells on insurance, its
importance and development. Among other things, he explains the pooling of risks and
the law of large.numbers that underlie the workings of the insurance industry. If you
are mathematically inclined, you will certainly enjoy Hailu's explanation of the law of
large numbers at pp 26 to 31. If you are not, just skip it. The math-free elucidation does
the job just as well. In Chapter three and four he very briefly discusses the
development of insurance in Ethiopia till 1970. His treatment of this topic is not
particularly impressive though. I will come back to that at a later point.

Chapter 5 deals with the first proclamation and legal notice issued to regulate the
insurance industry in 1970 and 1971 respectively. The author outlines the main
features of the proclamation (Proclamation No.281/1970). In particular, matters like
minimum capital, place of incorporation, the deposits required to engage in insurance
and the regulatory bodies that were entrusted with running the industry have been
briefly discussed by the author in this chapter. The author also raises the salient
features of Legal Notice 393/71 like submission of application for license, issuance of
license and renewal of the same, qualification requifements of insurance auxiliaries,
actuaries and submission of annual financial statements to the Controller. He winds up
the chapter by showing how the industry reacted to the issuance of these new laws and
by analyzing the performance of the industry between 1967 and 1972.

e Currently a Lecturer, formerly Assistant Dean of the Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University. He holds
LLM from the University of Michigan Law School, Ann Arbor (2003), and LLB, from Addis Ababa
University Law School (1997). E-mail: dayaseyoum@yahoo.com
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In chapter 6, the author dwells upon the insutance industry during 1974 to 1994. This
is the period when the insurance business was monopolized by a state owned company
established pursuant to Proclamation 68/1975. The author gives interesting facts and
figures about this period. Then follows chapter 7, where the author discusses the
reemergence of private insurance companies following the demise of the military
regime. Totaling 104 pages, this is the longest and the most informative chapter in the
book. It deals with various things including Proclamation 86/1994 and the Council of
Ministers Regulation No 201/1994 that were issued to regulate the industry in a market
economy context, the reemergence of private insurance companies, investment by the
companies, insurance auxiliaries and actuaries, workforce profile of the industry and
financial performance of the nine insurance companies that were in the field till June
30, 2005. As he compares and contrasts the nine insurance companies active in the
field, in this chapter, the author shows his rare skill in being able to condense
overwhelming information into comprehensible figures and tables. That the author is
clearly an expert in the field will not be lost on anyone who reads this chapter of the
book.

Competition in the Ethiopian insurance sector has been dealt with in Chapter 8. The
assessment of the existence and extent of competition in the industry is based on
documents uncovered by the author's research, and questionnaires filled out by players
in the field. This is followed by Chapter 9 that deals with the regulation and
supervision of the insurance industry in Ethiopia. After analyzing the goals of
supervision and the capabilities of the National Bank of Ethiopia entrusted. with the
task of supervision, the author concludes that the insurance sector is given low
emphasis by the regulator compared to the banking sector. This is manifested,
according to the author, by the disturbing lack of benchmarks against which the
performance of the insurers is to be measured and the dearth of skilled personnel in the
Insurance Supervision Department at the National Bank of Ethiopia.

In chapter 10, the author deals with the problems of the insurance industry. Based on
questionnaires filled out by stakeholders like the insurance companies, the regulatory
body, associations of insurers and insurance professionals he identifies the most
worrisome problems, and comments on them. The three chapters that follow are very
brief, a total of 23 pages. Chapter 11 titled 'present status and challenges of insurance
industry in Ethiopia' gives some information regarding post 2005 developments in the
industry such as the formation of two new insurance companies and growth rate of the
industry. It also deals with the future challenges based on the perception of
stakeholders in the sector. This could, perhaps, well have been made part of chapter 10
as the issues are more or less the same and the informants the same class, of persons.
Chapter 12, a mere three pages, deals with insurance associations in Ethiopia. Chapter
13 is recapitulation of the preceding chapters.

If I had to pick on something to critique, I would say that:
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Perhaps inadvertently, the author sometimes fails to acknowledge sources. I doubt the
analysis of 'peril' in terms of an interaction among physical resources, human
resources and a given operating environment is the author's original work. Note also
the author quiet strangely concludes from this very analysis that 'all these show that
hazards are bound to exist perpetually and hence the possibility of undesirable
contingency to mankind would remain eternal. Thus, risk will remain with manldnd
forever.' (Emphasis mine). This conclusion does not follow from the analysis. In any
event, it is unnecessary as perpetuity of mankind let alone peril is highly contestable. It
seems the author's choice of words like 'perpetually', 'eternal' and 'forever' was not
carefully considered. (See pp 9 to 10). Similarly, at p 88 he indicates conditions that
would lead to cancellation of license under the Insurance Proclamation 86/1994
without indicating the exact provision(s) of the law thus making it difficult for the
reader to consult the article(s) reference is being made to.

Neither the organization nor the content of chapter three and four is great. The two
chapters deal with essentially the same theme, development of insurance in Ethiopia.
The former is on developments up till 1960 while the latter chapter deals with the rise
of domestic insurance companies in 1960s. The two chapters total 12 pages of which
chapter four is only four pages. The two could have easily been reduced into one
chapter. Looking at the content of these two chapters, one also wonders what the
intended readership is. The author, for instance, summarizes the insurance provisions
of the Commercial Code of 1960 in a single table with no further treatment. I doubt
there is any person who can benefit from such a superficial treatment. He also gets
bogged down in unimportant details. Cases in point are description of the Head Office
of Imperial Insurance Company, the number of cars its parking lot could accommodate
at a time etc... (See p. 45).

While very informative the book does have organizational problems. For instance,
though chapter 5 is entitled 'The First Insurance Proclamation-1970,' the author deals
with Legal Notice No 393/71 and also analyzes the performance of the insurance
industry between 1967 and 1972. This is clearly beyond the scope of the chapter given
its title. Other instances of organizational problems are chapter 11 that deals with more
or less the same issues as chapter 10 and chapter 12 consisting of three pages.

At times one also gets the impression that the author is given to belaboring points he
already made. On many occasions the author very aptly summarizes information in a
table and then gives a figure that does nothing more but summarize identical
information. Good examples are Table 11 at p 59 and figure 5 at p 60, p 12 and figure
8 at p 62, table 13 and figure 9 at p 63, table 15 and figure 10 at p 65, table 30 and
figure 20 at pp 99 and 100, respectively, etc. No wonder we have a total of 66 tables
and 85 figures in the book, the annex excluded.

Back to the good stuff, this book is an extensive and factual compilation of information
on the insurance industry and its regulation in Ethiopia. The language is very good,
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spelling and other typographic errors are extremely rare. All in all, the book is a vital
read for financial planners, managers in the insurance sector, regulators and college
students. taking business courses in Ethiopia. So, if you tend to shy away from self-
published works, I strongly suggest you don't do the same in this case.

Finally, I would like to take a moment to salute Hailu's impressive feat of writing a
book in today's Ethiopia. Given the dearth of information, paucity of resources, the
manifold challenges life poses and close-to-nil material reward of writing, few
professionals dare attempt to write books. All these did not stop Hailu. He very much
deserves a shower of accolades.
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